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ABSTRACT 
IMPLICIT LEARNING AS A MEANS OF TONAL JAZZ PITCH-LISTENING 
SKILLS ACQUISITION 
FEBRUARY 2019 
DAVID MOSHER, B.M., HOWARD PAYNE UNIVERSITY 
M.M., UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON 
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Gary S. Karpinski 
In this dissertation, I present a method for developing tonal jazz pitch-listening 
skills (PLS) which is rooted in scientific experimental findings from the fields of music 
cognition and perception. Converging experimental evidence supports the notion that 
humans develop listening skills through implicit learning via immersive, statistically rich 
exposure to real music from a particular musical idiom, such as tonal jazz. Therefore, I 
recommend that to acquire tonal jazz pitch-listening skills, learners should (1) immerse 
themselves in the real music of that idiom, (2) remediate their listening skills, where 
necessary, by listening to slowed-down versions with exaggerated features, and (3) 
organize their listening experiences with explicit theoretical labels for particular pitch 
structures, if they want to communicate about those pitch structures in speech or writing. 
In order to aid in the practical application of this process, I offer a four-semester learning 
sequence for the development of tonal jazz pitch-listening skills as well as a variety of 
formal assessment methods. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE FRAMING AND SCOPE OF THE TOPIC 
 
1.1 Introduction 
In this dissertation, I present a method for developing tonal jazz pitch-listening 
skills (PLS) which is rooted in scientific experimental findings from the fields of music 
cognition and perception. Converging experimental evidence supports the notion that 
humans develop listening skills through implicit learning via immersive, statistically rich 
exposure to real music from a particular musical idiom, such as tonal jazz. Therefore, I 
recommend that to acquire tonal jazz pitch-listening skills, learners should (1) immerse 
themselves in the real music of that idiom, (2) remediate their listening skills, where 
necessary, by listening to slowed-down versions with exaggerated features, and (3) 
organize their listening experiences with explicit theoretical labels for particular pitch 
structures, if they want to communicate about those pitch structures in speech or writing. 
In order to aid in the practical application of this process, I offer a four-semester learning 
sequence for the development of tonal jazz pitch-listening skills (PLS)1 as well as a 
variety of formal assessment methods. 
 
1.2 Statement of the Problem 
There are countless approaches proffered by pedagogues to music students with 
regard to developing in the ear a finer discrimination of pitch and pitch relationships. 
Most of these approaches offer no empirical support for their methods whatsoever, 
leaving open the possibility of a large body of practitioners of said methods who find 
                                                 
1 I will refer to pitch-listening skills as PLS from this point forward. 
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little gain in terms of their own pitch-listening development by faithful adherence to 
them. This present study aims to be a part of the remedy to this situation by summarizing 
and interpreting our current empirical understanding of how we as humans effectively 
process and learn finer pitch discrimination skills. Based on my interpretation of this 
current empirically-grounded knowledge base, I then make pedagogical 
recommendations for acquiring greater PLS with particular focus on application to the 
tonal jazz idiom. 
 
1.3 Research Questions 
This research project focuses on answering the following questions: What does 
the experimental data in the music cognition and perception literature suggest are the best 
approaches to developing PLS? How might we best apply these approaches in the aid of 
individuals who would seek to develop their PLS within the tonal jazz idiom?  
 
1.4 Significance of the Study 
This study is significant for several reasons. Many colleges, universities, and 
conservatories offer jazz as an area of study. Jazz now has over a 100-year history, giving 
us a very stable sense of its classics and standards, comparable, in that sense, to the 
canons of Western European art music. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, this is a 
study that deals specifically with the development of PLS in a musical tradition that relies 
even more strongly on the performer’s ear than the classical tradition does. For example, 
harmonic substitutions are a common practice in jazz performance. A soloist able to hear 
and instantly recognize not only that a substitution has been made, but also precisely 
   3 
what harmony is being sounded, is much more capable of an effective real-time musical 
response. This study, therefore, concerned with evidence-based recommendations for 
increasing jazz PLS, has immense practical value in raising the quality of jazz instruction. 
The jazz aesthetic prioritizes a deep knowledge of its own history. Quoting and 
paraphrasing jazz masters is a common way to both honor these historical figures and 
show one’s own competence. (Michaelsen 2013, 240). The history of jazz thus needs to 
be absorbed by future jazz performers in order to allow the possibility for such quotation 
and adaptation, which is made possible through long-term immersion in its pitch 
practices. 
Jazz culture further prizes spontaneity (Michaelsen 2013, 13). The type of risk-
taking associated with spontaneity means that there will always be an expectation for 
something new and different from the statistically common. There is, then, a tension 
between the absolutely essential knowledge of the highly stereotypical pitch usages and 
those which deviate from them precisely in order to sound fresh or original in some way. 
Musicians have a much higher likelihood of being original within a particular established 
musical idiom, such as tonal jazz, when entrenched and immersed in its stereotypes. Such 
musicians will then be absolutely confident in signaling expected familiarities that aid in 
constituting the idiom in the first place, but will also know precisely what has not been 
done by reason of knowing what has. 
 
1.5 Methodology 
In order to arrive at my conclusions and recommendations, I rely heavily on the 
results of published experiments regarding pitch processing in human subjects. My 
   4 
summary of the experimental data provides a firm grounding for interpreting results in a 
manner allowing for pedagogical usage. I collect, examine, and interpret experimental 
results, finally making practical application of the collective findings to the pedagogical 
context of tonal jazz ear-training in the pitch domain. 
 
1.6 Principles Underlying My Recommendations 
All recommendations are grounded in my own interpretations of experimental 
findings. The recommendations are consistent with the following principles: 
1. PLS are learned implicitly through statistical exposure to music.2 
2. Immersive listening over long periods of time is most effective. 
3. Theoretical labeling of implicitly learned pitch structures facilitates communication 
about these structures in both speech and writing. 
4. Since PLS are a product of a person’s statistical exposure to music, expectations of 
how pitches interact are individualized according to each person’s unique listening 
history. If expectations are to become more standardized among listeners, those 
listeners must immerse themselves in the same music. 
5. Cognitive firewalls3 prevent us from misapplying statistical pitch regularities from 
one musical idiom to another. 
6. Real-life application and perceived relevance positively correlate with learning. 
7. Directed attention increases perception in the area so-directed. 
                                                 
2 Here and throughout this dissertation, I use the term statistical to mean mass or high-volume exposure,   
that is, exposure to a large quantity of some particular kind of data.  
3 According to David Huron, cognitive firewalls are defined as follows: “The hypothetical physiological  
mechanism through which brains are able to segregate inductive lessons into distinctive contexts. The  
capacity for brains to protect schemas from overgeneralized learning.” (Huron 2006, 414) 
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8. Musical context is crucial to real-music applicability or ecological validity. 
9. Gestalt-hearing is fostered via statistical exposure. 
10. Timbral differentiation aids in pitch stream segregation. 
11. Learners with particularly strong remedial needs may benefit from exaggerated  
 performance and slowed tempo.  
 
1.7 Organization of the Study  
Chapter 1 outlines the problem, research questions, significance of the study, 
methodology, and recommendations of this dissertation. Chapter 2 summarizes our 
empirical knowledge regarding human perception and cognition in the pitch domain. 
Chapter 3 outlines primary pitch-related structures within the idiom of tonal jazz. Chapter 
4 applies the empirical knowledge about human pitch processing to the acquisition of the 
pitch structures most relevant to tonal jazz within a two-year learning sequence. 
 
1.8 Limitations 
The complete details of how our brain and ear work together to process sound and 
music are not fully known. Thanks to advances in the field of music cognition and 
perception (MCP)4, we have begun to amass empirical knowledge about this process, 
which will serve as a basis for the recommendations made herein. However, the reader 
should understand that, as with any scientific endeavor, new studies will continue to 
come out that will further refine our understanding of this process. That being said, this 
study should not be taken as the final culmination of our knowledge about the way we 
should train jazz musicians to better hear pitch. Rather, it should be understood as 
                                                 
4 I will refer to the field of music cognition and perception as MCP from this point forward. 
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recommendations based on the author’s interpretation of the most current data that 
studies in music cognition and perception have to offer. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SUMMARY OF MUSIC COGNITION AND PERCEPTION LITERATURE ON 
PITCH PROCESSING 
 
2.1 Preliminaries 
 
2.1.1 The Relevance of Pitch-Listening Skill Development to Jazz Musicians 
At the outset, it is important to consider why pitch-listening skill (PLS) 
development should prove to be a valuable pursuit in the first place. Though to many of 
my readers this may seem inherently obvious, it is important to be explicit about the 
practical relevance of this pursuit. Central to the value of pitch-listening skill 
development is the fact that jazz music is first and foremost an aural art. Strong PLS are a 
necessity of competent jazz performers (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 36; 
Marcus 2012, 166). Both effective solo and ensemble (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 
2007, 177–178; Marcus 2012, 178) performance depend on them. For the improviser, 
there is incredible performance value in attaining the rapid aural pattern recognition of 
robust PLS (Marcus, 2012, 43). Playing by ear, an incredibly common practice in jazz, 
requires an ability to hear a sound, decode it, and then perform it (or something based on 
or related to it). Powerful PLS reduce the number of trial and errors necessary to such a 
practice (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 118–119). 
Why should a jazz musician require PLS development specific to tonal jazz rather 
than simply tonality in general as modeled through Common Practice Era music? Though 
there are certainly PLS for them to gain, and cross-stylistic exposure can be a good and 
enriching thing, I would argue that a jazz performer has both distinctive tonal pitch 
   8 
usages and musico-cultural aesthetics to be steeped in (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 
2007, 16–19; Love 2016, 72) if the performer is to succeed in the field. Jazz music is 
marked by considerable chromaticism used in idiom-specific ways explored in Chapter 3. 
Though rhythm is outside of my purview herein, it is important to note that jazz 
harmonies progress at a much faster rate than is typical in many other idioms and its 
rhythm plays a large part in its constitution. There is also something to be said for 
immersion in a common sound world or canon of a particular musical tradition, in our 
instance, a jazz canon. A shared listening background among jazz performers allows 
them to pick up on the most subtle of musical information that acts as an insider form of 
communication between those fluent in the idiom’s pitch practices (Lehmann, Sloboda, 
and Woody 2007, 178–179). 
Lastly, regarding the relevance of jazz pitch-listening skill development to 
academia, we have now arrived at a day in which jazz has become a standard offering at 
various levels within the university setting (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 139–
140). As this is the case, academia would do well to consider how it might maximize the 
quality of output for its jazz students, particularly in the realm of developing PLS 
particular to a jazz context. 
 
2.1.2 Pitch: Definition and Scope of Engagement 
Pitch is a subjective perception corresponding to frequency which allows listeners 
to hear various sound wave stimuli as being related to one another in low-to-high 
relationships (Besson et al., 2007, 400). Most often these pitch relationships are 
expressed relative to the construct of a musical scale. Though at times, it will be of 
   9 
practical necessity to briefly mention other musical parameters, the focus of this 
document will be limited to the percept of pitch. I will focus on pitch processing after the 
stage at which it has been recognized as musical. 
 
2.1.3 The Rate of PLS Development 
Pitch-listening skill development has been shown to (a) develop at a rate 
dependent on the saturation of exposure (the immersion principle) (Marcus, 2012, 94), (b) 
be accelerated in relation to the amount of chunking that a listener is able to conduct 
while listening (Marcus, 2012, 94), (c) be more appropriately approached when allowing 
for long-term exposure (Marcus 2012, 35; Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 137–
138; Besson et al. 2007, 399), (d) be accelerated by effective self-regulation and targeted 
practice (listening) (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 51), (e) be accelerated by a 
practitioner’s high expectancy-value placed on that set of skills (Lehmann, Sloboda, and 
Woody 2007, 56–57), (f) be accelerated when a person’s pitch-listening successes and 
failures are perceived as related to the amount of effort and effectiveness of that person’s 
strategies in developing them (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 55–56), (g) be 
accelerated by starting the development process as early as possible in life (Lehmann, 
Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 41), (h) be accelerated when the musical style of exposure 
and personal musical preferences are aligned (Loui, Wessel, and Hudson Kam 2010, 
377), and (i) be accelerated through use of aural stimuli which takes an individual’s zone 
of proximal development5 into consideration (Marcus, 2012, 12–13). 
 
                                                 
5 The zone of proximal development is an area in which the difficulty-level of presented stimuli allows for 
individuals to succeed in their mastery of the material approximately eighty percent of the time. 
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2.1.4 Tonality 
Music specialists sometimes enter debates regarding whether or not something 
may be classified as truly tonal or not. Rather than enter the debate, which is not the 
primary focal point here, I will instead simply describe what I mean herein when I refer 
to music as tonal. By tonal, I mean that the pitch material is organized with reference to a 
central tone, reference point, or tonic (Krumhansl 2001, 281). In addition, not all music is 
equally tonal, but rather exists on a tonal spectrum. On one end, I propose strongly tonal 
music that unequivocally appears to its listeners to suggest its tonic without disagreement 
among listeners. In the middle of the spectrum is weakly tonal music in which tonic(s) 
may be ascertained by listeners but there is more disagreement regarding which particular 
tonic is suggested to the listeners; nonetheless listeners tend to identify with a tonic or 
possibly a couple of salient options for one.6 On the other end of the spectrum is atonal 
music. In such music listeners may not sense a tone that seems to act as a reference point 
for any others. I will choose to allow listeners to determine this threshold for themselves 
on an individual basis rather than attempting to draw any hard and fast line. Though 
“improvised jazz performances typically rely on tonal harmony,” (Michaelsen 2013, 15) 
there are times that harmonic structures and melodic material are heard as tonal only due 
to the presence of a bass line crafted around a particular reference tone or tonic. In other 
words, at times, a person’s tonal listening skills are stretched to far-reaching limits. In 
these instances, one listener may interpret a passage tonally while another does not. 
Again, the question of whether particular instances fit the tonal label will be left up to 
individual listeners for my purposes. 
                                                 
6 For more information on double tonics, see Nobile (2017). 
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2.1.5 The Problem of Function: Anatomy and Physiology of Pitch Entities 
One related topic which may arise in a discussion of tonality is the notion of 
function, or how a particular note, harmony, or key relates to the tonic. Following 
disciplinary convention, I will at times refer to function; but a certain disclaimer is in 
order regarding this term. The problem with the notion of a particular tone, chord, or key 
“functioning” in a particular way is that the function itself is not based on its anatomy, 
but on its physiology, two distinctions which often get blurred or confused in discussions 
of function (Huron 2006, 371–372). By anatomy, I mean a tone’s location within a scale, 
or a chord’s intervallic structure and scale-step rootedness. These are shapes and 
locations, the purview of anatomy. Identical anatomical structures can have very different 
physiologies given different stylistic contexts. The Common-Practice Era is so-named 
because musical anatomical structures are used physiologically in similar ways. Outside 
of the Common-Practice Era, there are many other tonal styles which may make differing 
functional uses of the same anatomical structures. Take for instance the major-minor 
seventh chord built on the fifth degree of the major scale. In Common Practice music, 
this functions as a dominant in that it goes to the tonic in addition to following particular 
voice-leading norms. However, in the blues idiom, the V7, IV7 and I7 chords are all 
made up of the same intervallic structures. In this style, V7 moves to IV7 (an identical 
anatomy to the V7 of the Common-Practice Era, but with a different physiological usage 
based upon a differing stylistic context—the blues).  
We further understand how a musical object functions when we understand how it 
is received and processed by an individual mind (Huron 2006, 371–372). Regarding 
function, from a cognitive and perceptual standpoint, we might describe what the 
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presentation of a certain chord, for instance, makes us expect. Expectation is style-
specific, and highly contextual even within a larger idiom. For example, on approaching a 
cadential point in Common Practice Era music, the arrival of the V7 chord likely 
“functions” or serves to elicit in culturally-knowledgeable listeners the following 
expectations in a roughly descending order of likelihood based on their familiarity with 
statistical usage in the idiom: (1) the I chord (or i chord), (2) the vi chord (or VI chord), 
(3) the IV6 chord (or iv6 chord), (4) the V7/V (or other tonicization) of the V chord, and 
(5) a I6/4-V(7) progression (or i6/4-V(7) progression) in a key a with a tonic a half step 
below the previous one (referred to as reinterpreting the V7 as an augmented sixth 
chord). Additional expectations are of course possible. By way of contrast, in the blues 
idiom, a major-minor seventh chord (the same intervallic structure as the V7) will be 
interpreted as a tonic seventh chord at the beginning of the tune, eliciting an expectation 
for a chord of the same structure built on 4^. If one is listening to a IV7 (again, the same 
intervallic structure), the expectation is that it will return again to the tonic major-minor 
seventh chord. If one is listening at the start of the third phrase of the12-bar blues form, 
the V7 chord elicits an expectation for the IV7 chord in listeners familiar with the style. 
These are quite differing physiological expectations for the same harmonic anatomy 
based upon style and context. When we speak of function then, we must be certain to 
indicate both our style-specific and context-specific meaning. We must also be aware of 
style change so that we understand that as usage changes, so our expectations and 
therefore function changes with it. A chord can only be said to function (from a cognitive 
and perceptual standpoint) within an individual mind. The way that an individual mind 
understands a particular function will be based on that person’s listening history. The 
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stimuli from which the person’s functional assessment is made is rooted in the statistical 
regularities of musical practice within a given idiom and musical context within that 
idiom. Since function can be understood as primarily individualized, any large-scale 
assessment of trends when it comes to function should use experimental evidence that 
follows what many knowledgeable listeners expect to happen in a given context. In 
addition, emotive and psychological effects in knowledgeable individuals should be a 
primary consideration. This will require a significant amount of ongoing experimental 
work. All of this to say that we must be aware of what we imply when we speak of 
function, be careful not to universalize where inappropriate, and be aware of the 
distinction between musical anatomy and physiology. Function in music is not an 
inherent, permanent quality of an object itself. 
 
2.1.6 Implicit Learning Explained 
Implicit learning goes by several other names, each with their own nuanced 
shades of meaning (Cenkerová and Parncutt 2015, 112). Alternate terms include 
incidental, statistical, and online learning. Broadly speaking, and in my usage herein, the 
term “implicit learning” refers to the notion that listeners use a domain-general learning 
mechanism (Pearce 2005, 130–131) to “unconsciously pick up regularities in a highly 
structured system such as language or music.” (Cenkerová and Parncutt 2015, 112) 
Implicit learning is unconscious, automated, and irrepressible, taking place at some level 
regardless of our attention or inattention to the auditory stimuli (Hansen and Pearce 2014, 
13). Nonattentive and attentive listening both have positive effects on PLS development 
(Kopiez and Platz 2009, 322). Since it has also been shown that auditory attention 
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increases brain activation (Kopiez and Platz 2009, 322) and that self-evaluation for the 
purpose of practice targeted at weakness remediation is a better predictor of expertise 
than practice hours alone (Marcus, 2012, 12), I recommend adding both of these elements 
to whatever our brain absorbs unconsciously (Temperley 2011, 147) without them. Of 
course since both nonattentive and attentive listening have value for PLS development, 
we need not overly concern ourselves in moments during our long-term immersive 
exposure when we must sacrifice our listening attention to tend to other life matters. It is 
my view that the most practical and successful PLS development is found at the 
intersection of implicitly learned pitch structures and explicit musical knowledge. These 
two knowledge sets may then mutually inform one another in a listening, analytical, 
performative or compositional context, allowing the greatest combination of utility. 
The statistical learning hypothesis has achieved an emerging consensus (Loui, 
Wessel, and Hudson Kam 2010, 386; Huron 2006, viii). PLS can develop by sheer 
exposure (Loui, Wessel, and Hudson Kam 2010, 377–378; Krumhansl 2001, 286; Pearce 
2005, 148; Hansen and Pearce 2014, 14; Pearce and Wiggins 2012, 630; Gingras et al. 
2016, 605; Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 139; Broze and Shanahan 2013, 33; 
Bigand and Poulin-Charronnat 2006, 100). This is true in both melodic and harmonic 
processing (Parncutt 1995, 60). PLS development through implicit learning occurs 
comparably in both trained and untrained listeners (Pearce and Wiggins 2012, 630; 
Bigand and Poulin-Charronnat 2006, 100), the distinction between the two groups being 
that formally trained listeners will likely have much more access to verbal and conceptual 
labels for the sound structures they are learning when compared to untrained listeners 
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(Bigand and Poulin-Charronnat 2006, 103). Statistical learning is a feature of the brain at 
all stages of human development (Broze and Shanahan 2013, 33).  
Experimental evidence confirms that (a) we may assimilate new musical 
grammars to which we have not been previously exposed (Cenkerová and Parncutt 2015, 
112), (b) the learning is robust, with observable learning taking place in as little as thirty 
minutes of exposure, (c) we may learn some abstract knowledge (such as moving from 
veridical knowledge to schematic knowledge of musical structures in a given musical 
grammar) within as little as thirty minutes of musical exposure, (d) increased exposure 
aids in the development of this schematic learning, (e) we set up mental boundaries 
(cognitive firewalls) between differing musical grammars so as not to over-extend the 
results of our learning to areas inapplicable to it (apparently, even if the two musical 
grammars are quite similar), and (f) we are likely dealing with a domain-general learning 
mechanism which is used in music learning, but not limited to it (Loui, Wessel, and 
Hudson Kam 2010, 386). Musical expectations are probabilistically guided; and though 
statistical information may be gleaned from a new musical style in as little as a half hour 
(Loui, Wessel, and Hudson Kam 2010, 386), the brain bases pitch expectations on a 
listener’s biographical listening history (Huron 2006, 357–365; Hansen and Pearce 2014, 
13; Pearce and Wiggins 2012, 645; Gingras et al. 2016, 605). Zeroth-order (Huron 2006, 
357–365), first-order, and higher-order7 pitch relationships are all learned implicitly 
(Huron 2006, 357–365). Tonal hierarchies are constructed by listeners based on pitch 
usage within a particular musical idiom such as tonal jazz (Krumhansl and Kessler 1982, 
                                                 
7 First- and higher-order pitch relationships include contextual or contingent probabilities. These may be 
neighboring events or co-occurring, short- or long-range. A first-order pitch relationship is contingent 
upon a single prior event; higher-order relationships are contingent upon a number of prior contingencies, 
which when combined, make an ensuing event more probable.  
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363), as are our perceptions of the hierarchies of chords and musical key relationships 
(Krumhansl 2001, 286; Cenkerová and Parncutt 2015, 112; Krumhansl and Kessler 1982, 
334). Increased exposure corresponds to more refined PLS (Krumhansl and Kessler 1982, 
364; Francois and Schön 2011, 2363). Immersive listening intensity leads to faster and 
higher-quality results (Bigand and Poulin-Charronnat 2006, 101–102). The learning 
taking place is self-corrective; when a person’s pitch predictions prove inaccurate, the 
brain takes the new sounding stimuli into account when making future predictions, 
further refining pitch prediction accuracy within the style (Hansen and Pearce 2014, 14). 
 
2.2 A List of Some Important PLS 
The following is a list of some important PLS that are relevant to tonal jazz. 
Individual listeners may have no access or limited access to certain items listed here.8  
1. absolute pitch 
2. pitch-class 
3. scale-degree 
4. interval 
5. interval class 
6. contour 
7. imitation—including differences between tonal and real imitation, imitation by 
inversion (real and tonal) 
8. repetition—(there are many possibilities from pitches to chords to chord 
progressions to pitch patterns such as sequences—including the interval of the 
                                                 
8 Items 1–6 are listed as possible mental representations by Huron (2006, 357–365). Items 7–12 are listed 
as important aural skills to develop by Karpinski (2000, 140–141). 
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sequence and classification as tonal or real, both melodic and harmonic to licks, 
riffs, figurations, motives—including what elements remain the same and which 
are different in various motivic statements, formal sections, themes, etc.) 
9. accompanimental patterns—walking bass, pedal points 
10. cadence types—authentic, deceptive, plagal, half 
11. strophic and through-composed writing 
12. aural analysis of style based on heard features 
13. common jazz turnarounds 
14. tag repetitions at the end of a head out 
 
2.3 Expectations 
Accurate expectations enhance perception (Huron 2006, 357–365; Pearce 2005, 
129–130) and increase the rate of suitable motor responses (Huron 2006, 357–365; 
(Pearce 2005, 129–130), among other benefits (Pearce 2005, 129–130). Both of these 
benefits are valuable to jazz performers as improved perception and faster motor response 
times are profitable for them while improvising. How then do we ensure that we achieve 
more accurate expectations more of the time? We know that the brain operates using 
heuristics, “inductive approximations of underlying objective patterns of musical 
organization,” (Huron 2006, 96–97) which are not always completely accurate in forming 
mental representations of the environment. In order for heuristics to produce more 
accurate predictions, the brain must be immersed in a musical environment that models 
the types of musical structures that will be most useful when jazz musicians are in real-
music performance situations (Huron 2006, 357–365). 
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2.3.1 Memory and Expectation 
Expectation and memory are intimately related. Influences on patterns of 
expectation include both (a) memories of particular musical structures within a specific 
opus (intra-opus memories) and (b) schemata obtained by extensive musical exposure to 
many works (extra-opus memories) (Pearce 2005, 129–130). PLS involve expectations 
based on long-term memories of a person’s biographical listening history. Memory of 
how pitches have been used in the past allow our expectations, and therefore performance 
behaviors, to be more adaptive (Huron 2006, 357–365). This is the reason I recommend 
immersive listening in the most stereotypical patterns of tonal jazz. Within that context, 
the person’s listening history, and therefore expectations, will be a good match with the 
actual music of the tonal jazz idiom. 
There are many different types of memory, including episodic, semantic, short-
term, and working memory (Huron 2006, 357–365). Figure 1 below shows the 
relationship between the type of memory and the expectations associated with it. 
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Type of Memory Associated Expectation Description 
Episodic Memory Veridical Expectations represent invariant 
sequences learned from 
frequent exposure to a 
particular stimulus 
Semantic Memory Schematic Expectations represent generalizations 
learned from a lifetime of 
exposure 
Short-Term Memory Dynamic Expectations arise from the immediately 
preceding experience 
Working Memory Conscious (Ruminative) 
Expectations 
 
arise from conscious 
reflection or thought 
 
Figure 1: Types of memory and associated expectations. 9 
 
Each of these forms of memory have implications for those acquiring jazz PLS. 
Veridical expectations can be developed through immersive exposure and repeated 
listening to singular tunes. For our purposes, this includes well-known jazz recordings of 
individual tunes. Listening to these models will serve jazz performers well as points of 
reference for either quotation10 or as a point of departure for their own fresh contribution 
to the tune.  
Schematic expectations may be developed through exposure to particular 
stereotypical schemas representative of tonal jazz, such as the ubiquitous ii-V-I 
progression. This type of expectation constitutes a primary focal point of this document. 
Recognition of these schemas in real-time, enabled through long-term immersive 
exposure to the most stereotypical schemas of the idiom, will allow jazz performers to 
                                                 
9 These memory types, associated expectations, and descriptions may be found in Huron (2006, 357-365). 
10 Quotation is an important part of the jazz aesthetic. 
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make accurate pitch predictions and appropriate responses in an ensemble performance 
situation.  
Dynamic expectations develop as performers conform to stereotypical utterances 
and normative jazz practice, enabling other ensemble members to better anticipate what 
will happen on a note-to-note or chord-to-chord level. Development of these expectations 
better allow performers to interact with one another in their utterances, such as in trading 
four-measure solos, a very common practice in jazz.  
Conscious (ruminative) expectations develop through expertise and more accurate 
expectations, which allow performers to mentally separate themselves from the 
immediate performance demands such as execution and note-to-note production. Fluency 
through long-term immersive exposure also enables this type of stance. With fewer 
surprises, stepping out of the immediate moment into the musical future does not cause 
everything to fall apart. Instead, performers may create consciously thoughtful 
expressions in their minds well ahead of their actual execution.  
 
2.3.2 Creating a Set of Expectations 
New musical styles in essence build new musical contexts in which musical 
schemas may become activated in a listener. Within the boundaries of various contexts in 
the musical style, listener expectations may be confirmed through continuing to use 
pitches in similar (or even completely repetitious) ways, or denied by using these pitches 
in unfamiliar ways. New styles may, however, have their limits: “Musicians have the 
freedom to create new styles, but the listener’s penchant for predictability restrains the 
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speed with which new styles can be spawned. Musicians create musical culture, but not 
just as they please.” (Huron 2006, 368) 
Once a style is created, a certain amount of desired predictability within that style 
may be achieved, creating more stylistic cohesiveness. Three ways we can make music 
more predictable are by (a) following “existing musical conventions such as relying on 
traditional scales, meters, timbres, harmonies, genres, and styles” (Huron 2006, 367), (b) 
use of “repetition within musical works” (Huron 2006, 367) such as the incorporation of 
“repeated figures, ostinatos, motives, themes, and rhythmic patterns” (Huron 2006, 367), 
and (c) using similarity within musical works such as introducing variation techniques 
like “the ground bass, the sequence, modal and tonal transposition, various forms of 
embellishment, reharmonization, dynamic contrast, and other techniques...” (Huron 2006, 
367). For my purposes, high-volume exposure to these types of predictable features will 
allow jazz performers to both (a) aurally recognize what they are hearing and (b) perform 
responses to what they have heard more intentionally and quickly in a real-time 
performance situation. 
 
2.3.3 Melodic Structure Across Stylistic Boundaries 
The following melodic statistical trends have been shown to generally hold true 
across musical stylistic boundaries. 
1. Pitch proximity (Von Hippel 2000, 315; Pearce et al. 2010, 310): There is 
a tendency for small intervals to occur much more frequently than large 
ones.11 
                                                 
11 Paul Von Hippel has added that pitch proximity is likely further constrained by tessitura and mobility 
(freedom of motion). See Von Hippel (2000, 315–327). 
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2. Successive pitches tend to be relatively close (Huron 2006, 357–365). 
3. Descending step inertia (Cenkerová and Parncutt 2015, 113; Larson 2002, 
352): There is a tendency for descending small intervals to be followed by 
a pitch that continues in the same direction. 
4. Tessitura: Pitch distribution is constrained by the tessitura of a sounding 
instrument (Von Hippel 2000, 315). 
5. Instrument-specific mobility: Pitches are limited by mobility (freedom of 
motion) (Von Hippel 2000, 315) as constrained by the amount of effort 
required to produce them on a particular instrument. The center of an 
instrument’s range tends to be favored (Von Hippel 2000, 316). 
Instrumental extremes are used sparingly (Von Hippel 2000, 316–317). 
6. A piece’s peak pitch tends to be approached and left by skip (Von Hippel 
2000, 322). 
7. High-probability notes are typically preceded by smaller intervals than 
low-probability notes are (Pearce et al. 2010, 310). 
8. Diatonic notes occur more frequently (Pearce et al. 2010, 310). 
9. Regression to the Mean: Pitches exhibit a central tendency. Extreme 
values (far from the mean) tend to be followed by less extreme values 
(closer to the mean) (Huron 2006, 357–365). 
10. Step declination: Large intervals tend to ascend; small intervals tend to 
descend (Huron 2006, 357–365). 
11. Melodic phrases in Western music tend to exhibit an arch-shaped contour 
(Huron 2006, 357–365). 
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12. Melodies are highly prone to repetition (Huron 2006, 366).12 
 
2.3.4 Melodic Expectations Across Stylistic Boundaries 
Melodic expectations develop in listeners based on both (a) the preceding context 
within the stimulus and (b) the prior musical experiences of the listener (Gingras et al. 
2016, 597). Across musical styles, the following expectations have been shown in 
experienced listeners: 
1. Pitch proximity: the tendency for small intervals to occur much more 
frequently than large ones (Huron 2006, 357–365; Cenkerová and Parncutt 
2015, 113)13 
2. Step inertia: the tendency of small intervals to be followed by a pitch that 
continues in the same direction (Cenkerová and Parncutt 2015, 113)14 
3. Post-skip reversal: Following a skip, listeners tend to expect a melodic 
change of direction (Huron 2006, 357–365; Aarden 2003, 86).15 
4. Late Phrase Declination: the tendency for pitches to descend in the latter 
half of phrases (Huron 2006, 357–365)16 
                                                 
12 This is true generally of musical structure, melodic or harmonic. Aarden, however, notes that listeners do 
not tend to expect repeated notes (melodic unisons). See Aarden (2003, 43).  
 
13 Paul Von Hippel has added that pitch proximity is likely further constrained by tessitura and mobility 
(freedom of motion). See Von Hippel (2000, 315–27). 
14 Huron points out that in actual musical practice this is only true with any statistical significance for 
descending steps (step declination). See Huron (2006, 357–365). 
 
15 David Huron notes that this listener expectation is a heuristic that is inaccurate. Post-skip reversal is our 
approximation of regression to the mean. Corpus studies have indicated that regression to the mean 
rather than post-skip reversal reflects actual musical practice. See Huron (2006, 99). 
 
16 Huron mentions that despite the statistical tendency in Western music for arch-shaped phrase contours, 
listeners do not tend to expect the first half of phrases to ascend. See Huron (2006, 357–365). 
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5. Context-driven bases: Listener expectations are based on both (a) the 
preceding context within the stimulus and (b) the prior musical 
experiences of the listener (Gingras et al. 2016, 597). 
6. Expectations for Melodic Closure: Listeners have differing expectations 
regarding melodic continuation and melodic closure (Aarden 2003, 69). 
Generalized melodic closural expectations are listed beneath this heading. 
a. Listeners expect pitch lowering at a phrase ending (Cenkerová and 
Parncutt 2015, 125). 
b. Tonic (scale-degree 1) is the most expected note in the major or 
minor mode (Krumhansl and Kessler 1982, 362). 
c. Scale-degree 5 is the second most expected note in the major mode 
(Krumhansl and Kessler 1982, 362).  
d. Scale-degree 3 is the second most expected note in the minor mode 
(Krumhansl and Kessler 1982, 362). 
e. Scale-degree 3 is the third most expected note in the major mode 
(Krumhansl and Kessler 1982, 362). 
f. Scale-degree 5 is the third most expected note in the minor mode 
(Krumhansl and Kessler 1982, 362). 
g. Scale-degree 4 is the fourth most expected note in the major mode 
(Krumhansl and Kessler 1982, 362). 
h. Scale-degree 6 is the fourth most expected note in the minor mode 
(Krumhansl and Kessler 1982, 362). 
i. All diatonic scale degrees not ranked above in this column have an 
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intermediate degree of expectation in listeners (Krumhansl and 
Kessler 1982, 362). 
j. Nondiatonic scale degrees are the least expected (Krumhansl and 
Kessler 1982, 362). 
7. Expectations for Melodic Continuation: 
a. Listener expectations change dynamically as the musical context 
continues to unfold in real-time (Gingras et al. 2016, 595). 
8. Melodic Expectations Expressed through Metaphor: 
a. Gravity: We expect notes we perceive as “up in the air” to descend 
(Larson 2002, 352). 
b. Magnetism: We expect unstable notes to move to the nearest stable 
one (Larson 2002, 352). 
c. Inertia: We expect a musical pattern set in motion to continue in 
like manner (Larson 2002, 352). 
 
A quick comparison between cross-stylistic melodic statistical trends and cross-stylistic 
listener expectations will point out that heuristics sometimes accurately reflect musical 
practice, and at other times reflect approximations slightly different from that practice. 
Arming ourselves with (a) explicit knowledge of musical statistical trends and (b) 
implicitly developed aural knowledge puts us in the best possible position to make 
accurate pitch judgments. 
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2.3.5 Dynamically Unfolding Melodic Expectations 
Pitch expectations are probabilistic, based on an individual’s biographical 
listening history. What has happened most often in a similar musical context is what the 
listener expects most likely to happen again. Of course, similar musical contexts do not 
proceed identically in every case by any means. Therefore the listener will hold multiple 
possibilities for musical continuation which are to various degrees expected. As the 
music continues to sound, these expectations are continuously modified and refined to 
take the added information content into account. Figure 2 illustrates this concept, 
showing a simplified model of multiple theoretical possibilities for melodic continuation 
as melodic context increases. 
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Figure 2: Michaelsen’s “Hypothetical example of multi-parametric projection” 17 
 
At Letter A, we hear a single pitch (larger staff), C4 in this case. Theoretically, 
might we expect its own continuation or repetition (smaller staff). However, experimental 
findings indicate that listeners do not expect a single pitch to repeat itself (Aarden 2003, 
43), so as opposed to Letter A’s theoretical repetition as continuation, we likely expect it 
to move in a direction. This is an indication of a heuristic which does not accurately 
model musical practice, as pitch repetition is indeed common in jazz. Our conscious 
awareness of this disconnect should be held in mind in addition to our more instinctive 
                                                 
17 This figure is a reproduction of Michaelsen’s Example 2.5. See Michaelsen (2013, 56). 
 
Example 2.5: Hypothetical example of multi-parametric projection  
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expectation for pitch movement. Letter B indicates that with the sounding of D4, our 
initial expectation of the continuation of C4 is displaced with two possible continuations. 
One possibility is the continuation of the new pitch, D4. Another possibility is to group 
the two sounds (C4 and D4) into a larger context of upward motion, indicating that E4 
might sound next. Letter C takes the standpoint that from the context of C4-D4-E4, we 
expect that the music might continue with F#4-G#4 because we have heard two whole 
steps. F#4 and G#4 would give us two more whole steps. Letter D shows that with the 
sounding of F4, we may expect that the rest of the C major scale is a likely continuation.  
Figure 2 clearly indicates, from a theoretical standpoint, how our expectations are 
increasingly refined as musical information content increases. However, it is again 
important to remember that in reality, our expectations will generally reflect what we 
have heard most often in our past listening experiences. For example, most people have 
likely heard much more music in the major mode than in the whole-tone scale shown at  
Letter C. They would then use that statistical learning to assign a much greater weight to 
the likelihood of a major mode continuation. 
 
2.3.6 Musical Statistical Regularities 
Since listeners absorb statistical regularities in music which in turn shape their 
future expectations, we can, in general, report those regularities with respect to various 
musical corpora and have some notion of what listeners immersed long-term in this 
music should come to expect. With respect to the tonal jazz idiom, there are two 
categories of musical corpora relevant to tonal jazz PLS learners. The whole of music in 
general, and its statistical regularities, constitutes the first category. (Pearce 2005, 149); it 
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is obviously inclusive of tonal jazz music as a subset. Statistically common pitch usages 
Expectations derived from pitch usages in this category by definition cross style 
boundaries (Pearce 2005, 149) and are therefore generally applicable. The second 
relevant corpus involves statistical regularities specific to tonal jazz music. 
Corpus studies indicate that statistical regularities common to music in general 
include the following: (a) intervallic proximity (Marcus, 2012, 131), (b) diatonicism 
(Marcus, 2012, 131), (c) repetition (Marcus, 2012, 135), and (d) variation (Marcus, 2012, 
137). Those specific to jazz are addressed in Section 2.8 from a corpus study perspective, 
and again in Chapter 3 from jazz practitioners’ knowledge of its common practice. 
 
2.3.7 General Musical Expectations 
In addition to the cross-stylistic melodic expectations offered in Section 2.3.4, the 
following list recognizes general musical expectations in listeners inclusive of melody, 
but not limited to it. 
1. Expectations roughly conform to patterns of repeated exposure (Von Hippel 2000, 
59). 
2. Expectations change and develop, becoming more systematic and complex with 
increasing age and musical exposure (Pearce et al. 2010, 310–311; Pearce and 
Wiggins 2006, 401–402). 
3. Highly probable notes are expected; highly improbable notes are unexpected 
(Pearce et al. 2010, 309). 
4. High-entropy musical contexts lead to greater listener uncertainty; low-entropy 
musical contexts lead to greater listener certainty (Hansen and Pearce 2014, 1). 
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5. Expectations are facilitated and sped up through vernacular musical experience 
(Woody 2010, 112).18 
6. Listeners respond more quickly to expected notes than to unexpected ones (Pearce 
et al. 2010, 310). 
7. Expectations are highly dependent on specific instrument familiarity (Vuust et al. 
2012, 139). 
8. Expectations are style dependent (Vuust et al. 2012, 139).19 
9. High-probability notes are perceived as more tonally stable than low-probability 
ones (Pearce et al. 2010, 310). 
10. Brief exposure to opposing pitch tendencies will cause us to unlearn rules 
previously associated with a musical stimulus (Cenkerová and Parncutt 2015, 
126). 
 
Items 1, 3, 8, and 10 suggest that patterns of repeated exposure, for our purposes, should 
be those most stereotypical of tonal jazz in order to develop expectations that mirror tonal 
jazz practice. Item 2 indicates that increased exposure corresponds to more sophisticated 
and refined expectations. Item 4 indicates that if the pitch usage in a future music 
performance situation is highly similar to that of past musical exposure, the performer 
stands a much better chance of accurate pitch prediction. Item 5 suggests we place 
ourselves in informal environments in which we are without access to notation, and 
                                                 
18 Woody and Lehmann (2010, 101–115) describe a vernacular musical experience as one constituted by an 
informal musico-social environment in which music is taught to one another through aural imitation and 
by demonstration. 
19 Obviously, some pitch practices, as those just discussed, are cross-stylistic. However, so as not to over-
extend inference, the brain categorizes pitch patterns stylistically unless there are reasons to extend 
these pitch  practices across style boundaries. 
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therefore force ourselves to use our ears to hear what is happening in regard to pitch. Item 
6 makes a case for tonal jazz PLS immersion being of practical value to the rate of 
performance response in a real-time concert scenario. Item 7 encourages us to become 
multi-instrumentalists on those instruments most common to tonal jazz. Item 9 informs us 
that our sense of tonal stability is a product of stylistically-specific statistical pitch usage. 
 
2.3.8 Shared Canon, Shared Expectations, Room For Evolution 
Listening histories, and therefore the musical expectations based on those 
histories, are in some ways as unique as the individuals who are doing the listening 
(Pearce 2005, 149). This being the case, it is important for jazz musicians to have a 
shared listening canon in order to model pitch usage that will give rise to a set of 
common pitch expectations in its listeners and practitioners (Lehmann, Sloboda, and 
Woody 2007, 107–108; Cenkerová and Parncutt 2015, 110). 
Despite this truth, I would, however, be remiss not to balance long-term 
immersive listening in a shared canon of stereotypical tonal jazz pitch usage with 
opportunities for stylistic cross-pollination. All music, and jazz in particular, is subject to 
growth and change. Jazz is by nature syncretic. It appropriates elements from its 
encounters with other musics. This means that the marketable jazz musicians know not 
only their own standards for the audiences that will appreciate them, but are also 
educated in the current musical trends of a music-listening public. This makes them 
capable of incorporating novel pitch usages from these poly-stylistic listening excursions 
into their already acquired jazz knowledge-base. Stylistic fusions might include, but not 
be limited to: jazz rock, Latin jazz, Brazilian jazz, electronic jazz, etc.  
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2.3.9 Style-Specific Expectations 
Meyer defines style as “a replication of patterning, whether in human behavior or 
in the artifacts produced by human behavior, that results from a series of choices made 
within some set of constraints.” (Meyer 1989, 3) Style exists on multiple levels. For 
example, jazz style may be addressed on the level of individual musicians, trends 
corresponding roughly to various decades, jazz style as a whole, or any gradation in 
between these stylistic nodes (Michaelsen 2013, 150). For the purposes of pitch-listening 
immersion, I have chosen to focus on the level of tonal jazz. The fact that jazz players are 
typically capable of playing in different jazz subgenres (Michaelsen 2013, 151–152), and 
often expected to have the versatility to do so, makes this level of style a pragmatic one. 
Distinctive styles use pitches in distinctive ways both melodically and 
harmonically. In order not to misapply what we have learned regarding the pitch practices 
of one style to another in which pitches may be used differently, our brains are equipped 
with and use cognitive firewalls (Pearce 2005, 217; Hansen, Vuust, and Pearce 2016, 13 
and 15). These cognitive firewalls recognize categorical styles and confine our pitch 
expectations to the relevant style boundaries (Huron 2006, 357–365; Pearce and Wiggins 
2012, 636–637; Hansen, Vuust, and Pearce 2016, 1). Unique biographical listening 
histories among individuals translate to unique stylistic taxonomies among them (Huron 
2006, 357–365).  
The efficiency of musical memory is tied to the level of exposure a person has to 
a particular musical style (Karpinski 2000, 68–69). Unfamiliar styles of music have been 
shown to cause us difficulty in terms of mentally and verbally understanding what we are 
hearing (Lynch et al. 1991, 973). PLS are also developed more quickly when people are 
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listening to music considered by them to be style-specific to their personal interests and 
needs. This is thought to be the case because the listening experience is considered more 
relevant, and therefore increases personal motivation (Hansen, Vuust, and Pearce 2016, 
1).  
From an implicit learning perspective, the job of immersion is to reduce a 
listener’s number of unexpected musical events by providing them with enough exposure 
to a given style, in our case tonal jazz and its most prototypical statistical norms.  
Both the features of a musical style and how that style is learned have influences 
on auditory brain processing (Vuust et al. 2012, 145). A large part of the manner in which 
jazz musicians learn would fall under the category of playing by ear. We achieve greater 
accuracy in playing by ear through acquisition of a particular style’s musical grammar 
(Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 134–135; Cenkerová and Parncutt 2015, 110). 
The acquisition of that grammar is a function of familiarity with the style, itself a 
function of the amount of exposure to it. 
The importance of style to the statistical learning of pitch usage does not mean, 
however, that nothing can be learned cross-stylistically, as mentioned in Section 2.3.8. 
Rather, the more cross-stylistic, the more general the acquired knowledge of pitch usage 
(Pearce 2005, 144). When a single style is the musical immersion source, the pitch 
learning can be quite detailed and particular to the manner in which pitches are used 
within the given style. 
Styles can create patterned usage in any number of musical parameters. For 
instance, a style is often defined by its own usages of harmony, melody, rhythm, and 
other nuances (Marcus, 2012, 182; Kopiez and Platz 2009, 321). Dissonance treatment 
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too is one such area under stylistic governance (Marcus, 2012, 132), and tonal jazz 
certainly has its own practices for handling it. 
Tonal hierarchies themselves are stylistically specific (Krumhansl 2001, 285). 
Listeners unfamiliar with a particular musical style will, by listening, use musical surface 
characteristics such as tone frequency and duration to create for themselves a style-
appropriate tonal hierarchy (Krumhansl 2001, 285–286). The statistical regularities 
within a musical style itself determine the appropriate tonal hierarchy for that given style, 
and listeners are sensitive to these regularities. Experimental studies have shown that 
listeners internalize both zeroth and first-order melodic and harmonic pitch material from 
the music that they listen to (Krumhansl 2001, 285–286). Listeners expectations mirror 
the statistical distributions in the musical idiom itself quite well (Krumhansl 2001, 285–
286).  
Our understanding of normative and acceptable versus nonnormative and 
unacceptable pitch usages are also stylistically determined. For example, what may be 
understood as a clash of keys within one stylistic idiom may be considered normative and 
desirable polytonality or harmonic extensions in another musical idiom (Kopiez and Platz 
2009, 330). Bitonality is certainly out of place in eighteenth-century European music. It is 
not out of place in jazz, and is commonly referred to as a way of “playing outside” of the 
harmonic changes.  
 
2.3.10 Style-Specific Melodic Expectations 
Since experimental work has indicated that “bottom-up principles of melodic 
perception are partly learned from exposure to pitch patterns in music” (Cenkerová and 
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Parncutt 2015, 110), a listener’s melodic expectations are not static. Rather, since they 
are in part acquired through musical exposure, they may be manipulated or conditioned 
through modifications to their exposure (Cenkerová and Parncutt 2015, 110). Modified 
exposure may take on the form of new pitch usages within an already internalized style or 
exposure to a different style in which pitches are used in a differing manner. 
 
2.4 The Effects of Context on PLS 
Musical context is crucial to pitch-listening. Context aids in creating a realistic or 
ecologically valid musical experience (Williams 2005, 219), which in turn makes the 
listening skills developed more applicable to a performance situation. Primacy, which by 
definition requires at least a minimal context, plays a large role in listeners’ pitch 
expectancies (Pearce and Wiggins 2006, 401). Context is also important to our 
understanding of consonance and dissonance, which may vary in differing musical 
situations. Style and contextual repetition, for example, both affect what we expect to 
happen and how we understand what has happened. Repetition too (higher statistical 
usage) can change our consonance-dissonance categorization or simply the degree to 
which we hear them as such (Narmour 1992, 368–369). Without such context however, 
we have no musical environment within which to make such judgments. 
Musical perception includes both an event and the context(s) in which that event 
takes place (Michaelsen 2013, 57; Krumhansl and Shepard 1979, 592). A sounding note, 
for example, within the context of a chord may be perceived as a chord’s root. With 
further temporal context, we hear that it is the root of the dominant chord relative to a 
particular tonic. With even longer-range context, we have the capacity to understand a 
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particular tonic as fleeting, relating it to a tonic governing a greater temporal span. There 
is not a singular context from which we should listen, there are many contexts. For 
instance, varying contexts could include, but not be limited to: adjacent notes, 
accompanying harmony, location within a phrase, location within a part, location within a 
recognizable musical form (to the extent that it can be perceived), genre, subgenre, 
biographical listening history, etc.  
Our understanding of the meaning of tones, chords, and keys has to do with the 
musical context in which we relate them to one another, determining both how related we 
determine various elements to be to one another and precisely what we understand those 
relationships to be (Krumhansl 2001, 282–283). Recalling the notion of cognitive 
firewalls, stylistic judgments based on the pitch usage of a particular piece of music 
simply cannot be made at all without a musical context in which to make such 
determinations (Hansen, Vuust, and Pearce 2016, 2). 
Memory itself is also contextual. For example, remembering isolated pitches is 
not a simple subset of remembering melodies. The context afforded to us by placing 
pitches in melodic succession provides us with referential features for remembering them 
(Karpinski 2000, 38–39). 
Determining a tonic is a contextual assessment (Brown 1988, 243). The temporal 
ordering of pitches within that context are crucial to our determination of a tonal center 
(Brown 1988, 236). Primacy and recency effects factor into listener judgment regarding 
tonic assignment when temporal ordering is fairly ambiguous. Again, by definition, the 
concepts of primacy and recency require context (Brown 1988, 237). In addition, context 
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is a necessary component to a listener making judgments regarding hierarchies of tones, 
chords, and keys (Brown 1988, 244).  
Melodic expectancy varies according to context (Aarden 2003, 98–99). Listener 
expectancies are related to pitch probabilities in comparable past listening contexts 
(Aarden 2003, 98–99). 
Not only is each pitch event interpreted in light of the context that precedes and 
follows it (Krumhansl 2001, 283–284), it may be continually reinterpreted as new events 
unfold in the real-time context of which it is a part. The role of a pitch event, then, is 
dynamic as the continuing context helps to clarify its meaning at any given point in the 
flow of time (Krumhansl 2001, 283–284). This process is part of what constitutes our 
emerging sense of a tonality. Even after an initial tonality emerges for a listener, further 
events may suggest a shift in tonal center. The continuing context could help this listener 
confirm or deny these shifts in pitch relationships and tonal centers (Krumhansl 2001, 
283). 
 
2.5 The Effects of Musical Training on PLS 
In the training required to become a musical expert, an inordinate amount of time 
spent doing music listening will have occurred. This accounts well for the increased pitch 
processing abilities found in music experts (Besson et al., 2007, 399; Francois and Schön 
2011, 2357). Attentional focus and listening pattern recognition abilities continue to 
develop with increases in musical experience and training (Williams 2005, 220). 
Harmonic focus of attention also increases through the same means (Besson et al., 2007, 
399; Williams 2005, 210). All of the above findings are consistent with the statistical 
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learning hypothesis (Hansen and Pearce 2014, 1) and show musical training itself is 
beneficial to pitch-listening skill development. 
 
2.5.1 Musicians and Nonmusicians 
There are differences in pitch processing capacities between musicians and 
nonmusicians. Experimental results have been interpreted to suggest that musicians have 
both increased pitch perception and pitch memory (Francois and Schön 2011, 2363). The 
reasons for these differences are debated. However, one interpretation which aligns with 
statistical learning theory is that musicians have considerably more exposure to music 
than nonmusicians (Hansen and Pearce 2014, 11 and 13; Francois and Schön 2011, 
2357). 
The perceptual skills of untrained listeners too are worthy of attention as they 
point to the unconscious, effortless aspects of PLS development through passive exposure 
(Bigand and Poulin-Charronnat 2006, 113–114; Bigand and Poulin-Charronnat 2006, 
119). Experiments have indicated that untrained listeners can recognize many aspects of 
musical form (Marcus, 2012, 151), hear when a piece of music breaks certain stylistic 
“rules” (Marcus, 2012, 152), and pick up on musical syntax which guide their 
anticipation of upcoming musical events (Bigand and Poulin-Charronnat 2006, 119). 
 
2.5.2 Playing an Instrument and PLS Development 
Playing an instrument has also been found to aid the development of PLS (Bigand 
and Poulin-Charronnat 2006, 102). The process of both listening to pitch and reproducing 
it on an intimately familiar instrument reinforces our PLS because we associate the sound 
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with a physical action which we already know. By executing the action, we hear the pitch 
yet again, further reinforcing the association in our brains. In addition, the ability to play 
back music by ear is increased by vernacular music experience (Woody 2010, 101). This 
may be due to the fact that playback by ear is inherently a part of vernacular musical 
culture (Woody 2010, 102). Playing by ear is obviously highly practical to a jazz 
improviser in a performance situation and a payoff of jazz PLS development. 
However, research seems to indicate that playing an instrument yields higher 
levels of pitch discrimination only on a person’s particular instrument of expertise 
(Pantev et al. 2001, 169). Rather than throwing out the notion of instrumental practice as 
too specific to be of use, I instead recommend becoming at least moderately proficient 
multi-instrumentalists, as is common in the jazz community. Over time, our fluency on 
these instruments would develop as would our capacity to more finely discriminate pitch 
on these timbres. With tonal jazz PLS development as the aim, the instruments of choice 
should be those most typically found in jazz ensembles. 
Lack of hands–on familiarity with particular instruments can translate into less 
fully developed PLS when listening to those instruments. In addition, performers on 
melody instruments may have more trouble than bassists, for instance, in hearing the bass 
register, which is inaccessible on their own instruments. This registral inaccessibility 
likely translates to considerably less statistical exposure in that register for those 
performers. In instances where this is indeed the case, the use of on–screen mixing boards 
with access to stems may allow listeners to bring up the volume on instruments or 
registers that they are having trouble attending to, such as is possible in the app iRealB 
for iOS. This will give these instruments and registers “melodic prominence,” something 
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we latch onto perceptually not only because of its typical superior location in the 
frequency spectrum (which would not be the case with a bass line), but also due to its 
higher relative volume with respect to the rest of the sounding texture (Ragert, Fairhurst, 
and Keller 2014, 1). Once attended to, we may then pull this part back into balance until 
the listener is used to attending to this part. 
 
2.6 Factors Influencing the Rate and Quality of PLS Development 
 
2.6.1 Creating an Attitude of Addiction as a Means to PLS Development 
Acquiring new knowledge, in our case acquiring new PLS, can bring about a 
dopamine surge in the brain which may lead to a type of addiction (Marcus, 2012, 17). 
Such an addiction to PLS development would reinforce the desire for listeners to 
continue long-term immersive pitch-listening which would in turn increase the rate, 
depth, and long-term effects on these listeners. We would do well then to curate a 
listening environment conducive to listener addiction. 
 
2.6.2 Creating an Environment Conducive to Music Learning and PLS 
Development 
Environmental factors have a significant effect on learning generally, and on 
music learning specifically (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 37–38; Mishra 2002, 
30). Concerning the music listening environment, ecologically valid, as opposed to 
overly-simplified, musical stimuli are necessary to the integration and application of PLS 
to a real-world musical context such as a performance situation (Bigand and Poulin-
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Charronnat 2006, 104). In an effort to provide such a listening environment, I recommend 
using large amounts of real music rather than simply using contrived abstract examples. 
Figure 3 lists many other environmental qualities research has shown show to have the 
most positive impacts on quality of learning and learning rate. 
 
1. An environment fostering playful exploration 
2. An environment featuring proper motivation, teaching, and encouragement 
3. An environment of opportunity and resource 
4. An environment in which there is an increasing demand for the practical usage of 
PLS in society 
5. An environment experienced from an early age with consistent parental musical 
involvement and stimulation 
6. An environment fostering an uncompromising will to practice daily 
7. An environment with many extrinsic and intrinsic motivational forces on which to 
draw as necessary 
8. An environment encouraging a mastery orientation in which specific goals are set 
by students and the effort necessary to achieve them is willing to be expended 
9. An environment that fosters informal practice and musical “playing around” 
10. An environment that fosters work on music of a person’s own choosing 
11. An environment that fosters work with “real music” as opposed to abstract 
musical exercises 
12. An environment fostering informal peer learning 
13. An environment allowing the practitioner to perceive the investment of time and 
effort into the learning process as pleasant rather than unpleasant 
14. An environment allowing for improvisation20 
15. An environment that is collaborative 
16. An environment that encourages self-efficacy (high confidence plus competence) 
17. An environment which incorporates one-on-one tutoring as a feature 
18. An environment in which knowledge of the results of a person’s efforts are made 
explicit 
19. An environment that cultivates active participation 
 
Figure 3: Environmental factors shown to have positive impacts on learning. 21 
                                                 
20 Lehmann et al. mention that correlations have been found between engagement in improvisation during  
developmental stages and subsequent professional musician status, which may indicate that an 
environment allowing for improvisation might have a positive impact on learning. 
21 These factors are distilled from Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody (2007, 28–29, 36–37, 46, 48, 52–53, 55–
57, 59–60, 63–65, 69–70, 152, 197, 201–202, and 208–209). 
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We need to take all of these factors into consideration when crafting an environment 
whose goal is to achieve the greatest possible learning of PLS at the greatest possible 
rate. 
 
2.6.3 The Critical Period, Brain Plasticity and PLS Development 
There seems to be a general consensus in the scientific community that the brain 
exhibits plasticity (Besson et al., 2007, 399). The plasticity of the brain allows for 
learning to take place regardless of age (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 69–70). 
This is important so that potential tonal jazz PLS learners don’t exclude themselves 
needlessly from the benefits of implicit learning because of advanced years.  
Details regarding specific learning differences at various ages, however, are 
debated. Some researchers posit critical periods in early life as windows of opportunity 
when PLS development is likely the most robust. However, debate surrounds the 
interpretation of experimental data concerning critical periods (Marcus, 2012, 2). 
Complicating the overall picture, while several studies indicate that music learners who 
start early in life gain an advantage over those who start later on, none of these studies 
control for total amount of practice, a crucial point of comparison (Marcus, 2012, 6). 
Also, there are numerous studies that show a positive correlation between amount of 
practice and skill acquisition (Marcus, 2012, 6); though an intuitive conclusion, it is 
certainly a crucial point of empirical support from a statistical learning standpoint 
(Marcus, 2012, 6). What would be even more informative would be studies that 
compared music learning differences in people of different ages who have practiced the 
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same amount. This work, however, is surprisingly scant (Marcus, 2012, 6) and therefore 
for our purposes, essentially inconclusive at this point.  
Objectors to critical learning periods often cite other factors contributing toward 
greater learning facility in younger, as opposed to older, people that have more to do with 
issues of socially-constructed environment (Marcus, 2012, 93), habit (Marcus, 2012, 92), 
predisposition (Marcus, 2012, 93), and ego. These are elements which may certainly be 
manipulated by older persons to their learning advantage. Minus a consensus in 
experimental data and interpretation, the safest route is to start PLS development as early 
as possible. However, research in brain plasticity reminds us to not count ourselves out of 
the developmental picture simply because of age. 
 
2.6.4 Individuated Instruction, The Zone of Proximal Development, and Targeted 
Remediation 
One of the ways that the rate of PLS development increases is through use of 
aural stimuli which takes an individual’s zone of proximal development into 
consideration (Marcus, 2012, 12–13). The zone of proximal development is an area in 
which the difficulty-level of presented stimuli allows for an individual to achieve mastery 
of the material approximately eighty percent of the time (Marcus, 2012, 12–13). Aiming 
difficulty of material above this zone may lead to learner frustration; aiming below it may 
lead to boredom. Within an individual’s zone of proximal development, learner 
satisfaction is at its optimum (Marcus, 2012, 12–13). Achievement of this state acts as a 
motivator for the listener to keep on listening, thereby continuing to increase exposure to 
a positive personal effect. The zone of proximal development for PLS will be unique to 
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each listener, requiring individuated instruction in order to more accurately and 
consistently maintain appropriate levels of challenge. 
Staying within a listener’s zone of proximal development will entail not only new 
material, but also reinforcement of mastered material crucial to making learning stick in 
long-term, as opposed to short-term, memory (Marcus, 2012, 83). An optimal balance in 
presentation of the old (mastered) and new musical stimuli is crucial to optimal aural 
absorption. Using a language analogy, once we identify, understand and use a word, we 
still continue to encounter it aurally in the speech of others. This continual, rather than 
singular, encounter reinforces our long-term absorption of the word. Contrarily, if the 
word is never heard again, chances are it will be lost to memory and useless to us. 
I advocate use of the zone of proximal development as a tool to be used 
developmentally as necessary for listener engagement and remediation. The proximal 
zone, coupled with appropriate doses of review, must be balanced with a place for music 
listening immersion without respect to any level of musical complexity. Immersion 
requires a significant component in which a person encounters the world as it is. Again, a 
language analogy is here appropriate. Small children learning their first language are 
immersed in the sounds of a language in no way modulated to their zone of proximal 
development. However, precisely for the sake of greater understanding and engagement, 
we read them stories and watch films with them which simplify the linguistic encounters 
and exaggerate linguistic features. We at times abridge vocabulary; we slow down our 
speech; we speak with greater inflection. We do these things for the sake of their greater 
comprehension in localized contexts such as story time or direct address requiring a 
reciprocating action on their part, etc. This is the essence of remediation in language and 
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music alike. When unnecessary, we don’t do it. We let language simply happen in all its 
complexity or as it naturally does. The same is the case with music. If a listener picks up 
PLS from listening to real music without need for a particular focus in remedial work, it 
is noteworthy. However, reality in both language and music indicates that both listening 
without respect to complexity and remedial methods are inherently a part of acquisition; 
and on the basis of overlapping neural real estate in language and music, I recommend 
both approaches for PLS development. 
 
2.6.5 Explicit Learning Enhances Implicit Learning 
Explicit knowledge has been shown to enhance auditory discrimination (Hansen, 
Vuust, and Pearce 2016, 10–11). The form such explicit knowledge takes may differ from 
one musician to the next, based upon their distinctive backgrounds. Sometimes in self-
taught musicians, the patterns of a particular instrument may constitute the explicit 
knowledge which is associated with a particular pitch structure. A guitarist, for example, 
on hearing a common blues lick may associate it with a particular fingering pattern on the 
fretboard of a guitar. Alternately, relative solmization syllables may be applied which 
allow for generalizability across instrument boundaries. Again, we need not limit the 
variety of “ways in” to the music. Rather, neural Darwinism will naturally do its work. 
Those labels which allow for the best prediction will be reinforced; those which do not 
will fall away. What is important for my purposes is that explicit labels should be 
fostered as a means of aiding the rate of PLS development. 
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2.6.5.1 The Role of Mental Representations in Pitch Processing  
Pitch perception involves the processing of sound waves through various filters, 
including both the physical auditory apparatus itself and mental representations which 
decode (or interpret) what we are hearing (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 208). 
Mental representations are unfixed and malleable, being shaped by many factors which 
include cultural ones (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 212–213). Examples of pitch 
representations include, but are not limited to: emotions, images, associated kinesthetic 
experiences (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 20–21), absolute pitch, pitch-class, 
scale-degree, interval, interval class and contour (Huron 2006, 357–365).  
Multiple modes of representation allow multiple ways of experiencing and 
decoding music. From the vantage point of neural Darwinism, I argue that those mental 
representations that allow us to be most accurate in our musical prediction will be those 
that we most strongly use; those that are least useful in musical prediction will die off 
from disuse (Pearce and Wiggins 2012, 635). In addition, we are not forced to use only 
one type of representation. Musical mental representations are not restricted to acting in 
isolation, but rather may collectively produce converging evidence in the listener for the 
purpose of making an accurate musical assessment (Huron 2006, 357–365; Gingras et al. 
2016, 596). 
Not all representations are available to all listeners. For example, some listeners 
may make use of absolute pitch while others do not appear to be able to access such a 
representation (Huron 2006, 357–365). Such differences might have a basis in the long-
term history of auditory exposure in differing individual listeners (Huron 2006, 357–
365). Making multiple modes of mental representation an explicit aspect of a long-term, 
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immersive tonal jazz listening environment would allow listeners to develop modes of 
listening most beneficial and predictive for them. 
 
2.6.5.2 Gestalt Recognition 
Gestalt (or holistic) recognition with respect to harmony is a “raw, whole-
harmony recognition.” (Karpinski 2000, 119) From an implicit learning standpoint, this is 
the goal. We provide ourselves enough exposure to particular harmonies and harmonic 
progressions to the point that we simply recognize the raw, holistic sound of them—akin 
to the way we operate when it comes to facial recognition (Karpinski 2000, 119–120). 
Gestalt recognition is common among expert listeners (Karpinski 2000, 119–120). Once 
acquired, it is immediate and effortless, allowing for the real–time recognition and 
response necessary in expert jazz performance. Long-term immersion in the statistical 
regularities of tonal jazz music allows us to naturally develop this intimacy with the pitch 
norms of the idiom. 
 
2.6.5.3 Chunking and Operations on Alphabets 
When listening to music, human beings tend naturally to both group musical 
elements and organize sounds into connected patterns (Kopiez and Platz 2009, 321). 
Musical chunking is a means of perceptual grouping which allows us to combine 
individual musical bits of information into larger perceptual units (Karpinski 2000, 71). 
This facilitates the memory of much larger spans of music. Chunks may be of varying 
size, depending on the extent of a person’s expertise; the greater the expertise, the more 
pieces belonging to a single chunk (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 111–113; 
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Simon and Chase 1973, 80–81; Sloboda 1974, 7–8). Explicit labels may aid PLS 
development by providing terms for perceptual groupings of various sizes. An 
arpeggiated V79, for example, is a label which provides a possible linkage between a 
sounded harmonic structure encompassing as many as five successively sounded notes in 
particular relationships which otherwise might take longer to absorb if such chunking 
were not facilitated by an explicit conceptual label that symbolizes such a grouping. Of 
course, we may not have access to such terminology and still recognize and group these 
events similarly by repeated exposure. However, the conceptual label is simply a tool 
which points us in the direction of grouping at such a level, in addition to allowing us a 
common language for describing such aural groups. 
Chunks are nested, allowing for many levels of perceptual focus. Looking ahead 
for just a moment to Figure 5 (Section 2.6.7) which considers various levels of context 
within the 12-bar blues form, we could substitute the term “chunk” for “perceptual level” 
If we did so, its Perceptual Level A would then correspond to a single chunk which 
comprised the whole of the 12-bar blues form. Perceptual Level B would be a nested 
chunk, hearing the form in three groups or chunks, corresponding to the three phrases of 
the form, etc. Though our primary area of listening focus might be on a particular level of 
perceptual focus, we may be aware of other perceptual levels or chunks at various levels 
of conscious awareness. 
One particular type of chunking known as operations on alphabets may be 
particularly effective for jazz PLS learners (Larson 2002, 354). Operations on alphabets 
as a type of mental representation takes successive chunks of pitch information and 
relates them to one another via operators. The chunks themselves correspond to various 
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musical alphabets which are nested in one another such as the chromatic scale, the major 
scale, or specific chords. Operations include such items as repetition, sequential motion, 
and transposition (Larson 2002, 352). 
Figure 4 shows one example of hearing jazz music through the lens of operations 
on alphabets. 
 
 
Figure 4: A Charlie Parker lick interpreted as operations on alphabets.22 
 
This Charlie Parker lick from a 1946 performance of “Oh, Lady Be Good!” may be 
understood as consisting of two alphabets and three operations. The two alphabets are (a) 
the chromatic scale alphabet and (b) the tonic triad alphabet. The operations are (a) the 
ascents through the chromatic alphabet through the addition of prefix neighbors to the 
members of the tonic triad, (b) the repetition of the tones of the tonic triad, and (c) the 
descent through the tonic triad alphabet (Larson 2002, 354). Any musical passage may be 
chunked according to such a conceptual scheme (Larson 2002, 354). 
 
2.6.6 Timbral Familiarity as An Aid to Pitch Perception 
Familiarity with particular timbres increases listeners’ abilities to hear pitch 
(including register) (Karpinski 2000, 14) on those instruments. Jazz musicians, then, will 
aid their PLS development in tonal jazz by practicing or performing on the standard 
                                                 
22 This figure is a reproduction from Larson (2002, 354). 
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instruments of the idiom. These instruments would include (but of course not be limited 
to):  saxophone, trumpet, cornet, trombone, clarinet, flute, piano, bass, drums, guitar, and 
voice. 
2.6.7 Hierarchical Memory Structure and Implicit Learning 
We can speak of musical memory from the standpoint of (1) forward chaining and 
(2) hierarchical memory structure (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 118–119; Chase 
and Simon 1973, 80–81). In the first, through repeated exposure, one musical chunk of 
information is a cue to the next (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 118). If memory 
fails in one chunk, the rest may not be accessed. The tree structure memory design allows 
for multiple levels of memory to be available simultaneously, thus if memory fails in one 
chunk at one level, there are multiple vantage points from which to pick up the relevant 
information and move forward (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 118–119). I 
propose that through listening at different levels of perceptual focus, we may develop 
hierarchical memory structure to our greater advantage. 
 
Perceptual Level A (Formal Level): 12-bar blues form 
Perceptual Level B (Phrase Level): Phrase 1, Phrase 2, Phrase 3 
Perceptual Level C (Chord Connection Level): Chord X–Chord Y 
Perceptual Level D (Single Chord Level): Chord X 
Figure 5: Levels of perceptual focus. 
 
Figure 5 shows four perceptual levels. Each lower level is subsumed by the higher 
ones. For example, a single chord at Perceptual Level D is one part of the Chord 
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Connection Level at Perceptual Level C. Two-chord connections are subsumed under the 
Phrase Level (or Perceptual Level B) etc. When listening to, for instance, a 12-bar blues, 
we may choose to focus our attention at any particular level, but the other levels are 
certainly present to us as the piece plays. We simply are focusing our attention at a 
particular level within it. Implicit learning can take place regardless of attention, but we 
may add our attention to further advantage at whatever level we may so choose. We may 
also shift the focus of our attention at will.  
Even without conscious attention, we may choose to add statistical exposure at 
any particular level by looping a piece at that particular perceptual level or by sampling 
many pieces at that perceptual level. For example, if we are having trouble with the V7–
IV7–I7 progression which constitutes the third phrase of a 12-bar blues,23 we may (1) 
loop the third phrase of our current 12-bar blues piece as a means of adding to our 
statistical exposure to it or (2) sample the third phrase of many 12-bar blues pieces with 
the same chord progression. This is targeted aural rehearsal. In addition to our added 
statistical exposure at this level through highlighting it, we have also added to our 
statistical exposure of all lower perceptual levels. Of course we may simply choose to 
continue listening at the formal level, which would give us added exposure to all levels, 
but it would not force our attention through targeted aural rehearsal to our weaker 
perceptual level. This method allows us to zoom in and out of perceptual levels at will as 
a means of remediating our weakest skills. Once remedied, we will have an aural grasp of 
all perceptual levels and therefore a hierarchical memory structure from which to work in 
future listening and performance situations. 
                                                 
23 I am, of course, placing harmonic substitutions aside in order to make my point clear with this particular 
example. However, the same point can be made with consistent substitution chords as a comparable 
example. 
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2.6.8 Breaking the PLS Attachment to “Place” 
Memory is context-specific. In other words, when we learn something, we also 
learn to attach it at some level to the outside environment (place) and physiological state 
we were in when we learned it (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 123; Mishra 2002, 
30). To overcome this potential limitation, I recommend that music listening for PLS 
development take place in as many varying contexts as possible. In this way, the material 
will stand on its own in our memories, rather than being only accessible in identical 
physical locations and physiological states. 
In a related way, the musical environment must be varied when presenting 
identical pitch stimuli so that the brain does not pick up on unhelpful and incorrect 
attachments. For example, if the ii7-II7-Imaj7 is our pitch stimulus, it must be presented 
in as many musical contexts as possible. If we hear it on the piano in a particular voicing 
at a particular tempo, then those factors could also inadvertently determine its 
recognition. Instead, for recognition of the ii7-II7-Imaj7 without attachment to these 
other factors, we must present it in different sonic contexts (e.g., fast, slow, high, low, 
crescendo, decrescendo, piano, guitar, brass section, big band, combo group, etc.), 
allowing the harmonic progression to be processed independently of instrument, tempo, 
or other musical contextual factors. 
 
2.7 Assessment of PLS 
Despite the fact that PLS development takes place naturally through immersive 
exposure, listeners often have very little conscious knowledge of the present state of their 
PLS (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 212–213; Cook 1987, 197). Formal 
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assessment is a means which we can use to discover which skills have been absorbed and 
which have not. Upon gleaning such information, listeners may target their future 
listening experiences to those pitch structures which they have yet to acquire, increasing 
the rate of their overall PLS development. 
Perhaps a listener undergoes a time of exposure to tonal jazz music which 
traverses all the most commonly used jazz modes. After an interval of time, this listener 
decides to see what PLS have been acquired with regard to modal recognition and 
identification. A simple-to-difficult assessment sequence can be used to such ends. For 
example, a listener may be presented with, and easily distinguish a Lydian melody from a 
Phrygian one due to the dramatically different pitch structures of the two modes. 
However, this same listener may subsequently have more trouble hearing the difference 
between the Lydian and Lydian-dominant modes since they only have a single distinct 
note setting them apart. Assessment would move from simple-to-difficult in this manner, 
finding the breaking point in the student’s current abilities. This knowledge of the 
breaking point could then be used to direct future listening experiences to precisely this 
trouble area as a means of targeted remedial work. 
In addition to recognition-driven assessments, production-driven ones may be 
used. Both singing and playing an instrument for a qualified assessor are possibilities. For 
example, a particularly common tonal jazz melodic ending gesture such as the one shown 
in Figure 6 might be played by the instructor. 
 
 
Figure 6: Common jazz ending gesture. 
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The presentation would be aural rather than with notation. The listener could, for 
example, sing the same pitches back as “mi–fa–fi–sol–la–ti–do,” showing aural mastery 
of the pitch relationships. Alternatively, the same aural presentation could be made with 
the requirement that the respondent play back the gesture on an instrument (Karpinski 
2000, 129–130). Accurate reproduction through this method would similarly indicate 
mastery. 
In addition to considering the means of assessment, a brief caution regarding our 
conclusions of assessment results is in order. This caution concerns being too quick to 
count someone out of the PLS developmental picture or to label them an amusic. Amusia 
(Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 222–223; Peretz 2007) is not a label to be 
attached carelessly to any individual. A credentialed expert in its diagnosis is the only 
person qualified to apply such a label. In fact, we should be incredibly cautious when it 
comes to forecasting the PLS capacities of any person. For example, an equal number of 
studies have shown (a) moderate predictive capacities for, or (b) no clear relationship 
between test scores on music aptitude tests such as the Seashore Measures of Musical 
Talent and Gordon’s Primary Measures of Music Audiation taken early in a person’s 
musical development and later musical performance and achievement (Lehmann, 
Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 36–37; Gordon 1967; O’Neill 1997). In addition, even 
deafness does not preclude incredibly high levels of musical achievement. The 
percussionist Evelyn Glennie is a relevant example. 
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2.8 Empirical Findings Specific to Jazz 
 
2.8.1 The Importance of Aural Presentation, Exemplary Aural Models, and  
Listener Imitation 
Aural instruction, which includes pitch-listening, has been empirically shown to 
be an important pedagogical strategy for developing abilities in instrumental jazz 
improvisation (Watson 2010, 250), a practical outcome of tonal jazz PLS development. 
The source of our exposure matters too. We achieve better results by exposing ourselves 
to the real music of jazz experts (Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 100–101; Green 
2002, 60–61 and 67). In addition to the importance of exemplary aural models (Watson 
2010, 250), aural imitation is valuable. Imitation of aural stimuli has been shown to be a 
predictor of improvisational ability in both vocal and instrumental jazz (Watson 2010, 
250). Jazz musicians will also benefit from listening to multiple performances (Lehmann, 
Sloboda, and Woody 2007, 100–101; Green 2002, 59–75) of the same piece, aiding their 
abilities as performers to imitate the masters and also deviate expressively from them. 
 
2.8.2 Pitch Expectations in Jazz 
 
2.8.2.1 Constraints on Pitch Expectations in Jazz 
Every musical idiom carries certain musical expectations that set it off from other 
idioms. These expectations keep the idiom sounding like itself rather than like something 
else. Figure 7 lists a number of constraints on pitch expectations in jazz music.  
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● Harmonic Knowledge: possible notes for a given harmony (Lehmann, Sloboda, 
and Woody 2007, 135–136) 
● Referents (Michaelsen 2013, 85–86): often form a basis for musical utterances in 
a current performance of the tune24 
● Typical ensemble roles (Michaelsen 2013, 85–86) 
● Style: including stereotypical licks, phrases, chord voicings (Michaelsen 2013, 
85–86) 
Figure 7: Constraints on pitch expectations in jazz. 
 
These constraints may be learned both implicitly through long-term aural 
immersion, as well as enhanced through explicit knowledge of them. 
 
2.8.2.2 Jazz Melody: Jazz Patterns, Riffs, Licks, and Learnability 
Musical patterns strung in succession are central to jazz improvisation across jazz 
style boundaries (Norgaard, Spencer, and Montiel 2013, 253). Both immersion in jazz 
music generally and in regard to particular patterns which are the most statistically 
normative are of primary importance (Norgaard 2014, 283). Riffs, licks, motives, and 
other specific melodic figurations also play an essential role in tonal jazz music (Hansen, 
Vuust, and Pearce 2016, 3). Those which are most statistically common or idiomatic are 
the ones we will want to target in PLS learners for their aural absorption.  
 
                                                 
24 A referent includes a tune, arrangement, well-known recordings of the tune, and all other precomposed 
material which serves as the basis for a current performance. 
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2.8.2.3 Jazz Harmony: Structure and Listener Expectations 
Tonal jazz harmony is built on clearly intelligible harmonic patterns of practice 
(Broze and Shanahan 2013, 33). Implicit learning of both individual chords and chord 
sequences in jazz music perception based on probabilistic occurrence is empirically 
supported (Broze and Shanahan 2013, 42; Hansen, Vuust, and Pearce 2016, 15). Styles 
within the broader umbrella of tonal jazz show both elements of stasis and elements of 
change with regard to harmony usage (Broze and Shanahan 2013, 33–34). 
Figures 8–10 show the statistical occurrences in tonal jazz practice of zeroth-
order, first-order, and changes over time in first-order harmonic successions respectively. 
The term zeroth-order indicates that context is not taken into account. At a zeroth-order 
level, an implicit learner would be absorbing the frequencies with which certain chord 
types occur. For instance, an implicit learner immersed in tonal jazz music will be much 
more apt to recognize a dominant 7th chord instantly on its presentation because it occurs 
as the most frequently sounded chord quality. At the other end of the spectrum, the same 
listener would be much less apt to instantly recognize an augmented chord because it is 
the least frequently sounded chord quality. All things being equal: the more exposure, the 
more recognition; the less exposure, the less recognition. 
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Chord Quality Frequency of Occurrence 
Dominant 7th 40.3% of chords 
Minor 7th 26.3% of chords 
Major 22.1% of chords 
Half-diminished 7th 4.1% of chords 
Minor 3.9% of chords 
Diminished 2.2% of chords 
Suspended 1.0% of chords 
Augmented 0.1% of chords 
 
Figure 8: A summary of zeroth-order harmonic statistical occurrences in jazz music (from 
Broze and Shanahan). 25 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
25 This summary is taken from Broze and Shanahan (2013, 36). 
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● 1924–1933 typical harmonic practice:  
○ major→ dominant seventh 
○ major→ minor seventh 
○ Minor seventh→ dominant seventh 
○ Minor seventh→ minor seventh 
○ Dominant seventh→ major 
○ suspended → dominant 
● 1959–1968 typical harmonic practice: 
○ major→ dominant seventh 
○ major→ minor seventh 
○ major→ major 
○ Minor seventh→ dominant seventh 
○ Minor seventh→ minor seventh 
○ Minor seventh→ major 
○ suspended→ free to proceed to several other chord types, including other 
suspended chords 
○ a wide variety of chord qualities→ major 
Figure 9: A summary of first-order harmonic statistical occurrences in jazz 
music (from Broze and Shanahan). 26 
  
                                                 
26 This summary is taken from Broze and Shanahan (2013, 39–40). 
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● Decreases 
○ Dominant seventh→ major (largest decrease: from 16.9% to 11.2%) 
○ Minor seventh→ dominant seventh (second largest decrease: from 20.1% 
to 16.9%) 
○ Perfect fourth progressions 
■ V7–I (Dom7–P4–Maj) 
■ ii7–V7 (Min7–P4–Dom7) 
● Increases 
○ major→ major 
○ minor seventh→ minor seventh 
○ minor seventh→ major 
Figure 10: A summary of first-order harmonic statistical increases and decreases in jazz 
music (from Broze and Shanahan) 27–comparing practices of 1924–1933 and 1959–1968. 
 
With regard to zeroth-order harmony statistics, chronological change between the 
years 1924 and 1968 can be observed. Dominant seventh, major and diminished chord 
usage declined; minor-seventh, minor, and suspended chords show statistically 
significant increase. No changes in the amount of half-diminished chord usage were 
found. Change in frequency of augmented chord usage remains an unknown as it has not 
been tested due to general overall infrequency of usage (Broze and Shanahan 2013, 36). 
While zeroth-order chord distributions showed little change from the years 1924–1968, 
first-order chord successions changed rapidly between those years (Broze and Shanahan 
                                                 
27 This summary is taken from Broze and Shanahan (2013, 39–40). 
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2013, 42), moving in the direction of less constraint between chords (Broze and 
Shanahan 2013, 39). If listeners are immersed in tonal jazz music from the entire period, 
statistical occurrences more common in earlier music or later music will flatten out in 
terms of statistical prominence, allowing practices from both to be more equally 
recognized. 
The three most common chord types: (a) dominant 7th, (b) minor 7th, and (c) 
major may be arranged into first-order harmonic successions thusly: (a) V7–I (for a 
dominant 7th to major succession), and (b) ii7–V7 (for a minor 7th to dominant 7th 
succession) (Broze and Shanahan 2013, 38), both of which would commonly be 
recognized as fundamental successions in jazz. Note that Roman Numeral analysis is not 
in use in the results shown in Figures 9 and 10. This does not invalidate any of these 
results for my purposes here. A Roman Numeral analysis is by definition an 
interpretation of the music which recognizes a certain tone as a governing tonic to which 
the Roman Numerals relate. In jazz music, there are countless moments when competing 
interpretations will be advocated by different individuals. This is in large part because of 
(a) their own distinct listening backgrounds and (b) differing perceptual focus with regard 
to musical context. I will illustrate with a single overly-simplified example of the latter. It 
should, however, adequately express the general point I am making. Suppose a phrase of 
music with a very common chord progression such as Em7-A7-Dm7-G7. Different 
listeners may each indicate that they hear this progression in different ways: 
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Person 1: I hear each chord as its own tonic for the time of its sounding. For example, I 
hear Em7 as projecting an E tonic in the Dorian mode. I then hear A7 as projecting a 
tonic of A in the Mixolydian mode, etc. 
 
Person 2: I hear two successive tonics. I hear Em7-A7 as a ii7-V7 in the key of D major. I 
then hear that followed by Dm7-G7 as a ii7-V7 in the key of C major. 
 
Person 3: I hear one overarching tonic. The entire progression is a iii7-V7/ii-ii7-V7 in the 
key of C major. 
 
We could, and often do, debate the relative validity of one hearing over another, however, 
for my purposes the fact remains that different hearings and claims to different hearings 
are realities. This being the case, the absence of Roman Numeral analysis in Broze and 
Shanahan’s study actually allows for listeners to do this sort of interpretation for 
themselves when listening. They will internalize the statistics of the first-order chord 
successions as such, regardless of where they occur relative to what they personally hear 
as a tonic. Listeners will also most certainly relate these chord quality successions to a 
tonic, but what particular tonic that is will sometimes vary. 
 
2.8.2.4 Timbre and Stereotypical Instrumental Roles 
I have previously mentioned that explicit knowledge has been shown to enhance 
auditory discrimination. In order to more finely tune this explicit knowledge and also 
further refine our PLS, we may not only acquire general knowledge of jazz pitch usage, 
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but also common practices in instrument-specific pitch usage. To this end, Section 3.2 
details pitch practices more specific to the roles of horn soloist, pianist, and bassist. 
Knowledge of these practices will prime our ears in advance to hear these common 
usages played out in real music. 
 
2.8.2.5 Formal Arrangement and Pitch Expectations in Jazz  
Knowledge of standard jazz formal practices too may give rise to a measure of 
pitch expectations. Figure 11 follows a normative formal flow in a jazz performance. 
 
● Optional Beginnings: 
○ (Composed Introduction) 
○ (Improvised Solo) 
● Head  (“a presentation of the tune’s melody by one or more instruments or voices 
on top of harmonic and rhythmic accompaniment.” (Michaelsen 2013, 88–89) 
● Solos (number of “choruses” often not necessarily pre-determined; optionally, 
pre-determined background figures may be inserted at a particular spot in the solo 
section; often harmonic substitutions to the chord changes may occur, either 
predetermined, imitating famous recordings, or spontaneously) 
○ Group Leader’s Solo 
○ Other Horn Players’ Solos 
○ Piano and/or Guitar Solos 
○ (optional) Bass Solo 
○ (optional) Drum Solo 
○ Rhythm Section Solos 
○ Optional trading “fours” (or another even formal division) with other band 
members 
● Head (sometimes the final head statement may be left out, though not 
typically) 
● Optional Endings: 
○ (Coda) 
Figure 11: Standard formal procedure in jazz performance. 28 
 
                                                 
28 The information in this figure was taken from Michaelsen (2013, 88–89 and 172). 
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The chord changes for the head are the basis for the solo sections as well. This 
fact gives rise to certain constraints, and thereby expectations, in the pitch dimension.  
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CHAPTER 3 
PITCH STRUCTURES IN THE TONAL JAZZ IDIOM 
 
3.1 On Jazz Style(s) 
 
3.1.1 Tonal Jazz as an Appropriate and Practically Relevant Level of Focus 
Certainly jazz has evolved within its history of over a hundred years. Successive 
styles as well as concurrent ones have emerged, each with their own ways of doing 
certain things. The term style is a somewhat flexible term which we can use to denote 
various levels of focus with regard to specific pitch practices and patterns. What then 
makes tonal jazz an appropriate level of stylistic focus? A primary reason is the 
practicality of such a choice. Jazz musicians are often called upon within the normative 
bounds of their profession to play swing, popular songs (Broze and Shanahan 2013, 33), 
bebop, modal jazz, hard bop, soul jazz, acid jazz, Brazilian jazz, cool jazz, jazz fusion, 
Latin jazz, post bebop, New Orleans jazz, smooth jazz, and others. Under all of these 
classifications, expectations change to various degrees, fitting the context that the 
particular label implies (Berliner 1994, 344). From the broader focal lens of tonal jazz as 
an idiom, with a focus on the lingua franca of bebop jazz (Järvinen 1995, 416), we give 
our listeners the best vantage point from which they may become proficient in all the 
styles of jazz upon which they may be called to participate within their professional life. 
Based on personal preferences and needs, individuals may amplify their targeted listening 
in specific subgenres in order to acquire the more precise expectational changes 
associated with them. 
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In addition to the professional need to be well-versed in the many subgenres of 
tonal jazz,  jazz performers simultaneously seek to be influenced by the music of the 
masters that have gone before them and to convey the novelty of their own personal 
expression (Michaelsen 2013, 149). This practice in and of itself requires a deep 
familiarity with both past and current jazz subgenres. It is precisely through immersion in 
the music of the jazz masters that jazz performers are given the ability to hear, know, 
recognize, and apply the sounds of these masters to their own performances. It is also 
through an intimate level of exposure that they may indeed recognize precisely when they 
are making a truly novel musical statement. Ignorance would preclude such knowledge. 
Immersive listening in the broader category of tonal jazz, by contrast, puts them in a 
position to accurately judge such matters. 
 
3.2 Stereotypical Ensemble Roles May Guide Pitch Expectations 
Within a jazz ensemble, a listener may have pitch expectations which fall, in part, 
under stereotypical roles associated with particular ensemble members.29 Simply put, a 
role is what is expected of someone in a given position by a particular culture. In our 
case, we might say the role of the pianist in a jazz ensemble is what knowledgeable 
listeners expect from the pianist in a jazz performance. The roles of the pianist, bassist, 
and horn player/soloist will each be discussed.30 In addition to their individual roles, they 
also contribute to collective roles. Examples of these combined roles would be (a) the 
                                                 
29 Garrett Michaelsen (2013, 117) makes a good case for teasing apart the terms roles and functions as they 
pertain to ensemble members. For my present purposes, such teasing apart is unnecessary, however. 
30 I acknowledge that in early New Orleans jazz and much later jazz styles, ensemble roles vary greatly. 
However, these central roles of bebop jazz are instructive, as bebop forms the lingua franca of jazz as a 
whole. As I have noted, listeners may choose to highlight particular jazz subgenres which more 
specifically meet their professional needs in these and other regards. 
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bassist and drums acting in consort to keep time, (b) the drums and piano comping, (c) 
keeping time and comping combining to fulfill the roles of the rhythm section 
(Michaelsen 2013, 117 and 121). Knowledge of common roles orients our brains to 
expect certain typical behaviors. Of course, these roles are flexible and fluid; nothing 
about them is ossified. Rather, it is merely a normative state in which we find these 
instrumentalists operating. For instance, it is a primary mode of operation for the horn 
player to solo, a central part of the role. This does not mean that the soloist role does not 
extend to the bass and drums at times. It is simply not their primary mode of operation as 
it is for the horn player (Michaelsen 2013, 117).  
These roles operate within a typical melodic and harmonic organization and 
texture known as melody and accompaniment. Melody is somewhat synonymous with the 
solo function, differing only in that during the head statements of the form, the goal is to 
present a rendition of a pre-composed melody associated with the current tune. The 
accompaniment is a combination of the time keeping and comping functions (Michaelsen 
2013, 119). Knowledge of this typical arrangement, which is evident upon listening, 
places the listener in a particular stance. Contextual cues may re-orient the focus of our 
listening attention. The melody, as typically performed by the horn players, is timbrally 
distinct from the rest of the texture in addition to being performed at a volume louder in 
comparison with the rest of the ensemble, allowing our ears an easier means of 
discriminating it from the composite sound (Michaelsen 2013, 118). The listener focus 
shifts when, for instance, the pianist drops out to signal the start of the bassist’s solo 
(Michaelsen 2013, 118–119). Statistical exposure to the normative roles in a jazz 
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ensemble, in effect, primes the listener for how to organize the listening experience, 
putting them ahead in these regards when compared to novice listeners. 
It is important to note that individual performers may feel the freedom to 
“...converge with or diverge from their ensemble role in much the same way they do so 
with the referent…” (Michaelsen 2013, 131). However, the expectations associated with 
typical ensemble roles makes divergence from these roles “...one of the riskier maneuvers 
to employ during performance” (Michaelsen 2013, 146). The high amount of risk 
associated with such divergence means that we much more typically find conformity to 
roles than divergence from them. This means orienting our pitch expectations toward 
common practice within these roles will much more often lead to higher accuracy in the 
realization our pitch expectations. 
 
3.2.1 The Role of the Pianist 
Pianists are primarily responsible, among other things, for presenting harmonies 
(Michaelsen 2013, 9). The role of the pianist may also be understood here to generally 
equate to the role of the guitarist or organist or any other such instrument which is 
capable of producing harmonic simultaneities. Of course differences in these instruments 
may create certain distinctions in usage; however, I am unconcerned with the differences 
at that level of specificity for our purposes here. I use the term pianist as the umbrella 
term because it is statistically the most common instrument used in the manner herein 
described (Michaelsen 2013, 130). 
The pianist regularly alternates between filling both a soloist and accompanist 
role (Michaelsen 2013, 130). In the accompanist role, harmonic projection from the 
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pianist often excludes the use of roots and fifths when performing with a bass player so 
that needless duplication and/or potential conflict is avoided (Michaelsen 2013, 130–
131). This equates to placing more emphasis on quality-defining thirds and sevenths as 
well as the selection of harmonic extensions. Also, pianists are free to make harmonic 
substitutions (Michaelsen 2013, 124). When soloing, pianists accompany themselves, 
often fulfilling the soloist role with the right hand while the left hand fills the 
accompanying role (Michaelsen 2013, 131). When a bass player is not a part of the 
ensemble, the pianist may create basslines with his left hand (Berliner 1994, 332). When 
accompanying a soloist, a pianist may deviate from chordal punctuation, opting instead to 
support the soloist through contrapuntal lines or melodic fills (Berliner 1994, 333). 
Pianists typically approach their playing in a block chord or orchestral fashion 
(Berliner 1994, 333). The block chord approach punctuates the harmonies rhythmically, 
performing the notes of a voicing simultaneously (Berliner 1994, 333). The orchestral 
approach makes use of the full range of the piano, incorporating interweaving melodies, 
basslines, and various textures, which all combine to create a polyphonic web (Berliner 
1994, 333). 
There are also chord voicings which are more or less common to harmonic 
practice generally, as well as particular approaches more characteristic of individual 
pianist’s styles. Figure 12 illustrates some idiomatic chord voicings; Figure 13 describes 
some famous jazz pianists’ personal approaches. 
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 (a)–(f) are idiomatic voicings; (g) and (h) are poor voicings 
 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) 
 
Figure 12: Illustrations of idiomatic and poor voicings. 31 
 
Letter (g) is considered poor and uncommon because it places harmonic extensions below 
the tones of the triad or basic seventh chord. Letter (h) has an inordinate amount of 
unnecessary note duplication (McGowan 2011, 167). 
 
● Al Haig 
○ Spare voicings 
○ Two elements 
○ Root and seventh 
● Thelonius Monk 
○ Use of seconds 
● Red Garland 
○ Four, five, or six note chords 
○ Left hand alternates or combines thirds and sevenths 
● McCoy Tyner 
○ Quartal voicings 
● Bill Evans 
○ Rootless voicings in left hand while right hand plays contrasting chords with 
possible polychordal evocations 
○ Four-note chords: fourths on bottom, thirds on top 
○ At times, densely packed chords or cluster chords 
Figure 13: Famous jazz pianists’ approaches to chord voicings. 32 
                                                 
31 This figure is summarized from McGowan (2011, 167). 
 
32 This figure is summarized from information in Berliner (1994, 319 and 334). 
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The pianist’s role includes harmonic presentation, soloing, and accompanying. As a 
means of harmonic presentation, idiomatic chord voicings occur at a general level and 
more specifically as markers of pianists’ signature styles. Increased and targeted exposure 
to pianists fulfilling their stereotypical roles in these ways will hone PLS development. 
 
3.2.2 The Role of the Bassist 
The bassist too is known for fulfilling a characteristic role within the jazz 
ensemble. The bassist is the ensemble foundation (Michaelsen 2013, 124), providing the 
harmonic background (Michaelsen 2013, 114) in an often more straightforward manner 
than the rest of the group (Michaelsen 2013, 124–125). At its most stereotypical, a bassist 
presents each harmony’s root (Michaelsen 2013, 124) and actualizes a bass line that 
distinctly outlines (Michaelsen 2013, 124) the basic seventh chord33 while connecting 
each harmony with its subsequent one (Michaelsen 2013, 124). Within the basic seventh 
chord, bassists commonly perform chordal roots and fifths (Michaelsen 2013, 130–131). 
The bass is a powerful organizing force for the ensemble. Their PLS are in many ways 
directed toward it, as should ours be. Jazz harmony, with its common usage of seventh 
chords and extensions may allow for many possible harmonic understandings. However, 
due to this fact, jazz more often than not uses root position chords. The ensemble 
members are frequently instructed to “listen down to the bass” as a means of hearing a 
total harmony with reference to a root sounded by the bass player. This in no way means 
                                                 
33 Michaelsen states that it is the basic triad that is clearly outlined. However, I am extending the basic 
structure in jazz to the seventh chord, since I view it as the most statistically common jazz chordal 
structure. This basic harmonic entity may either be extended with 9ths, 11ths, and 13ths or reduced to 
triads. The essential idea, however, remains that the bassist is responsible for organizing our sense of 
harmony around a root note. In an idiom whose harmonies may be reorganized into a number of distinct 
ways of hearing, it is the bassist whom we listen to as an aid to organizing our hearing around a 
particular root. 
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that the bass is limited to root expressions. Bassists certainly have many creative and 
inventive ways of fulfilling their harmonic role. Also, individual bassists may choose to 
conform to or deviate from this role to varying degrees based on their own personal 
tastes. Figure 14 presents one simple and straightforward way a bassist might fulfill the 
foundational harmonic role. 
 
 
Figure 14: A simple blues bassline. 34 
 
This example is quite clear in its harmonic projection. The roots of chords arrive on 
downbeats, harmonically orienting the listener. Leaps within the chord further outline the 
harmony, but do not limit stepwise or even chromatic stepwise motion. Figure 15 offers a 
list of normative approaches to pitch associated with the role of the jazz bassist. 
  
                                                 
34 This figure is taken from Michaelsen (2013, 125). 
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1. Early bassists typically played chord roots and fifths in alternation on beats one 
and three. 
2. Later on, bassists moved to playing four or eight notes per bar. 
3. Bassists normatively outline the chord progression. 
4. Bassists may produce countermelodies to the melodies of the horn players. 
5. Bassists may make use of double stops at times. 
6. Bassists commonly elaborate the harmony through the use of non-chord tones. 
7. More radically, bassists can sustain pitches or present rests which suspend the 
normative pulse-level reference point. 
8. In outlining the harmonies, bassists often arrive on chord tone goals on beats one 
and three. 
9. Bassists commonly combine chordal arpeggiation with the use of diatonic and 
chromatic scalar motion as chord tone connectors. 
10. Bassists may use pedals or drones. 
Figure 15: Pitch usages in jazz bass playing. 35 
 
A listener immersed in jazz bass practice will pick up on these pitch usages, thereby 
refining their tonal jazz PLS. Explicit knowledge of these common bass practices will 
guide the listening experience, priming listeners for them when they occur. 
 
3.2.3 The Role of the Horn Player/Soloist 
The role of the horn player is the least constrained. The horn player fulfills the 
role of a soloist, which will provide the listener with the most pitch variety (Michaelsen 
2013, 124). They almost never perform comping or time keeping functions for the 
accompaniment (Michaelsen 2013, 130). Often the harmonic changes of a particular tune 
are guides to note selection by the soloist, a concept covered in Section 3.3. entitled On 
Jazz Pitch Structures. 
                                                 
35 This information is distilled from Berliner (1994, 315–317). 
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3.3 On Jazz Pitch Structures 
 
3.3.1 On Dissonance and Jazz (Perception and Taste) 
Often somewhere within a discussion of tonal music and of jazz music comes the 
topic of dissonance. I have noted in Section 2.4, entitled The Effects of Context on PLS, 
the notion that context, style, and individual listening history all play roles in our 
understanding of dissonance. I will choose not to address the issue of dissonance within 
the standpoint of jazz practice, odd as that may seem to many. I will simply state that jazz 
music tends statistically to do such and such, without a need for recourse to individually 
(or in-group/out-group) subjective notions of dissonance and a tone’s supposed “need” to 
do something in particular. The following account, relayed by McFarland is a case in 
point:  
“At the recent Steve Larson Memorial Conference held at 
the University of Oregon at Eugene in March 2012, the 
penultimate paper was read by David Heyer, a former 
graduate student of Steve Larson during the latter’s final 
years. In the question and answer session that followed the 
final three papers, Dr. Heyer asked the audience, one 
composed almost exclusively of jazz theorists, how many 
of them recognized that sevenths and ninths were dissonant 
intervals in jazz; not a single hand was raised. It seems that 
one of the main tenets supporting Larson’s use of orthodox 
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Schenkerian theory is not widely accepted.” (McFarland 
2012, 2 of 12)  
To my purposes in PLS, I want us to hear what is there, not argue for one type of 
hearing over another. I don’t care whether someone hears a V7alt as dissonant or 
consonant; I care that they hear that it is indeed a V7alt. I’ll leave any conception of 
amount of dissonance or consonance up to individual tastes. As a jazz friend of mine 
once said, “It’s all ice cream. Some like vanilla; others, rocky road.”36 
 
3.3.2 Jazz Melody 
Jazz musicians need to develop large storehouses of melodic ideas, as these 
become the “jumping off points” for their own soloistic endeavors. These melodic ideas 
might be variously subcategorized as melodic formulas, pathways, licks (Michaelsen 
2013, 154), vocabulary, ideas, licks, tricks, pet patterns, crips, or clichés (Berliner 1994, 
102), each with their own shades of meaning. Numerous examples from each of these 
subcategories should provide a wealth of melodic ideas with which PLS learners may 
endlessly immerse themselves. 
It is also helpful to recognize in attempting to predict jazz melodic material that 
the following common devices are used in generating pitch material: truncation or 
contraction, combination with other ideas, repetition with incorporation of pitch 
substitutions (a type of variation), melodic expansion, melodic interpolation, cadential 
extensions, call and response, sequential treatment, melodic idea repetition, melodic 
restatement (or return, as opposed to immediate repetition), use of ostinati (Berliner 1994, 
                                                 
36 Thanks to Spike Sikes for this characterization. 
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561–581), embellishment of a previous idea, quotation (Berliner 1994, 558), creative use 
of scalar material (Berliner 1994, 554), and melodic formal prototypes such as AA’B (an 
example is Miles Davis’ “Blues by Five”), ABAC (an example is Jimmy Van Heusen’s 
“I Thought about You”), AABA (an example is Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie’s 
“Anthropology”) (Berliner 1994, 516–518). 
Melodic relative pitch frequency is also instructive for jazz PLS learners. In terms 
of the zeroth-order statistical distribution of pitches, a corpus study of jazz improvisations 
reports that relative to a chorus-level tonic, the tones of the tonic triad are the most 
frequently found, followed by the rest of the diatonic tones, followed by nondiatonic 
tones. Within the nondiatonic tones, lowered third, fifth, and seventh scale-degrees are 
the most frequent, presumably because of the influence of the blues scale (Järvinen 1995, 
426). 
Local pitch hierarchies are more complicated, however, as the corpus study 
results indicated that personal short-, mid- and long-range goals may be at play. In other 
words, at times performers may be playing to a longer-range tonic orientation. At other 
times, they may be focused on how to play toward a more mid-range goal tone associated 
with a particular chord progression, or may be even more locally concerned with 
choosing notes within the sounding chord structure at any given moment (Järvinen 1995, 
434). These priorities may play out in various ways, and at times use cognitive reference 
points as guides along the improvisational journey. Cognitive reference points might 
include (1) the goal tones of chordal thirds and sevenths, (2) the maintaining of common 
tones, or (3) the creation of a stepwise line while connecting one chord to the next 
(Järvinen 1995, 433–435). A performer may understand a ii7–V7–Imaj7 progression as  a 
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Dorian–Mixolydian–Ionian succession from a local standpoint, or as a three-chord 
progression all subsumed under a single tonic from a slightly longer-range standpoint. 
Context will most certainly be a factor in how it is approached. 
It should be pointed out that the zeroth-order statistical distributions, without 
accounting for the added frequency of the notes of the blues scale, are remarkably similar 
(Järvinen 1995, 435) to those in Common Practice Western art music. At one level, this 
would indicate that a jazz student doing aural skills in a Common Practice Western art 
music context would not be learning irrelevant zeroth-order structures to a large degree. 
At another level, however, the harmonic locations of these zeroth-order distributions are 
unaccounted for (by definition of the term zeroth-order). These harmonic locations are 
not unimportant and can be quite different between tonal jazz and Common Practice 
Western art music. For example, use of harmonic extensions, is incredibly commonplace 
in jazz practice. While it might be one thing to say that the third scale-degree is in the top 
tier of most commonly occurring notes in both idioms, its consistent appearance over a 
V7 is statistically low in Western art music, but incredibly high as a 13th of a V7 chord 
within the tonal jazz idiom. Many similar examples could be cited, and note, that they are 
not insignificant, but rather normative and expected practice in tonal jazz. Students of 
jazz need to hear these pitch distributions within the unique contexts of the tonal jazz 
idiom. 
 
3.3.2.1 Jazz Scalar Material 
Scales are an incredibly rich source from which jazz melody can be derived. 
Scalar materials used in tonal jazz include: major and minor scales, diatonic modes, 
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modes of the harmonic and melodic minor scales, octatonic (diminished) scales, whole-
tone scales, non-Western scales, pentatonic scales, blues scales, the chromatic scale, 
(Berliner 1994, 162), and the hexatonic (augmented) scale (Lynch et al. 1991, 967). 
These, of course then, should be well-represented in the listening experiences of PLS 
learners. 
The contexts in which these scales are used are also of primary importance. For 
example, the blues scale is one of many scalar choices used over a dominant seventh 
chord (Tymoczko 2011, 374). The particular scalar choices made by jazz performers in a 
given musical context or environment are selected from the affordances of the musical 
situation.37 These affordances take into account both the physical body of the instrument 
and the available scales for a given chord or chord succession (Love 2017, 33). 
When dealing with particular chord changes in a jazz tune, a soloist may choose 
from a variety of approaches to selecting the notes to play atop them. Parent scales  (Love 
2009, 165) may be used as an organizing vantage point from which to understand the 
logic behind the plethora of scales available to jazz performers. These parent scales 
subsume many scales underneath them from an unordered pc standpoint, reducing the 
redundancies found in many standard jazz pedagogy books which present scales with 
identical unordered pc content as distinct scales (Love 2009, 156). Parent scales include: 
diatonic, melodic minor (ascending), harmonic minor, and octatonic (Love 2009, 169). 
Figure 16 summarizes particular seventh chord qualities that are associated with both 
scalar options and the parent scales underneath which they are subsumed. 
  
                                                 
37 An affordance “is a possibility inherent to a particular subject–environment relationship”. (Love 2017, 
33). 
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○ Maj7 
■ Ionian (Diatonic parent scale) 
■ Lydian (Diatonic parent scale) 
■ Lydian 5 (Melodic minor parent scale) 
○ Dom7 
■ Mixolydian (Diatonic parent scale) 
■ Mixolydian 913 (Harmonic minor parent scale) 
■ Mixolydian 13 (Melodic minor parent scale) 
■ Lydian 7 (otherwise known as Lydian dominant) (Melodic minor 
parent scale) 
■ Altered (Melodic minor parent scale) 
■ Half-whole (Octatonic) 
○ Min7 
■ Dorian (Diatonic parent scale) 
■ Aeolian (Diatonic parent scale) 
■ Phrygian (Diatonic parent scale) 
■ Melodic minor (Melodic minor parent scale) 
○ ø7 
■ Locrian natural 9 (Melodic minor parent scale) 
■ Locrian (Diatonic parent scale) 
○ minM7 
■ Melodic (Melodic minor parent scale) 
■ Harmonic minor (Harmonic minor parent scale) 
■ Dorian (Diatonic parent scale) 
■ Aeolian (Diatonic parent scale) 
■ Phrygian (Diatonic parent scale) 
○ º7 
■ Whole-half diminished (Octatonic parent scale) 
■ Mixolydian-four different options of reference notes (Diatonic 
parent scale) 
 
Figure 16: Seventh chords with associated scales and scalar parents. 38 
 
In addition to these, we should include the harmonic major, whole-tone, and hexatonic 
(Love 2009, 155 and 169). Put altogether, these should form the scalar basis for what we 
present as the stereotypical pitch content in jazz. 
  
                                                 
38 The information in this figure is from Love (2009, 157). 
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3.3.2.2 Melodic Formulas 
Melodic formulas are an important part of jazz melody (Michaelsen 2013, 154). 
Formulas may occur on many different levels: a formula may help define an entire jazz 
style, or merely represent a single musician’s individual style (Michaelsen 2013, 154). 
For my purposes, melodic formulas with the broadest applicability are of the greatest 
relevance to tonal jazz PLS development, though again, based on an individual’s needs, 
immersive amounts of formulas at every level should be available to PLS learners. 
Melodic formulas may be further divided into two conceptual subcategories called 
pathways and licks (Martin 1996, 116–117). Pathways are "...shorter melodic formulas 
that result from specific stylistic constraints” (Michaelsen 2013, 154). Figure 17 
illustrates one instance of a pathway. 
 
 
Figure 17: A pathway. 39 
 
This particular pathway is known as a surround figure (Michaelsen 2013, 155). The 
stylistic constraints shown here are (a) the need to connect two chord tones (the F as the 
seventh of the G7 chord, and the E as the third of the Cmaj7 chord) and (b) the need for 
the need for the seventh of a chord to resolve downward by step into the next chord (also 
simultaneously accomplished by the connection of F to E). 
                                                 
39 This figure is taken from Michaelsen (2013, 154). 
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Licks are “more elaborately composed or patterned formulas.” (Martin 1996, 116) 
They are also typically longer than pathways and many performers work them out in 
advance (Michaelsen 2013, 155). The more immersion in licks common to the tonal jazz 
repertoire and the more developed a person’s PLS, the less likely the need for pre-
planning the execution of a recognizable lick. Figure 18 provides an example of a lick. 
 
 
Figure 18: A lick. 40 
 
Notice the difference in length between the lick in Figure 18 and the pathway of 
Figure 17. Also, when compared with pathways, licks may be considered to have “a more 
specific identity in terms of their scale-degree association, rhythm, intervallic sequence, 
and harmony” (Michaelsen 2013, 156). This particular lick may be understood as 
consisting of chordal arpeggiation for the first five notes, followed by a surround figure 
just like the pathway figure above, only this time on its way to a goal tone of G, the fifth 
of the Cmaj7 instead of the third of that chord as in the previous example. PLS learners 
will need to acquire the ability to hear pathways and licks as well as any other type of 
jazz melodic configuration. Figure 19 offers a lick which can be traced to a particular 
musician (Miles Davis), but that has been emulated by others to such a degree that it has 
become characteristic of the jazz style at large (Michaelsen 2013, 168). 
 
                                                 
40 This figure is taken from Michaelsen (2013, 156). 
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Figure 19: “The Theme” ending phrase from Workin’.41 
 
Including both pathways and licks then, there are many melodic formulas which a 
competent jazz performer would want to have immediate recourse to because of having 
been immersed in countless examples of their practice in real music. The use of melodic 
formulas is a very important part of jazz improvisation. Use of these formulas within an 
improvisation can show a listening audience that the improviser has a certain 
connectedness to the jazz masters of the past or understands basic and standard melodic 
utterances of the idiom. Common melodic figures may also serve as material for use at 
moments when the constant search for new material in an improvisation is mentally 
taxing. It affords a moment to think about what to play next while “falling back on” 
previously internalized material. Several musicians and scholars have cataloged jazz 
melodic formulas and schemas.42 Their catalogs are an invaluable resource in designing 
an immersive listening program for tonal jazz. 
 
3.3.3 Jazz Harmony 
The fundamental harmonic structure in tonal jazz is the seventh chord. Certainly 
triads, two-note intervals, quartal structures, and other simultaneities exist; however, the 
basic point of reference is the seventh chord. Jazz harmonies may also exhibit certain 
                                                 
41 This figure is taken from Michaelsen (2013, 168). 
42 See Oliver Nelson’s Patterns for Improvisation (Nelson, 1966), Jerry Coker’s Patterns for Jazz (Coker 
et al., 1982), and Thomas Owens’ catalogue of melodic formulas from Charlie Parker’s work (Owens, 
1974). 
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common acceptable variations to their basic structures. For example in the major mode, a 
major seventh chord may alternatively be expressed as an add6th chord (McGowan 2011, 
158) or an add6/9. In the minor mode, a minor seventh chord may be expressed instead as 
an add6th or minor-major 7th chord (McGowan 2011, 159). These differences are 
considered basically equivalent, but should be able to be aurally distinguished from one 
another nevertheless. 
Harmonic extensions are often used as color tones. Frequently, ninths and sharp 
elevenths, for example, neither need to be resolved nor are essential chord members 
(McGowan 2011, 159). However, when extensions participate in voice leading, they are 
in those contexts not color tones (McGowan 2011, 160). Figure 20 summarizes which 
color tones are common to which chord qualities. 
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● Dominant 7th: 
○ Contextually Stable Color Tones: natural-9, natural-6, 11 
○ Contextually Unstable Non-chord Tones: natural-7, 10 (destabilizing 
elements) 
○ Inherently Unstable Non-chord Tones: 6, 9, natural-11 (destabilizing 
elements) 
● Major with Added Sixth: 
○ Contextually Stable Dialect Tones: natural-6 
○ Contextually Stable Color Tones: natural-9, natural-7, 11 
○ Contextually Unstable Non-chord Tones: 7, 10 (destabilizing elements) 
○ Inherently Unstable Non-chord Tones: 6, 9, natural-11 (destabilizing 
elements) 
● Major Seventh: 
○ Contextually Stable Color Tones: natural-6, natural-9, 11 
○ Contextually Unstable Non-chord Tones: 7, 10 (destabilizing elements) 
○ Inherently Unstable Non-chord Tones: 6, 9, natural-11 (destabilizing 
elements) (McGowan 2011, 187) 
● Minor 7th: 
○ Contextually Stable Color Tones: natural-9, natural-6, natural 11 (or 11) 
○ Contextually Unstable Non-chord Tones: natural-7 (destabilizing 
elements) 
○ Inherently Unstable Non-chord Tones: 6, 9, natural-10 (destabilizing 
elements) 
● Minor 6th: 
○ Contextually Stable Color Tones: natural-9, natural-7, natural 11 (or 11)  
○ Contextually Unstable Non-chord Tones: 7 (destabilizing elements) 
○ Inherently Unstable Non-chord Tones: 6, 9, natural-10 (destabilizing 
elements) 
● Minor-Major 7th: 
○ Contextually Stable Color Tones: natural-6, natural-9, natural 11 (or 11)  
○ Contextually Unstable Non-chord Tones: 7 (destabilizing elements) 
○ Inherently Unstable Non-chord Tones: 6, 9, natural-10 (destabilizing 
elements) 
● Minor 75 (half-diminished) (Salles 2011, 32): 
○ 9, 11, 13 
● Fully Diminished 7th (Salles 2011, 32): 
○ 9, 11, 13, maj7 
Figure 20: Summary of color tone usage relative to chord type. 43 
                                                 
43 The information in this figure is summarized from McGowan (2011, 187–188) and Salles (2011, 32).  
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In addition to this chart, it is important to note that the dominant seventh chord may not 
use both a 9th and natural 9th, a natural ninth and a 9th, or 13th and natural 13th 
sounding against one another in the same chord (Salles 2011, 33–34). 
 
3.3.3.1 Common Voicings of a Definitive Chord Progression in Jazz 
Chord voicings were initially discussed in Section 3.2.1 entitled The Role of the 
Pianist. Common voicings of a single chord were illustrated and favored voicings of 
particular pianists described. In this section voicings are revisited, being viewed in their 
relationships to the ii–V–I harmonic progression, a definitive chord progression of tonal 
jazz. Acquisition of both common voicings and chord progressions are invaluable to PLS 
learners. Figure 21 shows what are referred to as “A and B voicings” of the basic ii–V–I 
jazz harmonic progression. 
 
 “A” voicing  “B” voicing 
 
 ii  V  I ii V I 
Figure 21: ii–V–I “A and B voicings”. 44 
 
The bass player performs the chord roots so that the harmonic identity remains clear 
(Tymoczko 2011, 354–355). 
                                                 
44 The voicings shown here are taken from Levine (1989, 42–43). 
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Figure 22 presents two common variations to the same progression. 
 
 
 ii V I ii Vsus I 
Figure 22: Common variations to the ii–V–I.45 
 
PLS learners should learn to hear the basic skeletal features (roots, thirds, and sevenths) 
which constitute the essential elements of the ii–V–I progression. In addition, the ability 
to hear both extended tones and voicings should be developed. Figure 23 illustrates a V–I 
progression voiced as stacked fourths. Figure 24 illustrates the predominant chord as 
stacked fourths, also known as “So What” chords. Figure 25 shows the entire ii–V–I 
voiced quartally. Figure 26 shows a common voicing of a tritone substitute for the V 
chord in a ii–V–I progression.  
 (a) (b) (c) 
 
Figure 23: V–I as stacked fourths. 46 
                                                 
45 This figure is taken from Tymoczko (2011, 357–358). 
46 This figure is taken from Tymoczko (2011, 357–358). 
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Figure 24: Common “So What” chord voicings. 47 
 
 
 ii V I ii V I 
 ________ 
 So What  A Voicings 
 
Figure: 25: ii–V–I in quartal voicings. 48 
 
 
 ii V I ii II I 
Figure 26: ii–V–I and ii–II–I. 49 
                                                 
47 This figure is taken from Tymoczko (2011, 357–358). 
48 This figure is taken from Tymoczko (2011, 357–358). 
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Manuals for chord voicings in jazz, such as Mark Levine’s The Jazz Piano Book are great 
resources which, when realized in sound, allow jazz musicians to develop PLS by aurally 
encountering precisely those voicings which have come to be the most stereotypical. 
 
3.3.3.2 Stereotypical Jazz Endings 
Jazz endings have stereotypical pitch (and other) signals that we may aurally 
internalize in order to aid in our recognition of them in a performance situation. Figure 27 
summarizes the elements that typically characterize them. 
 
● Interactional 
● A feeling of the halt of forward motion 
● Tempo decelerations 
● Harmonic substitutions 
● Bandleader provides visual and auditory signals 
● Particular codas or musical gestures already a part of the referent which may be 
used 
● Licks and other schemas which already have a history of use as fulfilling an 
ending function 
● Repeated tags 
● Metric cessations 
● Sustained chords 
● Virtuosic filigree 
● Dynamic climaxes 
● A sense of heightened chaos and open-endedness 
Figure 27: Common characteristics of jazz endings. 50 
 
Certainly standing on their own, we may find single characteristics from the list above in 
contexts other than at endings. However, taken collectively, or even in just a few small 
                                                                                                                                                 
49 This figure is taken from Tymoczko (2011, 360). 
 
50 The information contained in this figure is from Michaelsen (2013, 239). 
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numbers, we may identify something characteristically pointing toward ending. I have 
italicized those elements that most strongly resonate with the pitch dimension, though all 
of them are certainly important ending markers. 
Cadences constitute phrase boundary points and are made up of particular 
harmonic successions or points of arrival. In tonal jazz there are many typical cadences 
which PLS learners need to aurally acquire. Figure 28 summarizes them. 
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● Authentic Cadences (Salles 2011, 190)51 
○ Major mode: V7–Imaj7 
○ Minor mode: V7–i7, V79–i7 
● Plagal Cadences (Salles 2011, 192–194) 
○ IVmaj7 or IV6 to Imaj7 or I6 
○ iv7 or iv6 to i7, iMaj7 or i6 
○ IV7-I7 or iv7-i7 in a blues context 
○ Rare, but possible:  
■ IV7–Imaj7, I6 or i6 
■ ii7–I or iiø7–i 
● Half Cadence (Salles 2011, 194)52 
○ An ending on the dominant chord 
● Plagal Half Cadence (Salles 2011, 197) 
○ An ending on the subdominant chord 
● Other Jazz Cadences (Salles 2011, 197) 
○ Tritone substitute for V to I (i): similar to authentic cadence, but bass 
motion of V to I is exchanged for chromatic melodic motion in the bass. 
There is no official label for this type of cadence, though common. 
○ The use of Picardy third and reverse Picardy third are also a feature of jazz 
cadences. 
● Turnarounds (Salles 2011, 204–205) 
● Diatonic circle of fifths progression ending in a ii–V 
● ii–V 
 ii 
● The Tadd Dameron turnaround or Lady Bird turnaround [so-named because of 
its common association with his usage of it at the conclusion of Lady Bird] is as 
follows: Imaj7–III7 (V7/VI)–VImaj7 (IImaj7/V)–V75, or in the key of C 
major, CMaj7–Eb7–AbMaj7–G75. 
● A common variation of the Tadd Dameron turnaround is to use the same root 
progression, but substitute a series of maj7 chords in each instance as follows in a 
key of C major example: Cmaj7–Ebmaj7–Abmaj7–Dbmaj7.53 
 
Figure 28: Stereotypical jazz cadences. 
                                                 
51 Salles comments that the I chord may appear in a few alternate varieties. A I6 may substitute for a Imaj7. 
In a blues context the I7 substitutes for the Imaj7. In the minor mode, the i maj7 or i6 may substitute for 
the i7 (Salles 2011, 190). 
52 Regarding the half cadence, Salles notes: “In jazz, most song forms are repeated in order to include solos 
or improvisations. Therefore even when songs finish on the V chord, which would suggest a half 
cadence, this chord will resolve back to the top of the form, generally back to the I chord.” (Salles 2011, 
194) 
53 Note that the last chord in the progression is not the same as in the Tad Dameron Turnaround. It is rather 
a tritone substitution with respect to its root. The quality of the chord, however, remains a major 7th 
chord in keeping with the qualities of the rest of the turnaround progression. 
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3.3.3.3 Jazz Chord Progressions in One Tune Are Re-used in Others 
Jazz tunes often borrow chord changes from other well-known jazz tunes. Figure 
29 catalogues several such instances:  
 
Song Source for Chord Progressions Song(s) 
● “I Got Rhythm” ● “Oleo” 
● “Anthropology” 
● “Indiana” ● “Donna Lee” 
● “Lover Come Back to Me” ● “Bird Gets the Worm” 
● “Cherokee” ● “Warming Up a Riff” 
● “Honeysuckle Rose” ● “Marmaduke” 
 
Figure 29: Recycled chord progressions. 54 
 
There are countless other examples.55 In fact, tunes that use the chord changes 
from “I Got Rhythm” are so standard as to be commonly referred to as “‘Rhythm’ 
changes tunes.” In addition, many tunes share some internal harmonic progressions or 
structural building blocks. As examples, “Can’t Get Started” and “I Love You, Porgy” 
share the same first four bars; “Body and Soul” and “Nancy (with the Laughing Face)” 
share the same first eight bars (Berliner 1994, 78).  
There is obviously immense value in internalizing these commonly used chord 
progressions through repeated listening to standard tunes whose chords are commonly 
                                                 
54 The song correspondences shown in this figure are identified by Berliner (1994, 78). 
55 Comparative analysis is a means of revealing these types of recycled chord changes. In addition, some 
helpful sources have already documented many instances of either identical changes throughout or 
duplication at a smaller phrase level of the form. One such resource is found at 
http://www.jdarks.com/files/Chord_Progressions___MoneyChords.com.pdf 
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appropriated. It is also incredibly useful to hear the same chord progressions used in 
many different tunes back to back. Through repeated listening to a particular tune as well 
as other tunes built on the same chord progressions, we store these chord progressions 
both as veridical expectations in episodic memory and as schematic expectations in 
semantic memory. Through immersive listening, we begin to recognize these 
progressions as both belonging to particular tunes and as more generally shared harmonic 
language. 
 
3.3.3.4 Stereotypical Chord Progressions in Tonal Jazz 
Tonal jazz harmonic progressions can be seen to follow certain normative 
practices. Those involving the ii7–V7–Imaj7, ctº7 chords, and chromatic mediant chords 
are here considered. Figure 30 provides a summary of those concerning the ii7–V7–Imaj7 
progression.  
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● (V7–I): A given tonic chord (I or i) is often preceded by is dominant (V7).56 
 
● (ii7–V7): A given dominant (V7) is often preceded by the supertonic (ii7).  
 In addition, the supertonic to dominant chord progression may  
 stand alone, the target tonic chord simply being implied rather than  
 realized (Salles 2011, 112). 
 
● (ii7–V7–I–?): Following the arrival of the target tonic chord, the harmonic 
 progression is not easily predictable. 
 
● (x becomes V7): A given diatonic seventh chord (x) is often transformed into a      
 dominant (V7) built on the same root. For example,  
 iii7–vi7–ii7–V7–Imaj7 becomes V7/vi–V7/ii–V7/V–V7–Imaj7. 
 
● (ii7–V7–x): A given non-tonic diatonic seventh chord (x) may be preceded by its  
                  x            own ii7–V7 (Salles 2011, 111). As in the second bullet point, the    
 target chord (in this case, x) need only be implied, not realized. 
Figure 30: Normative harmonic progression practices involving the ii7–V7–Imaj7. 57 
 
The use of common-tone diminished seventh chords as a means of single chord 
embellishment, connection from one chord to another, and cadential expansion or delay is 
another common jazz practice. Here are just a couple of examples. A Cº7 shares a root 
with Cmaj7 in the progression V7–ctº7–Imaj7, delaying cadential arrival (Salles 2011, 
166). Alternately, a ctº7 may share other tones with the chord that follows it. For example 
a Dbº7 (C#º7) may move to Cmaj7, having their thirds and fifths common either directly 
or enharmonically (Salles 2011, 168). The chromatic mediant chord connection is 
primarily associated with modern jazz, but can certainly be found in earlier jazz 
repertoire as well (Salles 2011, 185). Given a major mode tonic, chromatic mediant chord 
connections would include: VImaj7, VI7, VImaj7, VI7, IIImaj7, III7, IIImaj7, III7 
                                                 
56 The tonic here may also be viewed as a temporary tonic as in a localized tonicization. 
57 The information in this figure is taken from Salles (2011, 109 and 111–112). 
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(Salles 2011, 183). Given a minor mode tonic, the possibilities are as follows: vi maj7, 
vi7, vi maj7, vi7, iii maj7, iii7, iii maj7, iii7 (Salles 2011, 183). Of course, chromatic 
mediant relationships need not be restricted to tonic chord relationships; they may occur 
in relation to any chord (Salles 2011, 183). In addition, chromatic mediants may be 
preceded by their own applied dominant or applied ii7–V7 (Salles 2011, 183). 
 
3.3.3.5 Jazz Harmonic Usage and the Notion of a Prevailing Key 
Jazz often makes use of fleeting tonal centers (Broze and Shanahan 2013, 38). 
This need not be an impediment to the listening experience. Instead, it can in and of itself 
be used to develop a rapid acclimatization to novel tonal centers in succession, which will 
prove highly valuable to jazz practitioners precisely because of this normative type of 
harmonic practice in their discipline. In fact, a highly beneficial exercise might be in 
listening to successive ii-V-I harmonic progressions in the literature, recognizing the 
tonics of each, and comparing them to one another in order to identify the successive key 
areas visited. Of course, this is a conscious mode of practice that would be applied on top 
of the same skill which would be being developed implicitly through mere exposure to 
jazz literature that features these successive visits to key areas. Since “after resolving to 
the tonic, one can go anywhere,” (Salles 2011, 212) listeners need to develop the ability 
to quickly and easily apprehend modulations between any two key areas. Since tonal jazz 
exhibits such modulatory flexibility in practice, listeners will have adequate numbers of 
examples on which to train these listening skills. 
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3.3.3.6 Harmonic Substitution 
Jazz harmony is incredibly flexible. Harmonic substitutions for “original” chord 
changes are incredibly common. In fact, reharmonization is a standard way of “making a 
tune your own.” That being said, this does not mean that we can find no cohesive 
practices or logical thought when it comes to substitution by which we may anticipate 
more likely substitutions. Instead we find that “certain sets of chord sequences are 
considered by musicians to be closely related and to be harmonically equivalent in a 
sense which is close to the linguistic idea of ‘paraphrase.’” (Steedman 1984, 53) Often 
the number of shared tones between an original harmony and its chordal substitution acts 
as a measure of its relatedness (Berliner 1994, 84–85). Which tones are shared is also a 
matter of consideration. A particular substitution is more commonly used when its more 
“crucial” tones are identical. For example, the very common tritone substitution involves 
a dominant seventh chord being substituted by another dominant seventh chord a tritone 
away. The “crucial” or “defining” tritone however, in both chords, is identical in sound. 
The tritone identifies the quality of the seventh chord and has remained unchanged 
despite the substitution. Figures 31–35 offer some lists of common harmonic 
substitutions with which PLS learners need to become intimately familiar. 
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● Tritone substitution 
● Substitution of a secondary dominant for a diatonic chord 
● Substitution of a tonic major-minor seventh chord in place of a tonic minor-minor 
seventh chord  
● Substitution of a tonic augmented-minor seventh chord in place of a tonic major-
minor seventh chord  
● Substitution of a V75 for a V7  
● Substitution of a V75 for V7 
Figure 31: Some common harmonic substitutions. 58 
 
● Common Substitutes for Imaj7 (I add6, I7 in the blues): iii7 and vi7 
● Common Substitutes for IVmaj7 (IV add6, IV7): ii7 
● Common Substitutes for V7: viiº7, viiø7 
Figure 32: List of common diatonic substitutes for I, IV, and V in the major mode. 59 
 
● Common substitutes for i7 (i add6, i maj7): IIImaj7, viø7 
● Common substitutes for iv7 (iv add6): iiø7, VImaj7, VII7 
● v7=used in modal jazz only; V7 typically used from the major mode 
Figure 33: List of common diatonic substitutes for i7 and iv7 in the minor mode. 60 
 
 
  
                                                 
58 The information in this figure is from Donelian (1996, 234). 
 
59 The information in this figure is from Salles (2011, 58 and 97–98). 
 
60 The information in this figure is from Salles (2011, 77 and 97–98). 
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● Chromatic substitute for IV (or simply preceding IV):  
○ ivø7 
■ Typically resolves to: 
● IVmaj7, iv7 (in this case, preceding IV, iv, rather than replacing 
them); iv7 happens most often 
■ Less frequently resolves to: 
● V7 
● Imaj7 
● Chromatic substitutes for iv 
○ IImaj7 
■ Typically resolves to: 
● I, i 
● ii7 
○ VI7 
■ Typically resolves to: 
● I 
● vi  
● viø7 
● V7 (When preceding a V7, it can also be viewed as a tritone 
substitute for a chord built on 2^.) 
● Chromatic Substitutes for IV7 
○ VII7 is a tritone substitute for IV7 (a Mm7th built on the leading tone, for 
example, B-D#-F#-A in C major) 
■ Typically resolves to: 
● I 
● V 
● VII7 
● Chromatic substitutes for V7 
○ viiº7 and viiº7/X (can be viewed as rootless V79) 
■ Typically resolves: 
● Up a half step from the root of the viiº7 or viiº7/x, or if viewed as 
a rootless V79, up a P4 from the missing root of the chord 
○ Tritone Substitutes (II7) 
■ Typically resolves: 
● To the chord built a half step below its root 
● A Dual Substitute Special Case: vi add6 
○ May be understood as a chromatic substitute for either V759 or a iv75 
■ If the former, it must be understood as a rootless chord 
● Typically resolves to: 
○ V 
○ ii7 
Figure 34: List of common chromatic substitutes. 61 
 
 
                                                 
61 The information in this figure is summarized from Salles (2011, 131–142). 
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o Secondary Dominant and Substitutes 
■ V7/X–very common 
■ II7/X–very common 
■ viiº7/X–very common 
■ viiø7/X–not as common 
o Secondary Subdominant and Substitutes 
■ IV7/X–somewhat common 
■ VII7/X–not as common 
■ VII7/X–somewhat common 
■ ii7/X–quite rare; more common as part of a tonicizing ii7–V7 
■ ii75/X–very rare–more common as part of a tonicizing ii75–V7 
■ IImaj7/X–somewhat common 
■ VImaj7/X–not as common 
■ VI7/X–not as common 
o Tonicizing ii–V: ii7–V7 or ii75–V7–very common 
 X X 
 
o Tonicizing or Expanded Tritone Sub ii–V: vi7–II7–common 
 X 
Figure 35: Jazz chordal substitutions and relative frequency. 62 
 
Important to mention and related to harmonic substitution are the practices of 
harmonic elaboration, harmonic insertion (Berliner 1994, 84–85), and harmonic 
simplification. As an example, the fully diminished seventh chord is commonly used as 
an insertion chord (Berliner 1994, 84–85). In addition to reharmonizations of original 
chord changes, listeners must acquire aural fluency with common but increasingly 
complex elaborations growing out of the original progressions. 
 
 
 
                                                 
62 The information in this figure is from Salles (2011, 150). 
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3.3.4 Jazz Forms 
 
3.3.4.1 Common Jazz Forms 
Just as PLS learners should immerse themselves in common jazz melody, licks, 
riffs, phrases, melodic material, and stereotypical chord progressions, they should also 
immerse themselves in common jazz formal models for their internalization. The most 
common forms include: (a) the blues, (b) 32-bar AABA forms such as “I Got Rhythm”, 
and (c) other 32-bar forms such as ABAB’ and ABAC (Berliner 1994, 77–78). I will here 
consider both the blues and “Rhythm changes” tunes. ABAB’ and ABAC would, of 
course, also need to be the subjects of immersive listening experiences for PLS learners. 
From a harmonic-formal standpoint,  jazz practice typically relies on a cycle of 
chord changes which repeat every 12, 16, or 32 bars (Michaelsen 2013, 164–165). These 
spans of time are usually broken up into four-bar phrase lengths or eight-bar phrase 
lengths (Michaelsen 2013, 164–165). This is true of all of the standard formal models 
listed in (a)–(c) above. Through immersive statistical exposure to common jazz forms 
and their constituent parts, musicians develop an instinctive ability to aurally navigate 
through them (Michaelsen 2013, 164–165). 
Jazz’s head-improv-head performance structure allows for multiple hearings of 
the tune’s harmonic changes, one type of built-in statistical exposure simultaneously 
acting to minimize the volume of pitch material an improviser must appraise (Michaelsen 
2013, 164–165). Further reducing the cognitive load associated with internalizing 
harmonic changes is the fact that typically the harmonic material within a standard formal 
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model is considerably less than the number of bars constituting that form (Michaelsen 
2013, 164–165).  
 
3.3.4.2 The Blues Form and Common Variations On It 
One of the most common formal models in jazz is the blues form, whose most 
basic structure is referred to as the 12-bar blues. Figures 36–38 illustrate the basic 12-bar 
blues form and harmonic scheme, as well as a couple of common variations to its 
harmonic progression (of which there are many) (Steedman 1984, 53). Tonal jazz PLS 
learners need abounding examples of these forms and most typical harmonic substitutions 
in order to internalize their pitch properties.63 
 
 
 
Figure 36: The 12-Bar Blues: basic plan. 64 
 
 
                                                 
63 For an in-depth treatment of a rationale behind the particular choices of harmonic substitutions in the 12-
bar blues, see Steedman (1984, 53). 
64 The basic 12-bar blues chord changes may be found in Martin and Waters (2009, 13). 
 
 
I7 I7 I7 I7
IV7 IV7 I7 I7
V7 IV7 I7 I7
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
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Figure 37: The 12-Bar Blues: “Blues for Alice” variation. 65 
 
 
 
Figure 38: The 12-Bar Blues: “All Blues” variation. 66 
 
In addition to common harmonic substitutions, the basic 12-bar formal plan of the 
blues has also been subject to manipulation. A common blues form which expands the 
                                                 
65 This variation on the 12-bar blues was found in Salles (2011, 243). 
66 This variation on the 12-bar blues was found in Salles (2011, 245). 
I7 (iiø7–V7b9)/vi (ii7–V7b9)/V (ii7–V7)/IV
IV7 (ii7–V7)/bIII (ii7–V7)/ii (ii7–V7)/bII
ii7 V7 I7–V7/ii ii7–V7
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
I7 I7 I7 I7
IV7sus4 IV7sus4 I7 I7
V7#9 bII7#9/V–V7#9 I7 I7
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
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12-bar model is the 16-bar blues. Figure 39 illustrates a 16-bar blues, itself subject to 
many common harmonic variations. 
 
 
Figure 39: The 16-Bar Blues: basic plan. 67 
 
Section 3.3.3.3, entitled Jazz Chord Progressions in One Tune Are Re-used in Others, 
noted several tunes whose chord changes were the basis of other tunes, and made 
mention of the fact that this harmonic borrowing is a common practice in tonal jazz. 
Many tunes, including the following (just a very tiny sample), base their chord 
progressions on the blues: “...‘Au Privave,’ ‘Blue Monk,’ and ‘Collard Greens and Black-
Eyed Peas,’ use variants on the standard blues progression. (In fact, the blues and 
‘rhythm changes’ together account for a substantial fraction of the jazz repertoire.)” 
(Tymoczko 2011, 354–355) Just in modeling and internalizing these chord progressions 
                                                 
67 The basic 16-bar blues chord changes may be found in Salles (2011, 250–251). 
I7 I7 I7 I7
IV7 IV7 I7 I7
V7 IV7 V7 IV7
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12
V7 IV7 I7 I7
13 14 15 16
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and common variants, then, we have tremendously enabled and empowered our PLS 
learners through immersion in these harmonic progressions and forms. 
 
3.3.4.3 “Rhythm” Changes and Common Variations On It 
In addition to blues forms, “Rhythm” changes tunes constitute another of the most 
common formal categories in jazz (Steedman 1984, 74). “Rhythm” changes are therefore 
most certainly worthy of the aural time investment necessary for absorption by those 
acquiring jazz PLS. In Section 3.3.4.1 entitled Common Jazz Forms, I noted that the 
harmonic material within a standard formal model is typically considerably less than the 
number of bars constituting that form (Michaelsen 2013, 164–165). Consider the case in 
a basic version of “Rhythm” changes as shown in Figure 40. 
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Figure 40: Basic version of “Rhythm” changes. 68 
 
First, note that the 32 bars is an AABA form. The eight-bar A section occurs three times, 
meaning that the chord changes associated with it constitute 24 of the 32 bars. 75% or 24 
bars of the piece’s harmonies are contained in eight bars (or 25%) of the piece. If we 
internalize the harmonies associated with this 25%, we may accurately predict the 
harmonies for 75% of the tune. This would not just be the case with the head statement, 
but also throughout every solo and the restatement of the head. Eight bars of harmonic 
internalization gets us a significant amount of harmonic predictive power. In addition, 
upon further examination, even these eight bars exhibit further internal harmonic 
repetition. The harmonic succession presented in the first two bars (Imaj7-vi7-ii7-V7) is 
immediately repeated in the third and fourth bar, further reducing our cognitive load. 
                                                 
68 This basic version of “Rhythm” changes may be found in Michaelsen (2013, 165). 
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Measures 7 and 8 are almost identical as well, the only difference being the substitution 
of a iii7 chord for the initial Imaj7 chord. (Incidentally, these chords themselves are not 
that different from one another. The 7th of the iii7 would be the 9th of the Imaj7 chord, so 
essentially, we are extending the initial chord and omitting the original root note.) The 
entire B section of the piece consists of the same root notes from mm. 7–8, each 
reharmonized as a series of dominant seventh chords (Michaelsen 2013, 164–165). This 
example shows just how much “mileage” may be gotten out of a relatively small number 
of harmonic moves.  
Moreover, as was previously mentioned in Section 3.3.3.3 Jazz Chord 
Progressions in One Tune Are Re-used in Others, internalization of these harmonic 
changes extends our predictive processing power well beyond “I Got Rhythm.” “Rhythm 
changes is one of the most common cycles of chord changes in jazz” (Michaelsen 2013, 
167), which means that internalization of this harmonic succession provides the ability to 
process an incredibly large category of jazz tunes. “Oleo,” “Anthropology,” and 
“Rhythm-a-ning” (Tymoczko 2011, 354–355) just scratch the surface of tunes based on 
“Rhythm” changes (Tymoczko 2011, 354–355). After this aural acquisition has taken 
place, the next step would be immersion in common reharmonization practices as applied 
to “Rhythm” changes. For example, secondary dominant harmonic substitutions (as in 
perhaps a V7/V in place of a ii7) and tritone substitutions (as in ii7–II7–Imaj7 in place 
of a ii7–V7–Imaj7) are common. 
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3.3.5 Jazz Listening Immersion as a Way of Life 
In Chapter 2, summarizing the MCP literature, we saw that though a surprising 
amount of PLS development may apparently occur quite quickly, immersive listening on 
the scale of a person’s lifetime is a much more effective overall approach to continual 
PLS development. Many jazz greats have instinctively approached musical listening in 
this manner—as a way of life. Consider the lived experiences of the following well-
known jazz artists, providing a clear picture of jazz listening immersion as a way of life. 
 
1. Jerry Coker: “... absorbed a storehouse of solos during his grade school years, 
simply because his parents played their favorite recordings so frequently at 
home.” (Berliner 1994, 89)  
2. Art Farmer: “‘During the day you would go to somebody’s house and play. At 
night there were after-hours clubs where they would hire maybe one horn and a 
rhythm section, and then anybody who wanted to play was free to come up and 
play. Then these clubs would have a Sunday matinee session. We used to just 
walk the streets at night and go from one place to another.’” (Berliner 1994, 42) 
3. Tommy Flanagan on other greats: “‘From what I heard from Arthur Taylor, 
Jackie McLean, and Sonny Rollins, they all used to learn from just jamming 
together with Bud Powell and Monk and Bird. Even though Bird wasn’t a New 
Yorker, he lived here a long time and got an awful lot from it.’” (Berliner 1994, 
42)  
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4. Lee Konitz: “...[as a child] often lay awake far beyond his official bedtime with a 
radio hidden beneath his pillow excitedly awaiting jazz broadcasts from different 
parts of the country. Time did not weaken these attachments.” (Berliner 1994, 58) 
5. Don Pate: “...maintained so constant an environment of recorded jazz around him 
as an undergraduate at Central State College that his roommate moved out and the 
college administration offered him the only single room in the dormitory.” 
(Berliner 1994, 58)  
6. Max Roach: “…everyone in Max Roach’s early circle worked hard; music was a 
‘twenty-four-hour situation for us. We practiced all day, and if we were fortunate 
enough to be working, we’d gig all night.’ Afterwards, perhaps at three o’clock in 
the morning, ‘we went looking for jam sessions.’” (Berliner 1994, 58)  
7. Red Rodney: “‘You keep playing, keep studying, keep listening, keep learning, 
and you keep developing. Jazz is not a nine to one [A.M.] job, once or twice a 
week. It’s a way of life. Some people develop in their twenties. Some people 
mature in their thirties. It took me to reach my fifties before I matured.’” [all 
italics mine] (Berliner 1994, 486)  
8. Tommy Turrentine: “‘That was Paradise University [referring to a club named 
Small’s Paradise Club in which this scenario occurred in the mid-forties]. You 
would hear so much good music each night that, when you went to lay down, 
your head would be swimming!’” (Berliner 1994, 43)  
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These artists were able to be exposed to jazz on a daily basis, and mostly absorbed the 
style through a performance/oral history perspective. There was an incredible amount of 
implicit learning from one another going on in their musical environments.  
The jazz lifestyle is one in which the entire life experience becomes a musical 
one. From a PLS development standpoint, the lifestyle of immersion is ideal because 
there is never a moment in which PLS development through statistical exposure is not 
occurring since there is never a moment where pitch perception is not taking place.  
“...when musicians speak of jazz as a way of life, they refer primarily to 
the unrelenting artistic demands of a jazz career and to a particular 
orientation to the world of musical imagination characteristic of jazz 
community members. They refer to the total immersion in the music’s 
language that its rigors demand if players are to attain fluency as 
improvisers and enjoy continued artistic growth.” [italics mine] (Berliner 
1994, 486) 
A total immersion orientation and lifestyle mindset is key to the most effective tonal jazz 
PLS development. People who live jazz as a way of life draw musical inspiration from all 
around them. They listen and incorporate the sounds of their surroundings. They draw 
musical inspiration from the emotions of their experiences and their experience of the 
world around them (Berliner 1994, 487). In this type of lifestyle, pitch-listening never 
ceases. Therefore, implicit learning through statistical exposure never ceases either. Our 
PLS learners will require similarly immersive, long-term pitch-listening life experiences.  
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CHAPTER 4 
THE TONAL JAZZ PLS CURRICULUM 
 
 
4.1 Overview of the Entire Course Sequence 
 In this chapter, I present a two-year undergraduate curriculum in tonal jazz PLS 
development. This curriculum takes full advantage of the MCP insights summarized in 
Chapter 2, and uses the jazz pitch practices discussed in Chapter 3 as the pitch input into 
the system. In addition, I introduce the material in a simple-to-complex learning 
sequence.69 
 The two-year program is made up of 120 class sessions divided into four 30-
session semesters with approximately seven hours of homework per week.70 The 
curriculum, however, easily adapts to the time constraints and scenarios that various 
settings may provide. It is modular in the sense that instructors may easily pick and 
choose what they incorporate from this system without the need to adopt it in its entirety. 
 The program presents harmonic and melodic material in parallel with one another. 
Harmonies move from most-to-least statistically common with an initial emphasis on the 
basic seventh chord followed by a focus on chordal extensions.  
                                                 
69 Please be reminded that the musical focus of this document, including this chapter, is pitch-listening skill 
development. Clearly, a jazz ear-training course sequence would incorporate other musical points of 
focus. I offer here a guide to training undergraduate pitch-listening skills in the idiom of tonal jazz, an 
invaluable skill set for jazz musicians. 
70 Of course, the 120 class sessions may be divided into whatever academic calendar system is present at 
an instructor’s institution. I merely mention the four semesters as a general standard division. The 
amount of homework is also left up to individual instructors. I simply provide this number as a general 
guideline to indicate that the amount of work should strike a balance between immersive and practical. 
Readers should assume these types of numbers as generalities any time I refer to a specific number of 
calendar terms, hours of listening, or hours of performance within a given amount of time. 
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 Instructors preview aural topics in class. Students then work with that material 
through introductory readings, singing, instrumental performance, and required listening. 
 
4.1.1 Two Primary System Components 
 Two primary actions make up the tonal jazz PLS curriculum— listening and 
performance.71 The program uses both the listening and performance components of the 
system as means of developing skills with each new aural topic. This approach mimics 
the way in which the greatest jazz musicians have trained themselves over generations 
and has been empirically substantiated by the music cognition literature I have reviewed. 
 One of the primary ways in which listening takes place is through what I call 
Listening Lists. These are lists of tunes on a class collaborative playlist which serve as 
referents for illustrating the particular topics with which the students are engaging. 
Students are required to actively listen and log a minimum amount of listening time set 
by the instructor to assigned jazz standards which make up these lists. There is a list 
illustrating each topic, and students are required to add appropriate examples to the tunes 
the instructor has already provided. The student uploads serve as additional examples 
which aurally demonstrate the topic at hand. Each student contributes a tune whose title 
is contained in one of The Real Book volumes72 as an alternate recording of the referent 
tune. As the instructor will have done with the original referent recordings, the students 
                                                 
71 A third prong may be considered the Readings. Each new topic will include a reading which will explain 
the aural topic verbally and conceptually. This will allow students recourse to verbal-conceptual labels as 
an aid to chunking during their engagement with the Listening and Performance components of the 
system. 
72 Within the analyses presented in this chapter and in Appendix C, I’ve worked solely with the chord 
progressions in The Real Book for consistency/uniformity, and so that my readers can easily compare 
my analyses to their own. It should be noted, however, that many/most of these tunes are often 
played/recorded with slightly different progressions. 
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too are required to post a note that marks the measure number and timing in the recording 
where the topical aural material is heard. Collectively, these referent tunes selected by the 
instructor (and the additional student uploads) for the purposes of illustrating course 
topics make up the Listening Lists. To check for aural fluency, instructors give listening 
assessments of the topical materials. In these assessments, the students listen to a piece of 
music and are required to place a marker on the tune indicating the timing at which the 
topical material takes place. Assessments can also take a format in which instructors 
present a number of short excerpts with the goal that the students correctly identify the 
aural material under study, distinguishing it from aural decoys. 
 The performance category of the curriculum is divided into two subcategories—
singing and instrumental performance. Instructors set a minimum amount of logged 
performance engagement with the material between class sessions. Students will sing and 
instrumentally perform all material entailed by the current topic. Instructors and students 
may certainly feel free to incorporate singing systems that are comfortable to them. As 
the MCP literature indicates, neural Darwinism will take its own course and systems most 
helpful to the student will remain. As a model for tonal jazz, I opt to present the material 
using scale-degrees or relative solmization as a means of indicating a consistent reference 
point to a tonic. In terms of modal language, there is a place for both parallel and relative 
modal syllables. Singing exercises include seventh chord arpeggiation, scalar singing, 
leaps to and from any chordal member, passing and neighbor and prefix neighbor 
motions, generalized melodic formulas, 73 chordal extension singing, voice-leading 
                                                 
73 By generalized melodic formulas, I mean to indicate that we may use the basic shape or rhythmic profile 
of a learned formula with scalar and harmonic implications that can change based upon the context. For 
example, instructors may initially present 3^–4^–3^–2^–1^–7^ as a triplet eighth note figure followed by two 
eighth notes, a quarter-note and a quarter-rest over a V7. This rhythmic profile may be retained in any 
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exercises, and vocal improvisation. All singing exercises are directly tied to their 
instrumental counterparts, which I turn to now. 
 The other component of the system’s performance category is instrumental 
performance. This is divided into three subcategories—bass material, piano material, and 
horn material. I should begin explaining the instrumental material by mentioning that 
anything that students are required to sing, they are also required to play instrumentally 
and vice versa. Also, in the course of this explanation, I am assuming that most students 
will either not have access to a bass, a piano, and a horn for their personal use or will not 
have the competency on each of these instruments for the course requirements. In the 
particular student cases in which I am wrong, students should use these instruments for 
the instrumental component of the curriculum. In most cases, a keyboard lab will suffice 
for giving students access to the necessary timbres. Depending on the part of the 
assignment being rehearsed, the students may set the keyboard timbre to a standard horn 
setting, piano, or string bass or use a splitter to achieve some combination of these. 
 Bass exercises are typically “quarter-note” walking lines. They outline basic 
seventh chords, focus more strongly on roots and fifths, and make use of passing, 
neighboring and prefix neighbor figurations.74 Piano exercises begin by using a 2+1 
harmonic skeleton in which the left hand plays the bass/root note while the right hand 
plays the chordal third and seventh or seventh and third. (These typically alternate in 
                                                                                                                                                 
number of alternate contexts. We may generalize the lick by viewing it as beginning on a diatonic lower 
prefix neighbor to the chord seventh. It moves upward to the seventh before walking by step to the 
chordal 3rd. With this generalized understanding of the lick, we may similarly apply it to any other 
seventh chord type. 
74 Obviously, the quarter-note walking bass line is a gross simplification of bass playing in actual practice. 
This distillation is necessary as a means of not overwhelming students, many of whom will not be 
primarily bass players. Of course, students who can maintain accuracy of the pitch material and generate 
more creative lines will be encouraged to do so as they are comfortable. 
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circle of fifths progressions.) Horn content typically consists of scalar material, chordal 
material, extensions, melodic figures for generalization, passing motions, neighbor and 
prefix neighbor motions, and improvisation. 
 For both vocal and instrumental performance, students participate in two jazz 
combo performance groups—(a) the in-class combo group and (b) the out-of-class combo 
group. The in-class combo group consists of teaching assistants (graduate or upper-
classmen) or faculty members. It is made up of a horn player, pianist, bassist, and 
drummer. As one means of assessment, students who wish to pass the topical material 
replace one of the in-class combo members and perform the relevant pitch material. For 
example, let’s assume the harmonic material assigned for the class period was the iii7-
vi7-ii7-V7-Imaj7 harmonic progression with a basic seventh chord (as opposed to the 
later harmonic extensions) focus. First of all, the topic is always grounded in a jazz 
standard. This chord progression is found, for example, in mm. 31–33 of “A Foggy Day” 
by George Gershwin, which serves as the referent tune for this example. The piano skill 
benchmark for this topic requires students to successfully perform a 2+1 realization of the 
progression. A volunteer would come sit at the keyboard during class, and play the 
realization in time with the in-class combo bassist supporting the progression with a 
walking line, the drummer keeping time, and the horn playing the melody and/or 
improvising over that harmonic progression. Allowing the combo pianist to be re-seated, 
the student could also pass the singing benchmark associated with this task by moving to 
the microphone to sing the three lines just performed at the piano to three repetitions of 
the in-class combo group performing the harmonic progression from these measures of 
the tune. (Top line: 2^–1^–1^–7^–7^; Middle line: 5^–5^–4^–4^–3^; Bottom line: 3^–6^–2^–5^–1^.) 
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 Out-of-class student combo groups are assigned at the beginning of each 
semester. Essentially, these combo groups require three headsets to be grouped to a 
keyboard on a three-way timbral splitter or three separate keyboards to be used 
simultaneously. (Where real instruments can be used in place of keyboard modeling, of 
course, they should be.) The groups can sign up for time slots in the keyboard lab or have 
regularly scheduled time there throughout the term. Three students sit at the keyboard and 
select a jazz drum loop to be played at a moderately-slow tempo. The student on the left 
plays bass; the student in the middle plays piano; the student on the right plays horn.75 
When they have learned the relevant topical material for that instrumental part, they 
switch positions until they have each learned all three roles. The out-of-class combo 
group serves as a type of rehearsal or preparation for the in-class assessment-based one. 
In collegiate settings where the out-of-class combo seems inappropriate, keyboards 
typically allow for layering recordings on their hard drives. A student could prepare for 
in-class combo by recording the three instrumental roles one-by-one and performing atop 
them. These same out-of-class combo groups can also rehearse singing each of the three 
parts with each other: bass, piano, and horn. One student sings a bass line for instance 
while the other two out-of-class combo members play their piano and horn parts. Each 
member of the group switches roles and vocalizes all parts as well. 
 
                                                 
75 It is important that if students are using keyboards, these instruments have access to timbral modeling.  
The student performing the bass role should hear a bass timbre; the student performing the horn role 
should hear a trumpet or sax, for instance. 
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4.1.2 Parallel Tracks of the Learning Sequence 
The tonal jazz PLS curriculum moves forward in a simple-to-complex learning 
sequence. There are two basic tracks that move in parallel with one another—jazz 
harmony and jazz melody.  
Jazz melody is broken into three subcategories—(a) scales, (b) licks or clichés, 
and (c) chromatic non-chord tones. Scales, when applicable, are organized within the 
supercategory of parent scales. The overall trajectory of scalar material within the course 
sequence moves from the diatonic (major) parent scale to pentatonic and blues scales to 
the harmonic and melodic minor parent scales to the octatonic parent scale and whole-
tone scale, and finally to the hexatonic and melodic major scales. 
Scales (or modes) contained under the supercategory of parent scales are 
introduced simultaneously with an associated diatonic chord built from its first scale-
degree. The order of modal introduction at this level follows the lead of chordal statistics 
from most statistically common to least so. The modes of the diatonic (major) parent 
scale are introduced in the following order: Ionian, Mixolydian, Dorian, Aeolian, 
Phrygian, Lydian, and Locrian. Since scales at this level are introduced with an 
associated basic seventh chord, the harmonic minor and melodic minor modes are 
encountered in a type of zipper fashion based on the statistical frequency of the chords 
with which they are associated. For example, the viiº7 is likely much more common than 
the viø7. That being the case, the 7th mode of the harmonic minor scale (Superlocrian) 
associated with the viiº7 is introduced with its chord prior to the 6th mode of the melodic 
minor (Locrian natural 9) and viø7, due to the latter being less frequently encountered in 
the literature. In cases where the chord is not primarily associated with one or the other 
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parent scale, both the appropriate harmonic and melodic minor modes are presented 
simultaneously. An example of this would be the i maj7 chord, which is consistent with 
the 1st modes of both the harmonic and melodic minor scales. Regarding the octatonic 
parent scale, the H-W diminished scale is presented first due to its association with a 
Mm7 chord, the most statistically common seventh chord. The W-H diminished scale is 
subsequently introduced in association with a fully-diminished seventh chord. 
The second subcategory of jazz melody in the curriculum involves stereotypical 
licks or clichés. These are introduced in parallel with an associated chord and scale.76 
They are chosen from either famous jazz heads in The Real Book (any volume) or solos 
from The Real Jazz Solos Book (or other appropriate resource). Since often these types of 
jazz melodic material are adapted to a variety of contexts in actual practice, only the lick 
itself (as opposed to its original context) need fit within the topical framework of its 
associated chord and scale in the curriculum’s learning sequence.  
The last component of jazz melody involves the presentation of chromatic non-
chord tones (NCTs). Recall that the curriculum introduces chords simultaneously with an 
associated scalar context or contexts from which they can be derived. Passing, 
neighboring and prefix neighboring motions within the scale are encouraged naturally as 
a part of the improvisation requirements for each topic. However, chromatic NCTs, by 
definition, move out of the boundaries created by chord and associated scale(s). These are 
introduced first as complete neighbor figures under the assumption that it is easier to 
                                                 
76 Though chord scale theory was introduced much later than this repertoire, it may certainly still be, and 
commonly is, applied to it. A musical concept discovered after the fact does not render the concept invalid 
or without use. As language developed prior to linguistic discoveries about those languages, so too do 
musical theoretical discoveries most often occur after musical practice. Musicians may then make practical 
usage of these discoveries in their own composition, improvisation, and performance. Such is the case with 
chord scale theoretical concepts applied to music which is dated prior to the theoretical tools. 
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move from and back to the same tone more easily than from scalar point A to scalar point 
B. Chromatic passing tones are introduced next as splitting the distance between two 
adjacent points in a scalar context. Lastly, chromatic prefix neighbors are introduced as 
incomplete versions of the original neighbor figures. This sequence of NCTs will need to 
be revisited constantly in light of shifting scalar material. For example, fi can be used as a 
chromatic neighbor tone, passing tone, or prefix neighbor tone within a topic of the 
Ionian mode and Imaj7 chord. However, once the maj7 chord is generalized and the 
Lydian mode is offered as an alternative scalar choice, fi is a diatonic note under a 
parallel modal approach; fa now becomes the chromatic note between the scale tones of 
mi and fi. The rules for chromatic NCTs will follow those recognized by David Baker in 
his definitive text on the topic of bebop scales.77 The primary purpose of these rules is to 
enable performers to end melodic phrases with chord tones on metrically strong beats. 
Jazz harmony generally progresses through the learning sequence from 
statistically most common to statistically least common. In addition, the harmonic 
learning sequence is constrained by the scalar learning sequence (discussed just above in 
this same section) with which it moves as a parallel learning track. Chords found in the 
diatonic (major) parent scale are introduced first, generally working their way backwards 
through the circle of fifths. Following this, the blues-based harmonic material is 
introduced in roughly chronological order to the three phrases of the 12-bar blues. Next, 
the harmonic material corresponding to the harmonic and melodic minor parent scales is 
presented, returning to a presentation that moves backward through the circle of fifths. 
Subsequently, chromatic harmonies are encountered. Secondary dominants lead the way, 
generally following a reverse circle of fifths pattern of presentation. Chromatic expansion 
                                                 
77 For a full treatment of chromatic NCTs and their usage in relation to bebop scales, see Baker (1989). 
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chords, substitutions, and alterations are the last big-picture encounter from the harmonic 
perspective. Students experience them in the following order: ctº7s, tritone substitutions, 
altered dominants, VII7 as a sub for iv7, IImaj7 as a sub for iv7, VI7 as a sub for iv7, 
and altered tonics (maj75). 
There are a couple of additional elements to discuss involving the presentation of 
harmonic material. The first is harmonic context; the second is the area of harmonic 
focus. Harmonic context is typically approached in this manner: a chord is first 
introduced as a focal point and subsequently incorporated into a harmonic progression. 
However, it is important to note that even when a single chord is the topic of focus, the 
harmony is not presented without contexts. For example, the VImaj7 chord is 
introduced initially as a topic. For scalar context, it is presented as associated primarily 
with Lydian 2 (Mode 6 of the harmonic minor scale). (Review scales that generalize the 
maj7 chord quality are also provided as possible alternative immediate contexts for the 
chord.) Harmonic context for the chord is provided through the listening list examples, 
which are always examples of entire tunes in which the relevant chord’s timing (and 
measure number) are indicated. After the chord has been presented as its own topic, 
subsequent topics present it first as a part of the VImaj7-iiø7-V7 (i maj7) progression, 
and then as a part of the slightly larger i maj7-VImaj7-iiø7-V7 (i maj7) progression. 
This is the standard pattern that the curriculum uses. A harmonic entity is first focused on 
as a topic (though not without ways of hearing it in both scalar and harmonic contexts 
rooted in the literature). It is then presented as a continued topic in larger and larger 
harmonic progressions before adding a new chord as a focal point and starting the pattern 
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again. Added exposure to previous harmonic entities is increased as new chords are 
added to an ever-expanding harmonic palette of previously encountered chords. 
Harmonic material is also presented initially with a basic seventh chord focus and 
later cycles back to focus on possible extensions. The curriculum uses a parent scale as a 
collection within which chords (and associated modes) are presented as a series of class 
topics. Once the course sequence has introduced all of the basic seventh chords 
associated with the parent scale, it then spends the next several weeks cycling back 
through the exact same string of topics, moving the focus to the possible harmonic 
extensions which these same chords can derive from the parent scale framework. This 
shift in focus allows for more built-in exposure and repetition, while simultaneously 
introducing new harmonic materials. 
Standard jazz forms are also something the curriculum introduces. Standard jazz 
forms include (a) the blues (12- and 16-bar), (b) 32-bar AABA forms such as “I Got 
Rhythm”, and (c) other 32-bar forms such as ABAB’, ABAC, and 16+16 bar AA’. Since 
there are only a handful of basic standard formal models, the forms themselves will not 
receive their own topical locations within the curriculum outline. Instead, they will be 
identified along with the referent titles in the Listening Lists.78 On the students’ first 
encounter with a topic, they will be given a reading79 as a homework assignment which 
explains the essential aspects of the topic, the elements of the form in greater detail and 
provides an analysis of the referent from the Listening List as an example. When students 
                                                 
78 Refer back to the explanation of Listening Lists in Section 4.1.1. 
79 Since these readings constitute a part of the curriculum, they will be referred to collectively with a capital 
letter hereafter, as in Readings. 
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upload tunes to the listening list which correspond to forms we have already encountered, 
they will be required to identify the form with their upload. 
 Lastly, a capstone assignment will be a part of each semester’s structure. Students 
will be assigned a jazz standard at the beginning of each semester that embodies the 
cumulative harmonic and scalar resources that will be presented throughout that 
particular semester. The students will be required to memorize the jazz standard in the 
key in which it is found in The Real Book.80 They will need to know both the melody and 
the harmonic changes. The capstone assessment requires that at the end of the term, 
students perform on their own instrument a head, two solo choruses, and a head-out. The 
improvisation should be free (without the need for the kind of scalar restraints under 
other classroom circumstances) and convincing. This capstone assignment allows for the 
most true-to-life scenario which corresponds to the way jazz operates in a musical 
performance situation. 
 
4.1.3 Work Flow 
The work flow can be divided into two broad categories—out-of-class work and 
in-class work. Out-of-class work leads the process. Students will look at the upcoming 
class session and prepare in the following ways: (a) read explanatory material about the 
aural topic(s) and answer questions about the readings, (b) listen to referent listening 
example(s) and take note of the indicated form, (c) upload their own listening list 
example(s) and indicate the timing and measure number of the harmonic topic, (d) 
                                                 
80 It is important to note that often the key found in The Real Book version of a tune does not match the key 
performed in common practice. Where this is the case, a chart reflecting the key in which the tune is most 
typically performed should be used. Harmonic practice may also differ by recording. Due to such issues, 
instructors should plan at least one lesson which compares The Real Book version of a tune with a well-
respected recording in order to highlight these discrepancies. 
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practice being able to sing and play all bass, piano, and horn material associated with the 
topic (on a keyboard or on the instruments themselves) both alone and with their out-of-
class combo group, and (e) practice improvising (vocal and instrumental) using the 
current (and all previous) harmonic and melodic materials. 
In-class work involves (a) a brief summary of the reading, (b) the presentation of 
new listening examples for identification of harmonic and melodic materials, (c) a mix of 
whole group and small group practice with any material required for the current (or 
previous) topic(s), (d) preview of material for the next class, and (e) individual 
demonstration of skills by integrating them into the in-class combo group.  
A third area of the work flow moves easily between in-class and out-of-class 
settings. This area is that of successfully completing course material benchmarks. 
Successfully completing aural benchmarks is ultimately left up to the individual students 
themselves. The aural topics that are encountered and the rate of flow they are introduced 
within the course sequence set a pace for the public encounter with the material, but are 
independent of the timing that individuals may choose for personally challenging the 
aural benchmarks. Students may choose to challenge material as it is encountered in class 
by volunteering to demonstrate their mastery with the in-class combo group, or they may 
set up appointments with the instructor and combo group outside of class time for this 
purpose. (Additionally, the students may choose not to challenge the material in the order 
the curriculum presents it due to previous familiarity with particular topics, etc.) The 
instructor keeps track of what aural material has been successfully challenged by each 
student. When students have successfully challenged all aural material associated with 
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the course sequence, they are finished with the curriculum regardless of the number of 
semesters it took them to complete it.  
 
4.2 MCP Principles Modeled by the Curriculum 
The curriculum incorporates immersive listening and exposure by assigning 3.5 
hours of listening and 3.5 hours of performance outside of class each week. The tunes for 
listening between class sessions incorporate the relevant topic for the upcoming class 
period. The class Listening List is comprised of both instructor and student contributions. 
The instructor provides the initial referent recordings, and students are each required to 
upload additional tunes which illustrate the topic. Timings and measure numbers are 
noted by contributors in every instance.  
Context is integral to the system. Individual chords introduced as topics are never 
isolated. Scales provide additional pitch frameworks for their companion chords, and 
each chord topic is presented as a part of a primary referent tune to which student 
contribution tunes will then be added. The learning sequence follows the first exposure to 
a chord with one or more chord successions of which it is commonly a part. Scales are 
presented as rotations within a larger parent scale context.  
Review of previous material is incorporated through an additive chord approach. 
As a new chord is introduced, it is then joined to one or more previously encountered 
harmonic successions, creating a cumulative effect. 
Recontextualization of harmonic entities combines context and review. Chords 
introduced in initial scalar contexts are generalized in subsequent encounters so that their 
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chord quality may be seen to conform to a number of scalar contexts. Recontextualization 
allows for chordal review to occur simultaneously with scalar novelty.  
The curriculum makes use of timbral familiarity, ensemble roles, cognitive-motor 
reinforcements, and listener imitation as a perceptual aid by use of (a) listening examples 
from real music, (b) keyboards with timbral splitters for student practice and performance 
on bass, piano, and horn soloist, (c) an in-class combo group which performs the material 
the class is working on, and (d) the practice of singing anything that is performed 
instrumentally. With respect to letter (b), the assignments for bass tend to model basic 
walking patterns, with a focus on chord roots and fifths, chordal outlines and basic 
connections between chord tones. Assignments for piano will focus first on skeletal 
essential tones of chordal thirds and sevenths, later adding extension tones within the 
reach of the right hand. Assignments for horn players include a focus on scalar and 
chordal connections, use of extension tones, and standard melodic figures, crips, licks, 
etc.  
The curriculum uses theoretical aids to facilitate recursive chunking. Constructs 
include, but are not limited to (a) scale, (b) chord, (c) extension, and (d) non-chord tone. 
The instructor presents these constructs as alphabets on which they, the musicians, act by 
moving in, through and out of these mental containers. 
In order to be easily incorporated into a standard collegiate classroom setting, I 
have provided a learning sequence that fits a two-year program with 120 class meetings 
and approximately seven hours of homework per week. However, in order to allow for 
individual learning differences as an incredibly high priority, the curriculum encourages 
students to challenge topics at their own rate. Aural benchmarks for the entire four-
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semester sequence are available to all students from the first day of class. Students may 
pass this material at any rate and in any order they choose, despite the in-class pacing of 
that material. Students individually complete the course sequence when they have 
successfully challenged all aural benchmarks.   
Issues of style operate in a number of ways within the system. The curriculum 
underscores the relevance of the material under study by pointing out the high value 
afforded to a powerful ear in the jazz world and by using jazz standards in both the 
Listening List and combo group settings. Employing jazz standards as a basis further 
creates an appropriate style boundary and shared canon for reinforcing shared 
expectations in future listening and performing experiences. Moreover, both the jazz 
standards and the learning sequence itself act to reinforce the statistics of the style.  
For remediation, the curriculum recommends the following process: (a) 
identification of the specific problem, (b) targeted practice — both listening and 
performance, (c) periodic remedial assessments which follow a gradation in difficulty 
level until the student’s deficiencies are eliminated. Identification of the problem occurs 
through assessment. Targeted practice includes listening and performance items honed in 
on the aural items of concern. Both listening and performance should occur with slowed 
tempi and occur in brief contexts which allow for the problematic aural item to be 
accented or given melodic prominence. Successful remedial assessments allow for the 
gradual removal of slowed tempi and accented features. 
Ecological validity is achieved in the curriculum through the use of jazz standards 
as a basis for the program. Standards are used aurally in the Listening Lists and 
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performatively in the combo groups. In both instances, statistical norms are modeled and 
ecological validity is attained. 
There are multiple mental representations which serve as “ways into” the music 
we encounter, including —  pitch class, contour, register, scale-degree, interval, and 
relative solmization with either do- or la-based minor. The method I present in the 
curriculum is relative solmization, and there are instances in which both do-based minor 
and la-based minor are shown to be helpful. However, the curriculum is certainly flexible 
enough not to be limited to this mode of presentation.  
The curriculum recommends ways to ensure that PLS acquisition is freely 
detached from the place in which it was learned. Homework is assigned on a regular basis 
so that the material is engaged with for a significant amount of time outside of the 
classroom. The performance elements (bass, piano, and horn) of the curriculum are done 
in the keyboard lab. Piano practice rooms could also be used for piano and singing 
performance elements. The out-of-class combo group practice could be done in larger 
practice rooms and small ensemble rehearsal spaces. The listening lists are found on the 
class webpage, which enable the students to listen on whatever computing or mobile 
device they have. Students can listen as they walk between classes, in dormitories, in 
coffee shops, etc. 
 
4.3 Jazz Pitch Practices Modeled by the System 
 Jazz pitch practices presented in the curriculum are those generally considered 
most statistically normative to the idiom. The order of introduction to these pitch 
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structures moves largely from most to least statistically normative.81 The curriculum is 
also cumulative, so previously encountered material receives added statistical exposure as 
students move through the sequence. Melody, harmony, and form are three broad musical 
materials students of the program encounter. Melody consists of scale(s) and melodic 
figures, and is paired with a harmony associated with the scalar topic. Melody and 
harmony drive the gradations in the learning sequence. Forms are encountered as the 
Listening List’s contextual containers for the current melodic and harmonic topics, and, 
while not approached in graduated fashion themselves, receive verbal, visual, and 
conceptual explanations in the Readings which pair with the Listening List referent 
recordings. 
I move the curriculum from the tonic, through pitch structures that are derived 
from a diatonic scalar parent, follow this with the blues, subsequently proceed to the 
harmonic and melodic minor scalar parents, and finally present various other means of 
chromaticism and less frequent scalar material. Figures 41–48 illustrate first encounters 
with chordal and scalar materials. As an empirical basis for this sequence, I refer back to 
the corpus study of jazz improvisations that reported that relative to a chorus-level tonic, 
the tones of the tonic triad are the most frequently found, followed by the rest of the 
diatonic tones, then nondiatonic tones with particular emphasis on the lowered third, 
fifth, and seventh scale-degrees as the most frequent. 
 
                                                 
81 An exception worth mentioning is the tonic harmony. I raise this exception because from a chordal 
standpoint, the Mm7th is the most commonly encountered chord.  However, from a tonal standpoint, 
though there are many exceptions, the diatonic setting for this chord is as a V7. In hearing it this way, 
we need a tonic reference point with which to relate it in terms of context. I therefore present the tonic 
harmony first as that reference point. I then introduce the dominant seventh as a V7 in its diatonic 
context. I then follow the norms of statistics. 
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Imaj7 
V7 
ii7 
vi7 
iii7 
IVmaj7 
viiø7 
I7 
IV7 
 
Figure 41: Semester 1—new chord introductions. 
 
Ionian 
Mixolydian 
Dorian 
Aeolian 
Phrygian 
Lydian 
Locrian 
Pentatonic and Blues 
 
Figure 42: Semester 1—new scale introductions. 
 
i maj7 
iiø7 
VImaj7 
iv7 
IIImaj75 
viø7 
V7 (review) 
 
Figure 43: Semester 2—new chord introductions. 
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Harmonic and melodic minor–mode 1 
Locrian 6 HM–Mode 2 
Locrian nat-9 MM–Mode 6 
Lydian 2 HM–Mode 6 
Dorian 4-HM–Mode 4 
Ionian 5 HM–Mode 3 
Lydian 5 MM–Mode 3 
Phrygian 6 MM–Mode 2 
Locrian nat-9 MM–Mode 6 
Mixolydian 913–HM–Mode 5 
Mixolydian 13–MM–Mode 5 
Lydian 7–MM–Mode 4 
Altered–MM–Mode 7 
 
Figure 44: Semester 2—new scale introductions. 
 
V7/V; viiº7/V 
V7/ii; viiº7/ii 
V7/vi; viiº7/vi 
V7/IV; viiº7/IV 
V7/iii; viiº7/iii 
 
Figure 45: Semester 3—new chord introductions. 
 
H-W Diminished 
W-H Diminished 
Whole-Tone 
 
Figure 46: Semester 3—new scale introductions. 
 
ctº7 
II7 (tt sub for V7) 
V75 and V75 
VII7 
IImaj7 
VI7 (sub for iv7) 
maj75 (sub for maj7) 
 
Figure 47: Semester 4—new chord introductions. 
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Augmented Symmetric 
Harmonic Major 
 
Figure 48: Semester 4—new scale introductions. 
 
Regarding Figures 41–48, a few items are important to point out. These figures 
only indicate first encounters with particular pitch materials. This does not imply that 
they are introduced and then left without recurrent exposure. Firstly, as previously 
mentioned, individual chords introduced as topics are never isolated. They occur within 
the context of entire tunes from the Listening List, are introduced in relation to a tonic 
note, and are simultaneously introduced in the context of a scale and scalar parent (when 
applicable). Secondly, once a chord has been introduced, it is subsequently incorporated 
into a chord progression or progressions. Lastly, each chord receives a second pass 
through the curriculum as a focal topic. The first pass is as a basic seventh chord. Once 
each chord derived from that parent scale has been introduced in this way, the second 
pass shifts the emphasis to the use of harmonic extensions. 
From the scalar point of view, a scale or mode is initially introduced as associated 
with a particular chord and subsumed under a scalar parent when applicable. Scales are 
reviewed in two ways: (a) with the recurrence of their associated chord and (b) with the 
subsequent generalization of their associated chord’s quality. As an example of letter b, 
the Dorian mode is originally paired with the ii7 chord. However, it is introduced as a 
continued scalar possibility with the vi7 and iii7 (in addition to the Aeolian and Phrygian 
modes, respectively) by generalizing them as mm7 chords. The Dorian mode is then 
understood as associated with mm7 chords in general. As a generalized chord quality 
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returns on a new scale-degree, it is both paired with a newly associated scale, and also 
continues to carry with it all previous scales paired with that generalized chord quality. 
 
4.4 Addressing Instrumental Roles within the Curriculum 
The curriculum’s two primary system components are listening and performance. 
As Figure 49 illustrates, the performance category consists of two subcategories: singing 
and instrumental performance. Of course, I have already mentioned that the listening 
category is composed of (a) jazz standards acting as primary referent tunes for assigned 
topics and (b) student-generated alternate examples of these topics. Readings are also 
included in Figure 49. These readings provide verbal-conceptual labels for the students 
which may be used in chunking while students are aurally active in the Listening and 
Performance system prongs.  
 
 
Figure 49: Instrumental performance within the curriculum design. 
 
Instrumental performance is then subdivided into the thee primary instrumental roles of 
bass, piano, and horn. There are two main purposes for these divisions. First, timbral and 
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tactile familiarities have been shown to have positive effects on PLS acquisition. Second, 
these three instrumental roles may be understood to correspond to three somewhat 
distinct ways of engaging with jazz pitch materials. Of course, if students have access to 
each of these acoustic instruments and have the training and ability to play them, they are 
encouraged to use them in fulfilling the program’s benchmarks for each. However, the 
more likely scenario will be use of the electronic keyboard to mimic each of these 
timbres. 
Performance of the bass role within the curriculum focuses upon quarter-note 
arpeggiation of harmonies, with an emphasis on roots and fifths. All the tones of the basic 
seventh chord form a second tier focus with any chordal extensions primarily approached 
as scalar NCTs. Likewise, chromatic NCTs may be used by bassists as alternative chord 
connectors. 
Performance of the piano role within the curriculum is primarily concerned with 
the execution and hearing of some very basic chord voicings, although — when 
functioning as a soloists — pianists would take on some characteristics of the horn role. 
These basic voicings were included earlier in Chapter 3, along with many other common 
piano voicings. All of these basic voicings may, of course, be incorporated into the 
curriculum (and it would prove incredibly valuable), however, here I will only 
incorporate the following voicing structures as a minimum performance threshold. In 
addition, the left hand is going to sound as a string bass by using a splitter on the 
electronic keyboard in a music keyboard lab. The reason for this is that often the 
bass/root note is indeed left to the bass player, freeing up the pianist to play the other 
essential tones of third and seventh, as well as any extensions indicated or chosen. The 
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standard order of introduction for all of the chords in the sequence is first as basic seventh 
chords, followed by a later review of these same chords with the additional new material 
of focusing upon possible extensions from the students’ current scalar storehouse of 
knowledge. The following are the minimum requirements for piano voicings throughout 
the four-semester sequence: 
1. Basic Seventh Chords: These chords are expressed in a skeleton of essential tones 
voiced as a 2+1 (SAB) distribution. The right hand is responsible for the chordal 
third and seventh, while the left hand is responsible for the chord root. Generally, 
this voicing comes in two varieties (which in a chord progression are often 
alternated). Both varieties often leave a minimum of a seventh between the bass 
and alto voices. The first variety is expressed from bottom to top as R +3rd, 7th; 
the second variety is expressed from bottom to top as R + 7th, 3rd. 
2. Chords With Extensions: These chords are typically expressed in a 4+1 
distribution. Generally, the left hand still covers the bass/root note, while the right 
hand simply adds two appropriate extensions to the skeletal structure that was 
expressed in the basic seventh chord. An example in a ii7-V7-Iadd6/9 would be R + 
3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th (ii7) moving to R + 7th, 9th, 3rd, 13th (V7) moving to R + 3rd, 5th, 
6th, 9th.  
The curriculum’s horn role includes the melodic incorporation of scalar material, 
chord arpeggiations, melodic figures, harmonic extensions, and NCTs. Students 
improvise with the combo group as a means of demonstrating synthesis of these pitch 
elements. The bassist’s emphasis on the root and fifth, and the pianist’s emphasis on 
chordal thirds and sevenths, allows the horn player to specifically emphasize proficiency 
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with harmonic extensions. None of these roles should be understood so strictly as to be 
limiting. Rather, the general division of labor should allow for all of the harmonic 
materials to be adequately covered in the combo group setting. 
 
4.5 The Four Semester Course Sequence: A Semester By Semester Breakdown 
 
Semester 1: 
Semester 1 consists of two large swaths of material. Figures 50–51 show these 
divisions as Parts A and B respectively. 
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Meetings Harmony Chord Focus Scalar Material 
1 and 13 Imaj7 7th—first pass; 
Ext.—2nd pass 
Ionian 
2 and 14 V7 Mixolydian 
3 and 15 ii7 Dorian 
4 and 16 ii7–V7–(Imaj7) 
ii7–V7–Imaj7 
Mix possibilities 
5 and 17 vi7 Aeolian 
6 and 18 vi7–ii7–V7–(Imaj7) 
Imaj7– vi7–ii7–V7–(Imaj7) 
Mix possibilities 
7 and 19 iii7 Phrygian 
8 and 20 iii7–vi7–ii7–V7–(Imaj7) Mix possibilities 
9 and 21 IVmaj7 Lydian 
10 and 22 Imaj7–IVmaj7 
Imaj7–IVmaj7–iii7–vi7–ii7–
V7 
Mix possibilities 
11 and 23 viiø7 (can be heard as V7,9) Locrian 
Mixolydian if V7,9 
12 and 24 ii7–viiø7–(Imaj7) 
ii7–viiø7–Imaj7 
vi7–ii7–viiø7–(Imaj7) 
Imaj7– vi7–ii7–viiø7–(Imaj7) 
Mix possibilities 
 
Figure 50: Semester 1, Part A—diatonic (major) material. 
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Meetings Harmony Chord Focus Scalar Material 
25 and 28  I7 
IV7 
7th—first pass;  
Ext.—2nd pass 
Mixolydian 
Pentatonic 
Blues 
Mix possibilities 
26 and 29 I7–IV7–I7 
27 and 30 V7–IV7–(I7) 
V7–IV7–I7 
 
Figure 51: Semester 1, Part B—blues material. 
 
The two broad scalar divisions in the first semester are the diatonic (major) parent scale 
and the blues, introduced in that order.82 Figure 50 summarizes the pitch material 
associated with the diatonic (major) parent scale, including all of the scalar (modal) and 
harmonic material. Figure 51 summarizes the pitch material associated with the blues.83 
As column 3 of both figures mentions, the curriculum presents the basic seventh chord as 
the initial harmonic focus. Following a first pass, a second encounter with all material 
focuses on harmonic extensions. 
 Columns 2 and 4 are of particular importance in Figures 50–51 as well. These 
columns show the harmonic and associated scalar focus of each class period. Note that 
when a chord is introduced, an associated scale is introduced with it. However, due to the 
generalization of chord quality as a means of melodic variety in an improvisatory setting, 
chords acquire alternate scalar possibilities. For example, the vi7 is listed with Aeolian as 
an associated scale. However, if generalized to simply a min7 chord, Dorian serves as an 
alternate scalar possibility. This has the added benefit of constant scalar review as 
                                                 
82 As I’ve mentioned, melodic material includes both scales and melodic figures. However, particular 
melodic figures are left up to instructors. The only stipulation is that they are comprised of pitch 
material that fits into the current scale topic. I will therefore limit my discussion of the melodic element 
to scalar introduction. 
83 The pentatonic and blues scales are presented as being in a subset-superset scalar relationship. 
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inherent to the curricular design. Take notice as well in Column 2 that once individual 
chords are introduced as harmonic topics, they are then placed into harmonic 
progressions in subsequent lessons, adding to constant harmonic review. 
 
Semester 1 Summary Assessment Activities: 
Assessment of PLS acquisition is an important part of the process. Every class 
period has associated skill benchmarks which the students must successfully complete. 
These fall into the following categories: (a) Reading Benchmarks, (b) Listening 
Benchmarks, (c) Vocal Benchmarks, and (d) Instrumental Benchmarks.84 By meeting 12, 
for example, students will have completed their first pass with all the material derived 
from the diatonic (major) parent scale. The following is an example of some activities 
which allow instructors to assess the level of student acquisition at this crucial boundary. 
The chord progression listed for Meeting 12 is Imaj7–vi7–ii7–viiø7–(Imaj7). 
However, since the material is cumulative, students are responsible too for any prior 
harmonies or scalar topics. Instructors are then certainly not limited to this progression, 
which simply serves as a single stand-in representing any possible diatonic progression 
with a harmonic focus on the basic seventh chord. The relevant scales include all of the 
                                                 
84 Reading assessments may be administered by professors for the purpose of understanding the level of 
student comprehension of the Readings associated with each aural topic. Students who pass the 
professor’s minimum threshold of student comprehension in a given assessment constitutes those 
students passing a particular Reading Benchmark. Listening assessments should have students label their 
recognition of an aural topic while listening to a tune that contains that aural item. A minimum threshold 
of identification in a number of tunes constitutes passing the particular Listening Benchmark. Vocal 
Benchmarks consist of (a) Vocal–Bass, (b) Vocal–Piano, and (c) Vocal–Horn Benchmarks. In these, 
students use scale-degrees or solmization syllables, mimicking the patterns introduced for that 
instrument’s role, to show mastery over the current aural topic. Instrumental Benchmarks include (a) 
Bass, (b) Piano, and (c) Horn. Students pass these Benchmarks by performing on a keyboard set to the 
appropriate timbre in a manner that fulfills the stereotypical role of these instruments with respect to the 
current aural topic. Appendix A shows a sample syllabus and benchmarks at the semester level. 
Appendix B shows benchmarks in action at the level of a single aural topic. 
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modal rotations of the diatonic (major) parent scale. Recall that the two primary 
components of the system are listening and performance, so both are assessed.  
For the listening assessments, instructors could use the tune “Long Ago (And Far 
Away)” by Jerome Kern and Ira Gershwin as the listening example. The in-class combo 
group performs the jazz standard. The bassist clearly emphasizes roots and fifths. The 
pianist plays thirds and sevenths as they have been accustomed to practicing them. The 
horn player plays the tune’s head. After an initial performance, the combo group is asked 
to perform the first three bars of the tune. The class is instructed to write down the 
harmonic progression they hear (I6–vi7–ii7–V7–Imaj7)85. It may be replayed a few times 
at the discretion of the instructor. The combo group then plays mm. 3–5 (Imaj7–ii7–V7–
I6) and the class is again asked to indicate what was played. Various other diatonic spots 
in the tune may be similarly selected for harmonic identification by the students. 
After the harmonic progression identification portion of the listening assessment, 
the horn player takes a chorus. Following the chorus, the instructor has the combo group 
isolate smaller sections of the piece. For example, the instructor might have the combo 
group play m. 11. The horn player might play a melodic figure or scalar gesture 
associated with the Lydian mode. The class would be asked to write down the mode used. 
The instructor could then instruct the combo group to play mm. 9–11 (I6–vi7–ii7–V7–
Imaj7). The soloist plays from the Ionian over the entire progression. The instructor asks 
the class to indicate what one scale was used over the whole progression. Similar 
scenarios could continue to be generated by instructors to the degree they are inclined. 
                                                 
85 Recall that the viiø7 can be understood as a rootless V7,9. In this example, due to this fact, the V7 will 
serve interchangeably with it. 
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Lastly, instructors can assess formal identification. The combo group plays the 
tune’s head. A brief pause occurs. The tune’s head is played again. The total number of 
playings is up to the individual instructor. Students label the form they hear (ABAB’). 
Performance assessment requires the students to perform with the in-class combo 
group in six capacities: (1) instrumental bass, (2) vocal bass, (3) instrumental piano, (4) 
vocal piano, (5) instrumental horn, and (6) vocal horn. Using just the chord progression 
from Meeting 12 as assessment material, the students can begin by sitting at the keyboard 
and setting the timbre to acoustic bass. The combo group minus the bassist remains in 
place. Bass Benchmark 1 for Meeting 12 is to be able to arpeggiate any permutations of 
the successions given any tonic, supertonic, or submediant.86 The instructor calls out a 
tonic note (for example, F) and counts off the combo group. The students might play any 
of the following acceptable renderings of the chord progression or any other that 
accurately outlines the chords and may or may not include the use of NCT chord 
connectors. 
                                                 
86 For a look at sample benchmarks which may be associated with a single semester’s material, see 
Appendix A. For a look at how assessment of aural benchmarks work at the level of a single aural topic, 
see Appendix B. 
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a. I6 vi7 ii7 V7,9 Imaj7 
 1^ 7^ 6^ 3^ 2^ 6^ 5^ 7^ 1^
 
 
b. I6 vi7 ii7 V7,9 Imaj7  
 1^ 5^ 6^ 1^ 2^ 4^ 5^ 5^ 1^
 
 
c. I6 vi7 ii7 V7,9 Imaj7  
 1^ 3^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 2^ 5^ 2^ 1^
 
Figure 52: Sample instrumental bass benchmark 1 renderings for meeting 12. 
 
The instructor might alternately call out a tone and call it the submediant or supertonic, 
expecting a truncated version of something akin to the above three examples as an 
accurate rendering. To fulfill the vocal bass requirement, the student could sing an 
appropriate bassline in time with the combo group minus bass player such as the 
following: 
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 I6 vi7 ii7 V7 Imaj7  
 1^ 2^ 3^ 6^ 2^ 4^ 5^ 7^ 1^
 
Figure 53: Sample vocal bass benchmark 1 renderings for meeting 12. 
 
As with the instrumental bass renderings, this is just an example of an acceptable 
rendering. Plenty of other acceptable alternates are possible. To fulfill Bass Benchmark 2 
(be able to do this with a rapid-fire succession of various tonics, supertonics, or 
submediants), the instructor simply chooses a number of tonics, supertonics, or 
submediants that allow the students to show their competency with a number of starting 
points. The same instrumental and vocal process above would simply be repeated for the 
number of acceptable occurrences deemed appropriate by the instructor. Bass Benchmark 
3 (be able to produce all relevant scales and any permutations within and between them) 
stretches the chord progression out in a two-bar per chord fashion in order to allow 
students to sound entire scales. 
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a. I6  vi7  
 1^ 2^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 6^ 7^ 1^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 1^ 7^ 6^
 
 ii7  V7,9 Imaj7 
 2^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 6^ 7^ 1^ 2^ 5^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 1^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 1^
 
 
b. I6 vi7  
 1^ 2^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 6^ 7^ 1^ 1^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 1^
 
 ii7  V7,9 Imaj7 
 1^ 2^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 6^ 7^ 1^ 1^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 1^ 1^
 
c. I6  vi7 
 1^ 7^ 1^ 5^ 1^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 6^ 7^ 1^ 3^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 3^
 
 ii7 V7,9 Imaj7 
 2^ 2^ 4^ 6^ 1^ 7^ 6^ 2^ 5^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 1^ 7^ 1^
 
Figure 54: Sample instrumental bass benchmark 3 renderings for meeting 12. 
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Figure 54 shows sample instrumental renderings. Figure 54a plays the scales from one 
tonic to the next in stepwise succession. The downbeat of every other measure begins on 
the scalar rotation or mode associated with the particular chord. It shows an overarching 
Ionian mode throughout, with emphasis on the particular rotation of the chord being 
sounded at any given time. Figure 54b shows another possibility. The rendering is still 
stepwise, but uses generalized chord qualities as the basis for the scalar choice with each 
chord. The I6 is understood as a variant of the Imaj7. If we generalize the Imaj7 to simply 
maj7, we are left with both the Ionian and Lydian modes as potential scalar options. This 
rendering chooses Lydian (do-based). The D-7 is technically a vi7 chord, but again, if we 
generalize the vi7 as simply a mm7 chord, we are left with the Dorian, Aeolian, and 
Phrygian modes as scalar options. This rendering chooses Dorian (do-based). Lastly, 
Locrian (do-based) is chosen as the mode over the C7,9. This option is understood to pair 
with the viiø7, which is itself often used as a rootless V7,9. Of the three versions shown, 
Figure 54c is the most like an actual bassline. It too uses generalized chord qualities, but 
is able to show this scalar competency in a manner that both creates an interesting line 
and smoothly connects one chord to the next without needing to revert to more clinical 
(less realistic in performance) rendering of the scales. (The lines are rendered in a manner 
which holds to the initial tonic as scale-degree one throughout.) Despite the superiority of 
version 54c, all three versions are means of rendering scalar competency. They are all 
technically correct, despite the lack of musical satisfaction in versions a and b. As an 
example of meeting the vocal bass benchmark, let’s reproduce Figure 54c as Figure 55.  
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a. I6 vi7 
 1^ 7^ 1^ 5^ 1^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 6^ 7^ 1^ 3^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 3^
 
 ii7  V7,9 Imaj7 
 2^ 2^ 4^ 6^ 1^ 7^ 6^ 2^ 5^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 1^ 7^ 1^
 
 
b. I6  vi7  
 1^ 7^ 1^ 5^ 1^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 1^ 2^ 3^ 5^ 1^ 7^ 6^ 5^
 
 ii7  V7,9 Imaj7 
 1^ 1^ 3^ 5^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 1^ 1^ 2^ 1^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 3^ 1^
 
Figure 55: Sample vocal bass benchmark 3 renderings for meeting 12. 
 
Figure 55a approaches the pitch material by using relative solmization syllables with a 
consistent tonic with equates F, scale-degree 1, and do. Figure 55b also uses relative 
solmization syllables, but considers each chord change as a new tonic and mode. It uses 
do-based modes (the same approach used in do-based minor, now applied to all of the 
modes). Bass benchmark 4 (be able to appropriately insert any type of chromatic NCTs 
into your basslines) could also take on numerous manifestations. Figure 56a and b show 
sample renderings for satisfying the benchmark; Figure 56a illustrates an Ionian-based 
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rendering throughout while 56b uses a do-based modal approach, assigning a new tonic at 
each new chord. 
 
a. I6 vi7  
 1^ 7^ 1^ 5^ 2^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 6^ 3^ 6^ 6^ 5^ 6^ 1^ 3^
 
 ii7 V7,9 Imaj7 
 2^ 6^ 5^ 6^ 1^ 7^ 6^ 2^ 5^ 1^ 2^ 5^ 4^ 2^ 7^ 5^ 1^
 
 
b. I6 vi7  
 1^ 7^ 1^ 5^ 2^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 1^ 5^ 1^ 7^ 7^ 1^ 3^ 5^
 
 ii7  V7,9 Imaj7 
 1^ 5^ 4^ 5^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 1^ 1^ 4^ 5^ 1^ 7^ 5^ 3^ 1^ 1^
 
Figure 56: Sample instrumental and vocal bass benchmark 4 renderings for meeting 12. 
 
The piano benchmarks associated with Meeting 12 are the following: (1) play 2+1 
voicing of the chord successions using piano/bass splitter on a lab keyboard to mimic 
timbre and (2) be able to play the chord successions in this voicing in all keys (since ET 
is the primary goal, not piano skills, the transpose button is allowed). These are stated in 
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the instrumental form. For the vocal piano benchmarks, the 2+1 chord voicings could be 
approached in two ways. In the first method, the students could sing the lines of the 
soprano, alto, or bass voice while playing the chords at the keyboard. Played three times 
through, they could be required to sing each of them. In the second method, the students 
could vocally arpeggiate (up and back down) each chord as it is sounded.  
Instructors can assess the piano benchmarks in the following manner. Regarding 
Instrumental Piano Benchmark 1, the student would sit at the keyboard with the combo 
group’s horn player and drummer. The instructor calls out a key and counts off the group. 
The pianist plays what is shown below in Figure 57. 
 
 Imaj7 vi7 ii7 V7,9 Imaj7 
 1^ 1^ 1^ 7^ 7^
 3^ 5^ 4^ 4^ 3^
 
  1^ 6^ 2^ 5^ 1^
Figure 57: Sample instrumental and vocal piano benchmark 1 rendering for meeting 12.87 
 
The right hand plays the soprano and alto lines while the left hand plays the bass line.88 
To fulfill the vocal piano requirements of Benchmark 1, the student would play Figure 57 
                                                 
87 I show piano voicings with a tonic of C for ease of visual display and the sake of consistency only. Scale-
degrees are what is most important here since they are applicable to any key. 
88 The instructor may determine whether a keyboard transpose button may be used or not depending upon 
the level of keyboard skills desired as an outcome of the class in addition to ear training. 
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three times, while singing the soprano line, then alto line, and finally the bass line. An 
instructor might also request that students arpeggiate (up and down) each chord as it is 
played. 
The horn benchmarks associated with Meeting 12 are as follows: all bass material 
plus any appropriate melodic figures (see “Jazz Melodic Figures-Paralleling 
Curriculum”). The bass benchmarks included: (1) be able to arpeggiate any 
permutations of the successions given any tonic, supertonic, or submediant, (2) be able to 
do this with a rapid-fire succession of various tonics, supertonics, or submediants, (3) be 
able to produce all relevant scales and any permutations within and between them, and 
(4) be able to appropriately insert any type of chromatic NCTs into your basslines. Since 
I have just detailed the bass benchmarks above, I will summarize by saying that 
essentially for the horn player, this means the performer should be able to navigate all of 
the modes of the diatonic (major) scalar parent, including use of chromatic NCTs and 
jazz melodic figures in the context of a brief jazz solo confined to the relevant chord 
progression(s). Figure 58 shows and analyzes one such acceptable performance. This is 
performed instrumentally on either the performer’s primary instrument or on the 
keyboard set to a lead instrument timbre. To fulfill the vocal horn requirement, a valid 
performance would have the same requirements, the distinction being that it is sung on 
syllables rather than performed instrumentally. 
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 I6 vi7 ii7 V7,9 Imaj7 
 2^  3^ 1^ 5^ 3^ 2^ 7^ 5^ 5^ 6^ 4^ 2^ 4^
 
Figure 58: Sample instrumental and vocal horn benchmark 1 rendering for meeting 12. 
 
The performance in Figure 58 demonstrates chromatic NCTs during measure 1, beat 1. It 
uses a melodic figure for measure 2, and demonstrates fluency with the Lydian mode 
over a maj7 chord in measure 3.  
 
Semester 2: 
Semester 2 presents the pitch materials drawn from the harmonic and melodic 
minor scales, as shown in Figure 59.89 As before, all material is experienced twice. The 
first pass focuses on the basic seventh chord; the second pass focuses on harmonic 
extensions. Semester 1 material is always being reviewed through its constant presence in 
the referent tunes. Modal mixture too is to be expected with tunes that borrow materials 
from the diatonic (major) scalar parent. 
 
                                                 
89 Note that if the melodic minor produces a chord already covered in Semester 1, such as the ii7, it is not 
re-introduced as its own topic. 
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Meetings Harmony Chord Focus Scalar Material 
31 and 45 i maj7 7th—First pass; 
Ext.—Second pass 
Harmonic minor 
Melodic minor 
32 and 46 V7 Mixolydian 
Mixolydian913 
Mixolydian13 
Lydian7 
Altered 
33 and 47 viiº7 (rootless V79) Superlocrian º7 
34 and 48 iiø7 Locrian 
Locrian6 
Locrian nat-9 
35 and 49 iiø7–V7–(i maj7) 
iiø7–V7–i maj7 
Mix possibilities 
36 and 50 ii7–viiº7–(i maj7) 
iiø7–viiº7–i maj7 
Mix possibilities 
37 and 51 VImaj7 Lydian 
Lydian2 
38 and 52 VImaj7– iiø7–V7–(i maj7)
i maj7–VImaj7– iiø7–V7–(i maj7)
Mix possibilities 
39 and 53 iv7 Dorian 
Phrygian 
Aeolian 
Dorian4 
40 and 54 i maj7– iv7 Mix possibilities 
41 and 55 IIImaj75 Ionian5 
Lydian Augmented 
42 and 56 IIImaj75–VImaj7– iiø7–V7–(i maj7)
i maj7– iv7–IIImaj75–VImaj7– iiø7–V7
Mix possibilities 
43 and 57 viø7 Locrian 
Locrian6 
Locrian nat-9 
44 and 58 viø7 replaces VImaj7 in prior contexts  Mix possibilities 
59 and 60 Free mode mixture from Mtgs. 1–58 Mix possibilities 
 
Figure 59: Semester 2—harmonic and melodic minor material. 
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Semester 2 Summary Assessment Activities: 
Meeting 60 closes out the second semester of the course sequence. The students 
have now had exposure to all of the pitch materials derived from the diatonic (major), 
harmonic, and melodic minor parent scales. This, then, will serve as a good 
representation for end-of-the-year assessment. 
For the listening assessments, I will use the tune “My Funny Valentine” by 
Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart as the listening example. In the same manner described 
for semester one, the in-class combo group performs the jazz standard. After an initial 
performance, the combo group is asked to perform bars 25–31. The class is instructed to 
write down the harmonic progression they hear (i maj7–VImaj7–iiø7–V7–(i maj7)90. 
Instructors may determine for themselves the number of repetitions necessary before 
moving on. Various other diatonic spots in the tune may be similarly selected for 
harmonic identification by the students. 
As a means of assessing students’ scalar identification, the horn player takes a 
chorus after which particular measures are isolated for this purpose. For example, mm. 25 
and 26 could be vamped while the horn player solos using the harmonic minor scale. The 
students are required to write down that this is the scale being used. Similarly, m. 29 
could be vamped while the horn player solos using Lydian 2 (Harmonic minor parent, 
mode 6), after which students are required to write down the scale used. The professor 
could then instruct the combo group to play mm. 25–31 (i-i maj7-VImaj7-iiø7-V7-i). 
The soloist plays from the harmonic minor scale over the entire progression. The 
                                                 
90 Just as the common substitutes for the Imaj7 are simultaneously introduced at the start of semester one, 
the common substitutes for the i maj7 are introduced as well at the start of semester two as a part of the 
same topic. Therefore, the students should be able to label the progression more specifically as i–i maj7-
i7-i6-VImaj7-iiø7-V7-i. 
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instructor asks the class to indicate what one scale was used over the progression. Similar 
scenarios would constitute appropriate listening assessments. 
For formal assessment, the tune’s head is played. After a brief pause, it is played 
again. The total number of playings is up to the individual instructor. Students label the 
form they hear (AA’BA’’–36 bar form). 
There are five instrumental and vocal bass benchmarks for Meeting 60: (1) be 
able to arpeggiate any permutations of the successions given any tonic or dominant, (2) 
be able to do this with a rapid-fire succession of various tonics or dominants, (3) be able 
to produce all relevant scales and any permutations within and between them, (4) be able 
to appropriately insert any type of chromatic NCTs into your basslines, and (5) be able to 
play the chord roots of the succession while you sing an appropriate line that 
incorporates harmonic extensions. Figures 60–63 show sample competent student 
responses to the Meeting 60 Benchmarks 1–5 respectively.91 
  
                                                 
91 As with the assessments shown above in the first semester, those that I show here render singular sample 
responses from students. Of course there are many possible “right” answers that would show 
competency as well as those that would indicate its lack. 
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 i i maj7 i7  i6 
 1^ 3^ 5^ 1^ 7^ 5^ 3^ 1^ 7^ 1^ 3^ 5^ 6^ 5^ 1^ 6^
 
 VImaj7 iiø7 V79 i 
 6^ 1^ 3^ 5^ 4^ 2^ 7^ 5^ 1^
 
Figure 60: Sample instrumental and vocal bass benchmarks 1 and 2 rendering for meeting 
60. 
 
 i i maj7 i7 i6 
 1^ 2^ 3^ 5^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 1^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 1^ 6^ 5^ 1^ 6^
 
 VImaj7 iiø7 V79 i 
 6^ 5^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 1^
 
Figure 61: Sample instrumental and vocal bass benchmark 3 rendering for meeting 60. 
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 i i maj7 i7 i6 
 1^ 5^ 4^ 5^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 1^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 1^ 6^ 5^ 1^ 6^
 
 VImaj7 iiø7 V79 i 
 6^ 5^ 4^ 1^ 2^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 1^
 
Figure 62: Sample instrumental and vocal bass benchmark 4 rendering for meeting 60. 
 
 i i maj7 i7 i6 VImaj7 iiø7 V79 i 
 2^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 5^ 5^ 4^ 3^ 2^
 
 1^ 1^  1^ 1^ 6^ 2^ 5^ 1^
Figure 63: Sample instrumental and vocal bass benchmark 5 rendering for meeting 60. 
 
There are three vocal and instrumental piano benchmarks for Week 30. They are 
(1) play 4+1 voicing of the chord successions using piano/bass splitter on a lab keyboard 
to mimic timbre, (2) be able to play the chord successions in this voicing in all keys (since 
ET is the primary goal, not piano skills, the transpose button allowed), and (3) while 
playing the chord successions, be able to sing an appropriate line of harmonic 
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extensions. Figure 64 provides a sample acceptable rendering of Benchmarks 1 and 2. 
Figure 65 provides a sample rendering of Benchmark 3. 
 
 i i maj7 i7 i6 VImaj7 iiø7 V79 i 
 2^ 2^ 2^ 2^ 2^ 3^ 3^ 2^ 
 1^ 7^ 7^ 6^ 1^ 1^ 7^ 1^
 5^ 5^ 5^ 5^ 5^ 6^ 6^ 5^
 3^ 3^ 3^ 3^ 3^ 4^ 4^ 3^
 
 1^ 1^  1^ 1^ 6^ 2^ 5^ 1^
 
Figure 64: Sample instrumental and vocal piano benchmarks 1 and 2 rendering for 
meeting 60. 
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Voice: 2^ 2^ 2^ 2^ 2^ 3^ 3^ 2^ 
Chords: i i maj7 i7 i6 VImaj7 iiø7 V79 i 
 
 2^ 2^ 2^ 2^ 2^ 3^ 3^ 2^ 
 1^ 7^ 7^ 6^ 1^ 1 7^ 1^
 5^ 5^ 5^ 5^ 5^ 6^ 6^  5^
 3^ 3^ 3^ 3^ 3^ 4^ 4^ 3^
 
 1^ 1^ 1^ 1^ 6^ 2^ 5^ 1^
Figure 65: Sample instrumental and vocal piano benchmark 3 rendering for meeting 60. 
 
There are three horn benchmarks for Meeting 60. They are (1) while someone else plays 
the chord succession on piano, be able to play/sing any appropriate line of harmonic 
extensions, (2) while someone else plays an appropriate bass line for the progression (or 
you record yourself), be able to play/sing any appropriate line of harmonic extensions, 
and (3) use of appropriate melodic figures from “Jazz Melodic Figures Paralleling 
Curriculum”. The fulfillment of Benchmark 1 can be illustrated by a simple recasting of 
Figure 65. View it as a combo member who performs the piano-bass portion. The student 
performs the part labeled “voice” by singing for the vocal horn benchmark, and performs 
on a primary instrument or keyboard set to a lead instrument timbre for the instrumental 
horn benchmark. The fulfillment of Benchmark 2 can be shown by recasting Figure 63. 
The top line is sung by the student to fulfill the vocal horn benchmark; it is performed on 
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a lead instrument to fulfill the instrumental horn benchmark. While the student performs 
each of these, the combo bass player plays the bottom line. Figure 66 shows a sample 
fulfillment of Benchmark 3.92 
 
 i i maj7 i7 i6 VImaj7 iiø7 V79 i 
 5^ 5^ 5^ 5^ 5^ 2^ 3^ 4^ 2^ 6^ 7^ 1^ 2^ 7^ 4^ 2^ 6^ 6^ 5^
 
Figure 66: Sample instrumental and vocal horn benchmark 3 rendering for meeting 60. 
 
Semester 3: 
From the harmonic perspective, the third semester focuses exclusively on applied 
chords. Semester 1 featured NCTs as the first source of chromaticism. Introducing chords 
from the harmonic and melodic minor scalar parents in Semester 2 allowed for modal 
borrowing as another type of chromaticism. Semester 3 introduces applied chords in 
reverse diatonic circle of fifths order. The first chord to be tonicized then is the dominant 
chord. Within secondary chords applied to the dominant, the V7/V is introduced first 
with a focus upon the basic seventh chord. Immediately following, a focus upon 
harmonic extensions ensues. The chord is then reincorporated into prior knowledge by 
substituting for any ii7 or iiø7 chord encountered in prior harmonic progressions. After 
the V7/V has gone through this pattern of introduction, the viiº7/V is run through the 
                                                 
92 Measures 1 and 2 shown here are taken from Miles Davis’ “My Funny Valentine” Live at Philharmonic 
Hall, New York, NY-February, 1964 from 4:42–4:46. Since this program focuses on pitch-listening, the 
students can be pointed to recordings and timings such as I have noted here rather than a notation of 
them as shown in the figure. 
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same process. Following X/V chords, X/ii chords go through the same sequence, and 
subsequently so do each of the chords prior in the diatonic circle of fifths. This pattern 
may be observed at a glance in Figures 67–69. 
Speaking from a scalar perspective, there are two primary sets of scales students 
are handling–those involving applied Mm7 chords and those involving applied dd7 
chords. Concerning applied Mm7 chords, the scales used are as follows: (a) Mixolydian, 
(b) Mixolydian 913, (c) Mixolydian 13, (d) Lydian-Dominant, (e) Altered, (f) H-W 
octatonic, and (g) whole-tone. Regarding applied dd7 chords, the scales are: (a) 
Superlocrian, (b) W-H octatonic, and (c) Mixolydian 913.93 Of these scales, the only 
new ones introduced in this semester are the H-W octatonic and whole-tone scales in 
coordination with the applied Mm7, and the W-H octatonic in coordination with the 
applied dd7. The rest of the scales are derived from the diatonic major, harmonic or 
melodic minor scalar parents from semesters 1 and 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
93 Mixolydian 913 treats the applied dd7 as a rootless V79/X. 
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Meetings Harmony Chord Focus Scalar Material 
61 V7/V Basic 7th Chord Mixolydian 
Mixolydian913 
Mixolydian13 
Lydian7 
Altered 
H-W Diminished 
Whole-Tone 
62 Harmonic Extensions 
63 V7/V replaces ii7 (iiø7) 
in prior contexts 
7th and Extensions Mix possibilities 
64 
65 viiº7/V 7th and Extensions Superlocrian º7 
W-H Diminished; 
As V79, 
Mixolydian913 
66 viiº7/V replaces ii7 
(iiø7) in prior contexts  
7th and Extensions Mix possibilities 
67 V7/ii Basic 7th Chord Mixolydian 
Mixolydian913 
Mixolydian13 
Lydian7 
Altered 
H-W Diminished 
Whole-Tone 
68 Harmonic Extensions 
69 V7/ii replaces vi7 or 
(viø7) in prior contexts 
7th and Extensions Mix possibilities 
70 
71 viiº7/ii 7th and Extensions Superlocrian º7 
W-H Diminished; 
As V79, 
Mixolydian913 
72 viiº7/ii replaces vi7 or 
(viø7) in prior contexts 
7th and Extensions Mix possibilities 
Figure 67: Semester 3, Part A—applied chords and new scalar material. 
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Meetings Harmony Chord Focus Scalar Material 
73 V7/vi Basic 7th Chord Mixolydian 
Mixolydian913 
Mixolydian13 
Lydian7 
Altered 
H-W Diminished 
Whole-Tone 
74 Harmonic Extensions 
75 V7/vi replaces iii7, 
IIImaj7 or 
IIImaj75 in prior 
contexts 
7th and Extensions Mix possibilities 
76 
77 viiº7/vi 7th and Extensions Superlocrian º7 
W-H Diminished; 
As V79, 
Mixolydian913 
78 viiº7/vi replaces iii7, 
IIImaj7 or 
IIImaj75 in prior 
contexts 
7th and Extensions Mix possibilities 
79 V7/IV Basic 7th Chord Mixolydian 
Mixolydian913 
Mixolydian13 
Lydian7 
Altered 
H-W Diminished 
Whole-Tone 
80 Harmonic Extensions 
81 V7/IV replaces Imaj7–
IVmaj7 or i maj7–iv7 in 
prior contexts 
7th and Extensions Mix possibilities 
82 
83 viiº7/IV 7th and Extensions Superlocrian º7 
W-H Diminished; 
As V79, 
Mixolydian913 
84 viiº7/IV replaces 
Imaj7–IVmaj7 or  
i maj7–iv7 in prior 
contexts 
7th and Extensions Mix possibilities 
 
Figure 68: Semester 3, Part B—applied chords and new scalar material. 
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Meetings Harmony Chord Focus Scalar Material 
85 V7/iii Basic 7th Chord Mixolydian 
Mixolydian913 
Mixolydian13 
Lydian7 
Altered 
H-W Diminished 
Whole-Tone 
86 Harmonic Extensions 
87 V7/iii before iii7 in 
any prior contexts 
7th and Extensions Mix possibilities 
88 
89 viiº7/iii 7th and Extensions Superlocrian º7 
W-H Diminished; 
As V79, 
Mixolydian913 
90 viiº7/iii before iii7 in 
any prior contexts 
7th and Extensions Mix possibilities 
 
Figure 69: Semester 3, Part C—applied chords and new scalar material. 
 
Semester 3 Summary Assessment Activities 
By the end of the third semester at meeting 90, the class has experienced all pitch 
materials associated with the diatonic (major), harmonic minor, melodic minor, octatonic 
parent scales, and the whole tone scale as well as all applied V7 and viiº7 chords. Of 
course, much more than a single example is necessary to show competency in all of these 
areas. Benchmarks would be in place for each class meeting.94 As a sample assessment 
then, I will focus on showing competency with a few secondary chords that show up in a 
single tune since secondary chords are the primary harmonic aim of semester three. To 
this end, I will use the tune “On The Sunny Side Of The Street” by Jimmy McHugh and 
                                                 
94 Instructors may determine the frequency of and number of benchmarks that seem reasonable to their 
classroom situations. 
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Dorothy Fields as a basis. The tune features a ttsubIV7/IV95, viiº7/vi, V7/V, and V7/IV. 
These various applied chords in the same tune offer a single locale for showing 
competency with secondary harmonies in a real music context. In addition, the tune lends 
the opportunity to address several items related to variations in the usages of secondary 
chords: (1) resolution of the applied chord to the target scale-degree within a 
reharmonization (ttsubIV7/IV–IV)96, (2) tritone substitutions for applied Mm7 chords, 
and (3) the neutralizing of the temporary leading tone by moving back to the diatonic 
version of the chord prior to the arrival upon the target chord (V7/V–ii7–V7)97. 
The listening assessment begins with the in-class combo group performing the 
tune. Following the performance, the instructor directs the class to listen again and write 
down the harmonic progression they hear as the ensemble repeats the first eight bars (I6–
ttsubIV7/IV–IV6–V7–viiº7/vi–vi7–V7/V–ii7–V7–Imaj7–V7). After the number of 
playings the instructor deems appropriate, the combo group moves on to the next section 
of the piece in like fashion.  
In order to assess scalar identification, the in-class combo group vamps on a 
particular harmony. The horn player solos from, say, a half-whole octatonic scale over a 
Mm7 chord. The students are required to write that down. Perhaps on a dd7, the horn 
                                                 
95 The second chord in this tune, the E7, moves to F6 within the context of C major. The tritone in the E7 
chord is enharmonic with the tritone found in a Bb7 chord, the IV7/IV. The E7, then, acts as a tritone 
substitute for the IV7/IV in this case. Tritone substitutes are not covered as a topic until the fourth 
semester, so this encounter acts as a preview of that material. 
96 In this progression, ttsubIV7/IV resolves the raised scale-degree 5 to scale-degree 6, but not vi. Instead, 
the target scale-degree is the third of the IV chord. 
97 In this progression, the temporary leading tone fi, which we expect to move to sol, is neutralized by first 
returning to fa in the move from V7/V to ii7 prior to resolving to sol as part of the dominant. This treats 
the ii7 as an interpolated chord. This D7 chord could alternatively be analyzed as V/vi, resolving 
deceptively. 
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player uses the whole-half version of the octatonic scale. The students would be asked to 
identify this as well. 
Form, as in previous semesters, is assessed by having the in-class combo group 
perform the tune a set number of times, asking students to label the form they hear 
(AABA 32-bar).  
Vocal and instrumental assessments, as before, address whether students are 
acquiring the topics and doing so within a musical context. Using the opening eight 
measures of  “On The Sunny Side Of The Street,” the hypothetical student responses to 
the chord progressions and scalar material shown in Figures 70–72 would be deemed 
evidence of successful acquisition of the material. 
 
 Iadd6 ttsubIV7/IV IVadd6 V7 viiº7/vi 
 1^ 3^ 5^ 6^ 5^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 4^ 6^ 7^ 1^ 2^ 5^ 5^ 7^
 
 vi7 V7/V ii7 V7 Imaj7 V7  
 6^ 6^ 5^ 3^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 1^ 2^ 4^ 5^ 5^ 1^ 3^ 5^ 5^
 
Figure 70: A sample vocal and instrumental bass response—end of semester 3. 
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 Iadd6 ttsubIV7/IV IVadd6 V7 viiº7/vi vi7 V7/V ii7 V7 Imaj7 V7 
 1^ 1^ 1^ 7^ 7^ 6^ 6^ 6^ 6^ 6^ 6^  
 6^ 5^ 6^ 5^ 5^ 5^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 3^ 4^ 
 5^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 4^ 3^ 3^ 3^ 3^ 2^ 3^ 
 3^ 2^ 2^ 2^ 2^ 1^ 1^ 1^ 7^ 7^ 7^ 
 
 1^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 5^ 6^ 2^ 2^ 5^ 1^ 5^ 
Figure 71: A sample vocal and instrumental piano response—end of semester 3. 
 
 Iadd6 ttsubIV7/IV IVadd6 V7 viiº7/vi 
 1^ 2^ 3^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 5^ 5^ 6^ 7^ 1^ 7^ 2^ 6^ 4^ 3^ 4^ 5^ 5^ 
 
 vi7 V7/V ii7 V7 Imaj7 V7  
 6^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 3^ 1^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 4^ 5^ 6^ 7^ 3^ 2^ 2^ 1^ 7^ 
 
Figure 72: A sample vocal and instrumental horn response—end of semester 3. 
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Semester 4: 
 Semester 4 presents chromatic chords in the forms of expansion chords (ctº7s) 
and substitutions or alterations for the V7, iv7, and generalized maj7 chords.98 For V7 
this includes the II7, V75, and V75. The chromatic substitutes introduced for iv7 are 
the VII7, IImaj7, VI7. Lastly, alterations to the generalized maj7 chord include the 
maj75 and the maj75/7. The only new scales introduced are the hexatonic and 
harmonic major scales, presented with the IImaj7, maj75, and maj75/7 chords. See 
Figures 73 and 74 for the semester’s layout. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
98 The diatonic options would be the Imaj7 and the IVmaj7. In minor, the VImaj7 appears as a third 
option. The IIImaj7 effects this same alteration in the IIImaj75 introduced in the second semester 
with the harmonic minor pitch materials. 
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Meetings Harmony Chord Focus Scalar Material 
91 ctº7 Basic 7th chord Superlocrian º7 
W-H Diminished 
If V79, 
Mixolydian913 
92 Harmonic extensions 
93 ctº7 expands any prior 
chord or group of two 
chords 
7th and extensions Mix possibilities 
94 
95 II7 Basic 7th chord Mixolydian 
Mixolydian913 
Mixolydian13 
Lydian7 
Altered 
H-W Diminished 
Whole-Tone 
96 Harmonic extensions 
97 II7 subs for any prior 
V7 
7th and extensions Mix possibilities 
98 
99 V75 Basic 7th chord Whole-Tone 
Altered 
Lydian7 
H-W Diminished 
100 Harmonic extension 
101 V75 subs for any prior 
V7
7th and extensions Mix possibilities 
102 
103 V75 Basic 7th chord Whole-Tone 
Altered 
Mixolydian913 
Mixolydian13 
104 Harmonic extension 
105 V75 subs for any prior 
V7
7th and extensions Mix possibilities 
106 
 
Figure 73: Semester 4, Part A—other chromatic chords. 
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107 VII7 Basic 7th chord Natural minor 
Mixolydian 
Mixolydian913 
Mixolydian13 
Lydian7 
Altered 
H-W Diminished 
Whole-Tone 
108 Harmonic extension 
109 VII7 subs for any prior 
iv7
7th and extensions Mix possibilities 
110 
111 Begin in-class prep for 
last capstone assignment 
7th and extensions Mix possibilities 
112   
113 IImaj7 7th and extensions Ionian 
Lydian 
Lydian5 
Lydian2 
Augmented Symmetric 
Harmonic major 
114 IImaj7 subs for any 
prior iv7
Mix possibilities 
115 VI7 7th and extensions Mixolydian 
Mixolydian913 
Mixolydian13 
Lydian7 
Altered 
H-W Diminished 
Whole-Tone 
116 VI7 subs for any prior 
iv7
Mix possibilities 
117 maj75 7th and extensions Ionian5 
Lydian5 
Augmented Symmetric 
Harmonic major 
118 maj75 subs for any 
prior maj7
Mix possibilities 
119 All materials—Last 
capstone assignment 
7th and extensions Mix possibilities 
120 
 
Figure 74: Semester 4, Part B—other chromatic chords. 
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Semester 4 Summary Assessment Activities: 
As I mentioned with semester 3, assessments of all material are ongoing in the 
form of successfully completing benchmarks associated with each class period. I will 
again show an assessment that represents essential elements of an entire semester’s 
material. This assessment could take place at the end of the term, and will realize a 
reasonable amount of the material, focusing on chromatic substitute chords and the novel 
scales. In cases where such chromatic chords are not a part of the tune’s original head in 
the Real Book lead sheet versions, I will instruct the in-class combo group and students to 
apply them in the appropriate locations. The jazz standard I will use for a sample 
assessment is “Nardis” by Miles Davis. The assessment will focus on the opening eight 
bars of the tune. The original chord progression is i–IImaj7–V7–VImaj7–iv7–
IImaj7–Imaj7–i.99 The IImaj7 as a chromatic chord from semester four is already 
present in the tune’s original chord changes. We will substitute a VII7 for the iv7 as 
well as change both the VImaj7 and Imaj7 to VImaj75 and Imaj75 respectively. 
We’ll also change the V7 into a V75. Our new chord progression, then, is i–IImaj7–
V75–VImaj75–VII7–IImaj7– Imaj75–i. The class hears the combo group 
perform this progression a number of times set by the instructor and writes it down. 
Students show their mastery of scalar identification by having the in-class combo group 
vamp on the first two chords (i–IImaj7) while the horn player solos using a hexatonic 
scale starting with a half step over the second chord with each repetition. The students 
write down the scale they hear being used in the solo work. The combo group then plays 
the tune several times as the students label the form they hear (AABA 32-bar form). 
                                                 
99 According to the chord changes in The Real Book, between the second and third chords is an optional 
Imaj7. 
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Figures 75–77 show sample appropriate responses to the vocal and instrumental 
benchmarks. 
 
 i IImaj7 V75  VImaj7  
 1^ 3^ 5^ 1^ 2^ 1^ 7^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 3^ 4^ 6^ 6^
 
 VII7 IImaj7 Imaj75 i 
 
 7^ 6^ 4^ 2^ 2^ 7^ 6^ 4^ 1^ 6^ 5^ 1^
 
Figure 75: A sample vocal and instrumental bass response—end of semester 4. 
 
 
 i IImaj7 V75 VImaj7 VII7 IImaj7 Imaj75 i 
 3^ 3^ 3^ 2^ 1^ 7^ 2^ 1^\ 
 1^ 1^ 7^ 1^ 6^ 5^ 5^ 5^\
 5^ 5^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 4^ 3^ 3^\
 3^ 4^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 1^ 7^ 1^\
 
 1^ 2^ 5^ 6^ 7^ 2^ 1^ 1^\
Figure 76: A sample vocal and instrumental piano response—end of semester 4. 
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 i IImaj7 V75  VImaj75  
 1^ 7^ 1^ 6^ 5^ 1^ 7^ 1^ 6^ 5^ 4^ 5^ 3^ 2^ 7^ 6^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 1^ 7^ 
 
 VII7 IImaj7 Imaj75 i 
 
 1^ 7^ 7^ 2^ 1^  7^ 6^ 4^ 3^ 2^ 3^ 
 
Figure 77: A sample vocal and instrumental horn response—end of semester 4. 
 
4.6 Implementing an Aural Topic: Preview, Focal Point, Review 
 
Each aural topic within the curriculum has three phases: a preview, focal point, 
and review. To illustrate how this sequence works, I will demonstrate by using the topic 
of the II7 chord as a dominant substitute. 
The II7 is previewed in the first semester by showing up in a reference recording 
for Meeting 15. The reference tune is “Satin Doll” by Duke Ellington, Irving Mills, and 
Albany Bigrade. The II7 occurs in mm. 6 and 30. The topic of the meeting is harmonic 
extensions of the V7 chord within a diatonic (major) scalar parent. In a lesson which 
otherwise focuses upon that topic, instructors will point out that the V7 and II7 share a 
tritone enharmonically. Both the V7 and II7 should be played for the students in those 
locations within the tune so they can hear the sound of the same tritone and distinguish 
the two roots. Instructors further emphasize the relationships by having some students 
sing fa-fa-mi and others sing do–ti–ti as a ii7–V7–Imaj7 is played by the combo group 
followed by a ii7–II7–Imaj7. 
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The tritone substitute becomes the focal point in semester 4 in the tune “Mood 
Indigo” by Duke Ellington, Irving Mills, and Albany Bigrade. The chord occurs in mm. 
7, 23, and 28. Students are required to hear and recognize the II7 in this tune and other 
tunes. Instructors assess this recognition through having the in-class combo groups apply 
tritone substitutes as replacements for dominant chords in tunes and harmonic 
progressions which the students have previously encountered. The students identify 
which examples they hear have V7 and which have II7. In addition, all the singing and 
instrumental performance benchmarks apply. Students will sing and play bass lines which 
make use of the II7 in place of V7. They will incorporate it into their 2+1 piano 
voicings and highlight ran, le, and me effectively when showing their horn solo work. 
For review, the students can either accumulate substitutions in future songs or 
keep encountering songs with II7 that they are further required to deal with in addition 
to whatever new topic is currently under study. For example, we could use “Mr. P. C.” by 
John Coltrane. The topic under study would be the use of VI7 as a substitute for iv7, 
which occurs at m. 9 of this piece. The review of the tritone substitute could focus upon 
the fact that VI7 preceding V7 as it does in this piece can be viewed as a tritone 
substitution for V7/V. The chord works both ways. The students could also substitute 
II7 for V7 as the penultimate chord of the piece as a means of continuing to incorporate 
the prior topic. 
 
4.7 Conclusions and Future Research 
What I have presented in this chapter is a two-year program for developing tonal 
jazz pitch-listening skills that is grounded in both music perception and cognition 
principles as well as reports of statistical norms of tonal jazz practice. Since jazz has 
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increasingly been incorporated into the offerings of university music programs as a focus 
of study, my contribution provides a working framework for incorporating successful ear 
training into these programs that will tangibly serve the students in their lifelong pursuit 
of increased aural skills—an invaluable skill to possess in music, the art of hearing.  
Within the context of this dissertation, I identify the problem that there are 
countless approaches proffered by pedagogues to music students with regard to 
developing in the ear a finer discrimination of pitch and pitch relationships. Most of these 
approaches offer no empirical support for their methods whatsoever, leaving open the 
possibility of a large body of practitioners of said methods who find little gain in terms of 
their own pitch-listening development by faithful adherence to them. In the hope of 
offering a remedy to this situation, I have summarized and interpreted our current 
empirical understanding of how we as humans effectively process and learn finer pitch 
discrimination skills. I identified that the music cognition and perception literature offers 
converging experimental evidence supporting the notion that humans develop listening 
skills through implicit learning via immersive, statistically rich exposure to real music 
from a particular musical idiom, such as tonal jazz. I have, therefore, recommended that 
to acquire tonal jazz pitch-listening skills, learners should (1) immerse themselves in the 
real music of that idiom, (2) remediate their listening skills, where necessary, by listening 
to slowed-down versions with exaggerated features, and (3) organize their listening 
experiences with explicit theoretical labels for particular pitch structures, if they want to 
communicate about those pitch structures in speech or writing. In order to aid in the 
practical application of this process, I have offered a four-semester learning sequence for 
the development of tonal jazz pitch-listening skills (PLS) as well as a variety of formal 
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assessment methods. 
Future research inspired by my work could include the identification of statistical 
regularities in other musical styles outside of the tonal jazz idiom. This could be done 
with an with an eye toward modeling them in like fashion to the work done here with 
tonal jazz. In addition, more work needs to be done in the area of jazz corpus studies. 
Though some such work has been used here as a basis for my recommendations, more 
statistical work on jazz harmonic paradigms, for instance, needs to be done. This will aid 
us in continuing to ground our pedagogy in the empirically-rooted norms of a musical 
idiom. 
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APPENDIX A 
 A PATTERN FOR A SEMESTER 1 SYLLABUS 
Tonal Jazz Pitch-Listening Skills 1 
_____________________________________________________________ 
Course Overview 
The purpose of this course is to develop your pitch-listening skills within the context of 
tonal jazz music. Music is first and foremost a hearing art. As musicians, it is essential 
that we are able to decode what we hear. Armed with the specific knowledge of the 
pitches we hear in melodies, in harmonies, and in musical form, we can interact with 
these sounds in performance. If it is sound in our mind’s ear, we can play it. If it is sound 
coming from another ensemble member, we can interact with it by echoing it, playing a 
variation on it, or intentionally deviating entirely from it. Aurally understanding the pitch 
language of tonal jazz gives us the freedom to sound like the masters and better know 
how to carve out our own spaces in continuing to push the boundaries of this musically 
rich idiom. 
 
 The Ear Training Journey And Course Grading 
Ear training is a lifelong journey. We never arrive at a point where we can hear 
everything going on in any piece of music on a first listening. It is an exciting journey of 
continually coming to new points in time where we can hear more than we did before. 
Once we are able to hear, consistently recognize and produce a particular aural object, we 
challenge ourselves to tackle the next aural obstacle. This basic pattern of an aural 
success followed by the next aural challenge is the essence of a growth mindset applied 
to the lifelong development of the ear. 
 
This course is the first in a four-course sequence that lays the habits and aural 
groundwork necessary for your own continuation of this journey. The grading system is 
based on the achievement of aural benchmarks. It is essentially a pass/fail system. 
Students challenge individual benchmarks at any time they choose. Benchmarks are left 
blank on the student’s list of grades until they successfully pass them off. At the point of 
passing off a benchmark, the student receives a “P” for that aural benchmark item. Once 
all benchmarks are met with a “P”, the student has successfully completed the course 
sequence. 
 
This grading system allows students to challenge material when their ears are ready. It 
does not impose permanently low grades on students simply because their ears took 
longer than the class schedule artificially allowed for individual ears to acclimatize to the 
material. On the flip side, it also does not hold students back whose ears have already 
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achieved levels of development that exceed the course pacing. As a pass/fail course 
system, a glance at the list of aural benchmarks indicates the minimum aural skills that 
any students having passed the course sequence should have at their command. 
 
Attendance Policy 
Attendance is not taken. Attending class certainly gives you a tremendous advantage in 
the sense that all the material in the course will be covered there. The classroom setting 
gives you a helpful place to practice your skills, scaffold your listening experiences, 
benefit from participating with the in-class combo group, pass aural benchmarks, ask 
questions, get help, work on areas in which you are having trouble, experience directed 
exposure to the pitch material you are attempting to pass. 
 
Student Responsibilities 
Students in the course are responsible for doing all readings of the topical material, 
correctly answering all questions related to those readings, logging at least the minimum 
number of listening hours, contributing recordings to each topic’s collaborative playlist 
(with measure numbers and timings of the topic material indicated), and passing all aural 
benchmarks (including singing, instrumental, and listening benchmarks). Answers 
provided to the readings must be 100% correct to receive a “P” for the reading. The 
reading quizzes may be taken as many times as necessary to achieve this standard. 
Listening hours are clocked automatically when you log in and begin listening on the 
class web page. (If the topical material goes by too quickly to aurally absorb at the 
recorded tempo, feeding the audio through Transcribe or Audacity will allow you to slow 
it down to a rate at which aural absorption may more easily occur.) 
 
Regarding performance, all material to be played on bass, piano, and horn will also be 
sung. Piano lab keyboards set to the appropriate timbre may be used in place of these 
acoustic instruments. When material is sung, it will be done using relative solmization 
syllables using both parallel and relative modal approaches. 
 
Every student will be assigned to an out-of-class combo group which will serve as the 
setting to practice skills to be performed with the in-class combo group for passing 
material. The piano lab keyboards can be set up with a three-way splitter or have 
headphones set to allow for three keyboards to be heard so that your group may practice 
together. The time spent with your combo group  is logged by the lab attendant. 
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General Outline Of The Course 
The schedule indicated below is subject to change at any time. Homework assignments 
listed are to be done in preparation for the following class in which we will go over this 
material. (Of course, individuals may pass material at any time; however, this homework 
listing allows us to create a standard flow from which individuals may deviate. At a 
minimum, it indicates the pacing of the material as it will be encountered in class.) 
 
Prep For Meeting 1: 
In preparation for any class period listed, the students should have already personally 
engaged with all the material listed under that day. In keeping with this pattern, students 
should prepare class materials listed under Meeting 1 in preparation for the first day of 
class. 
 
Meeting 1: 
 Harmonic Topic: Imaj7 (or common substitutes: I add6,9; I add6; I) 
 Harmonic Focus: Basic 7th chord 
Parent Scale: Diatonic (major) 
Scalar Material: Ionian (1st encounter) 
Listening Referent: “Alice In Wonderland” by Sammy Fain/Bob Hilliard;  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BJP4tJ5C_g 
Listening Timing and Measure Number: 0:12, m. 3 
Form of Listening Referent: AABA 
 
Meeting 1 Benchmarks: 
Bass Benchmarks: 
-Be able to arpeggiate R 3 5 7 given any tonic. 
-Be able to do this with a rapid-fire succession of various tonics. 
-Be able to produce any permutations of R 3 5 7. 
-Be able to produce the Ionian/Major scale. 
-Be able to produce any permutations of the Ionian/Major scale. 
-Be able to sing/play diatonic passing figures between any two chord tones    
of the Imaj7 
Piano Benchmarks: 
-Play 2+1 voicing of Imaj7 using piano/bass splitter on a lab keyboard  
to mimic timbre. 
-Be able to play the chord as it happens with reference recording (slowed 
down may be acceptable). 
-Be able to play a Imaj7 in this voicing in all keys (since ET is primary  
goal, not piano skills; transpose button allowed). 
Horn Benchmarks: 
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-All bass material plus Imaj7 (Ionian) melodic figures 1 and 2 (see “Jazz 
Melodic Figures-Paralleling Curriculum”)100 
Reading: 
-Read an explanation of the Imaj7, its common variants, and the Ionian 
scale. 
-Pass Reading Quiz 1. 
Listening Benchmark: 
-Recognize the Imaj7 chord or one of its common variants in other pieces 
Improvisation Benchmark: 
-Successfully improvise with the combo group on a Imaj7 chord using the 
Ionian mode and Imaj7 (Ionian) melodic figures 1 and 2 as a basis. 
Meeting 2:  
Harmonic Topic:V7 
Harmonic Focus: Basic 7th chord 
Parent Scale: Diatonic (major) 
Scalar Material: Mixolydian (1st encounter) 
Listening Referent: to be chosen by instructor 
Listening Timing and Measure Number: to be chosen by instructor 
Form of Listening Referent: to be chosen by instructor 
 
Meeting 2 Benchmarks: 
Bass Benchmarks: 
-Be able to arpeggiate R 3 5 7 given any tonic. 
-Be able to do this with a rapid-fire succession of various tonics. 
-Be able to produce any permutations of R 3 5 7. 
-Be able to produce the Mixolydian scale. 
-Be able to produce any permutations of the Mixolydian scale. 
-Be able to produce diatonic neighbor figures between any two chord 
tones of the V7. 
Piano Benchmarks: 
-Play 2+1 voicing of V7 using piano/bass splitter on a lab keyboard to 
mimic timbre. 
-Be able to play the chord as it happens with reference recording (slowed 
down may be acceptable). 
-Be able to play a V7 in this voicing in all keys (since ET is primary goal, 
not piano skills; transpose button allowed). 
Horn Benchmarks: 
-All bass material plus V7 (Mixolydian) melodic figures 1 and 2 (see  
“Jazz Melodic Figures-Paralleling Curriculum”). 
Reading: 
-Read an explanation of the V7 and the Mixolydian scale. 
-Pass Reading Quiz 2. 
Listening Benchmark: 
                                                 
100 Melodic figures that parallel the scalar and chordal material may be chosen by the instructor from the  
head of the referent tune, from other resources such as Charlie Parker’s Omnibook, pulled from solo 
material with which the instructor is familiar, or simply created by the instructor. 
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-Recognize the V7 chord or one of its common variants in other pieces 
Improvisation Benchmark: 
-Successfully improvise with the combo group on a V7 chord using the  
 Mixolydian mode and V7 (Mixolydian) melodic figures 1 and 2 as a 
basis. 
Meeting 3: 
Harmonic Topic:ii7 
Harmonic Focus: Basic 7th chord 
Parent Scale: Diatonic (major) 
Scalar Material: Dorian (1st encounter) 
Listening Referent: to be chosen by instructor 
Listening Timing and Measure Number: to be chosen by instructor  
Form of Listening Referent: to be chosen by instructor 
 
Meeting 3 Benchmarks: 
Bass Benchmarks: 
-Be able to arpeggiate R 3 5 7 given any tonic. 
-Be able to do this with a rapid-fire succession of various tonics. 
-Be able to produce any permutations of R 3 5 7. 
-Be able to produce the Dorian scale. 
-Be able to produce any permutations of the Dorian scale. 
-Be able to produce diatonic surround figures between any two chord 
tones of the ii7. 
Piano Benchmarks: 
-Play 2+1 voicing of ii7 using piano/bass splitter on a lab keyboard to 
mimic timbre. 
-Be able to play the chord as it happens with reference recording (slowed 
down may be acceptable). 
-Be able to play a ii7 in this voicing in all keys (since ET is primary goal, 
not piano skills; transpose button allowed). 
Horn Benchmarks: 
-All bass material plus ii7 (Dorian) melodic figures 1 and 2 (see “Jazz 
Melodic Figures-Paralleling Curriculum”). 
Reading: 
-Read an explanation of the ii7 and the Dorian scale. 
-Pass Reading Quiz 3. 
Listening Benchmark: 
-Recognize the ii7 chord in other pieces. 
Improvisation Benchmark: 
-Successfully improvise with the combo group on a ii7 chord using the 
Dorian mode and ii7 (Dorian) melodic figures 1 and 2 as a basis. 
Meeting 4: 
Harmonic Topic:  
-ii7-V7-(Imaj7) 
-ii7-V7-Imaj7  
Harmonic Focus: Basic 7th chord 
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Parent Scale: Diatonic (major) 
Scalar Material:  
-Dorian on ii7; Mixolydian on V7; Ionian on Imaj7 
- Now think in Ionian over entire chord succession. 
-Play with mixing all diatonic (major) possibilities. 
Listening Referent: to be chosen by instructor 
Listening Timing and Measure Number: to be chosen by instructor 
Form of Listening Referent: to be chosen by instructor 
 
Meeting 4 Benchmarks: 
Bass Benchmarks: 
-Be able to arpeggiate any permutations of the succession given any tonic 
or any supertonic. 
-Be able to do this with a rapid-fire succession of various tonics or  
supertonics. 
-Given any re-sol, be able to provide do. 
-Given any ii7-V7, be able to provide do. 
-Be able to produce all relevant scales and any permutations within and  
between them.  
-Be able to produce chromatic passing and neighbor figures between any  
two scalar or chordal tones (for PTs) or any single tone (for neighbor 
figures). 
-Be able to produce chromatic prefix neighbors to any scalar or chordal  
tone. 
Piano Benchmarks: 
-Play 2+1 voicing of the chord successions using piano/bass splitter on a  
lab keyboard to mimic timbre. 
-Be able to play the chord successions as they happen with reference  
recordings (slowed down may be acceptable). 
-Be able to play the chord successions in this voicing in all keys (since ET 
is primary goal, not piano skills; transpose button allowed). 
Horn Benchmarks: 
-All bass material plus ii7-V7-(Imaj7) melodic figures 1 and 2; ii7-V7-
Imaj7 melodic figures 1 and 2 (see “Jazz Melodic Figures-Paralleling 
Curriculum”). 
Reading: 
-Read an explanation of the two chord successions and relevant scales. 
-Pass Reading Quiz 4. 
Listening Benchmark: 
-Recognize both chord successions in other pieces. 
Improvisation Benchmark: 
-Successfully improvise with the combo group on both chord progressions  
using appropriate scales and melodic figures as a basis. 
 
(The same pattern indicated above holds true for Meetings 5–30. The harmonic topic is 
introduced with an area of harmonic focus, a parent scale, and associated scalar material. 
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A listening referent with timing, measure number, and form are provided. Benchmarks 
are divided by instrumental role into bass, piano, and horn. The bass benchmarks focus 
upon basic seventh chord arpeggiation–including permutations, relevant scales and 
chromatic NCTs. Piano benchmarks focus upon 2+1 voicings while focused upon the 
basic seventh chord. After this first pass with the material, it focuses upon 4+1 voicings, 
including harmonic extensions. Horn benchmarks focus upon chordal arpeggiation, scalar 
material, harmonic extensions, melodic figures, and improvisation. Readings are 
provided by the instructor for each meeting as a means of acquainting students with the 
topical material. Listening benchmarks require students to hear the listening topic in other 
pieces. Improvisation involves putting all of the aural material learned thus far to use 
within the context of the referent tune.) 
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APPENDIX B  
SAMPLE ASSIGNMENT AND MEANS OF ASSESSMENT—MEETING 16 
BENCHMARKS 
 
Topic: ii7–V7–(Imaj7); ii7–V7–Imaj7 
Meeting 16 Benchmarks: 
Bass Benchmarks: 
1. Be able to arpeggiate any permutations of the successions given any tonic or 
supertonic. 
 (Example) 
 
 ii7 V7 Imaj7  
 2^ 4^ 5^ 5^ 1^ 3^ 5^ 7^
 
 
 Instrumental Assessment: The student sits at a keyboard. The keyboard is set 
to sound an acoustic bass timbre from A0–B3 (or the student performs at 
the acoustic bass). The combo group’s horn player, pianist, and drummer 
are ready to perform with the student. The instructor plays a tone and 
verbally identifies its letter name. The instructor indicates to the student 
whether that tone is to be heard as a tonic or supertonic. The instructor 
then counts off the combo group. The combo group vamps on a ii7–V7–
Imaj7 progression. The student performs chord tones in walking quarter-
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notes in time with the group. The instructor listens to the performance to 
determine the student’s accuracy.  
 
 Vocal Assessment:  The student stands at a microphone. The combo group’s  
horn player, pianist, and drummer are ready to perform with the student. 
The instructor plays a tone and identifies its letter name. The instructor 
then indicates to the student whether to understand the note as do or re. 
The instructor then counts off the combo group. The combo group vamps 
on a ii7–V7–Imaj7 progression. The student sings a bass line in walking 
quarters in time with the combo group, using relative solmization syllables 
that consists of appropriate chord tones within the progression’s basic 
seventh chord structure. The instructor listens to the performance to 
determine the student’s accuracy. 
 
2. Be able to do this with a rapid-fire succession of various tonics or supertonics. 
 
 Means of Assessment: Both the instrumental and singing assessments above  
should be performed several times in a row with a variety of starting notes.  
The starting notes should sometimes be tonics and other times be 
supertonics. This will create the greatest fluency with the material. Again, 
in each case, the instructor listens to the performance to determine the 
student’s accuracy. 
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3. Be able to produce all relevant scales and any permutations within and between them. 
 (Example) 
 
 Instrumental Assessment: The combo group vamps on each chord for two bars  
 of 4/4. The student plays the relevant scales on a keyboard (set to an  
acoustic bass timbre) in walking quarters. The instructor listens to the  
student to assess for accuracy. 
 
 Vocal Assessment: The combo group vamps on each chord for two bars  
of 4/4. The student sings the relevant scales in walking quarters. The  
instructor listens for accuracy. If the range is too wide for the student, the  
student may feel free to jump up or down the octave at any and all points  
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where this is the problem. This in and of itself is a good skill for students 
to develop. The student will perform the singing assessment with both (a)  
do-based Dorian, Mixolydian, and Ionian modes and (b) re-based Dorian,  
sol-based Mixolydian, and do-based Ionian. 
 
4. Be able to appropriately insert any type of chromatic NCTs into your basslines. 
 (Example) 
 
 ii7 V7 Imaj7  
 2^ 6^ 5^ 7^ 1^ 2^ 3^ 5^
 
 Instrumental Assessment: The student sits at a keyboard. The keyboard is set 
to sound an acoustic bass timbre from A0–B3 (or the student performs at 
the acoustic bass). The combo group’s horn player, pianist, and drummer 
are ready to perform with the student. The instructor chooses a key for the 
harmonic progression. The instructor then counts off the combo group. 
The combo group vamps on a ii7–V7–Imaj7 progression. The student 
performs a bass line such as the one shown above which incorporates 
chromatic NCTs into the walking line. The instructor listens to the 
performance to determine the student’s accuracy. 
 
 Vocal Assessment: The student stands at a microphone. The combo group’s 
horn player, pianist, and drummer are ready to perform with the student. 
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The instructor plays a tone and identifies its letter name. The instructor 
chooses a key for the harmonic progression. The instructor then counts off 
the combo group. The combo group vamps on a ii7–V7–Imaj7progression. 
The student sings a bass line such as the one shown above which 
incorporates chromatic NCTs into the walking line. The instructor listens 
to the performance to determine the student’s accuracy. 
 
5. Be able to play the chord roots of the succession while you sing an appropriate line of  
 harmonic extensions. 
 (Example) 
 
 ii7 V7 Imaj7  
 3^ 3^ 2^
 
 2^ 5^ 1^
 
 Means of Assessment: The student sits at a keyboard with a vocal microphone  
  positioned at mouth level. The keyboard is set to sound an acoustic bass  
timbre from A0–B3 (or the student performs at the acoustic bass). The 
combo group’s pianist and drummer are ready to perform with the student. 
The instructor chooses a key for the harmonic progression. The instructor 
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then counts off the combo group. The combo group vamps on a ii7–V7–
Imaj7 progression. The student performs the bass line shown above while 
simultaneously singing an appropriate vocal line such as the line presented 
above it which incorporates harmonic extensions. The instructor listens to 
the performance to determine the student’s accuracy. 
 
Piano Benchmarks: 
1. Play 4+1 voicing of the chord successions using piano/bass splitter on a lab  
 keyboard to mimic timbre. 
 (Example) 
 
 ii7 V7 Imaj7 
 3^ 3^ 2^ 
 1^ 7^ 6^
 6^ 6^ 5^
 4^ 4^ 3^
 
 2^ 5^ 1^
 
 Instrumental Assessment: The student sits at a keyboard. The keyboard is set 
to sound an acoustic bass timbre from A0–B3 and a piano timbre from 
C4–C8. The combo group’s horn player and drummer are ready to 
perform with the student. The instructor chooses a key for the harmonic 
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progression. The instructor then counts off the combo group. The combo 
group vamps on a ii7–V7–Imaj7 progression. The student performs the 
bass line shown above with the left hand while simultaneously performing 
the piano voicings shown with the right hand. The instructor both watches 
and listens to the performance to determine the student’s accuracy. 
 
 Vocal Assessment: The vocal assessment could be performed with the student 
both playing at the piano and singing or by simply singing while 
relegating the piano/bass parts to the combo group members. This is left 
up to the instructor’s and student’s preferences. For purposes of 
demonstration, I will assume the latter choice. The student stands at the 
vocal microphone. The combo group’s horn player, pianist, bassist and 
drummer are ready to perform with the student. The instructor chooses a 
key for the harmonic progression. The instructor then counts off the 
combo group. The combo group plays a ii7–V7–Imaj7 progression, 
allowing each chord to last for one measure of 4/4. The student vocally 
arpeggiates the four notes of the piano part in eighth notes ascending and 
then descending, repeating the process for each chord as it sounds. The 
instructor listens to the performance to determine the student’s accuracy. 
 
2. Be able to play the chord successions in this voicing in all keys (since ET is 
primary goal, not piano skills; transpose button allowed) 
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 Means of Assessment: The kind of piano fluency that would be required to  
  produce the harmonic progressions in all keys is likely not a practical  
requirement in an ear training classroom, though it would certainly be an   
incredibly valuable skill. The transpose button would really only come  
into play if two students, for example, were attempting to pass this 
lesson’s benchmarks off at the same time–one of them on bass and the 
other on piano. If the instructor asked the bass player to change keys, the 
pianist could hit the transpose button. (Alternately, the combo pianist 
could simply stand in when the key became a problem for the student 
pianist.)  
 
3. While playing the chord succession, be able to sing an appropriate line of harmonic  
 extensions. 
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Voice:  3^ 3^ 2^ 
 
 
 ii7 V7 Imaj7 
 3^ 3^ 2^ 
 1^ 7^ 6^
 6^ 6^ 5^
 4^ 4^ 3^
 
 2^ 5^ 1^
 
 Means of Assessment: The student sits at a keyboard with a vocal microphone 
positioned at the mouth. The keyboard is set to sound an acoustic bass 
timbre from A0–B3 and a piano timbre from C4–C8. The combo group’s 
drummer is ready to perform with the student. The instructor chooses a 
key for the harmonic progression. The instructor then counts off the 
combo group. The combo group vamps on a ii7–V7–Imaj7 progression. 
The student performs the bass line shown above with the left hand, the 
piano voicings shown with the right hand, and simultaneously sings the 
vocal line shown. The instructor both watches and listens to the 
performance to determine the student’s accuracy. 
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Horn Benchmarks: 
1. While someone else plays the chord succession on piano, be able to play/sing any  
 appropriate line of harmonic extensions. 
 
Voice/Horn:  3^ 3^ 2^ 
 
 
 ii7 V7 Imaj7 
 3^ 3^ 2^ 
 1^ 7^ 6^
 6^ 6^ 5^
 4^ 4^ 3^
 
 2^ 5^ 1^
 
   
 Instrumental Assessment: The student sits at a keyboard. The keyboard is set  
to sound a horn timbre (sax, trumpet, etc.). (Alternately, the student may 
play their own acoustic lead instrument.) The combo group’s pianist, 
bassist and drummer are ready to perform with the student. The instructor 
chooses a key for the harmonic progression. The instructor then counts off 
the combo group. The combo group vamps on a ii7–V7–Imaj7 
progression. The student performs a line, such as the voice/horn line 
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shown above, which incorporates harmonic extensions. The instructor 
listens to the performance to determine the student’s accuracy. 
 
 Vocal Assessment: The student stands at the vocal microphone. The combo 
group’s pianist, bassist and drummer are ready to perform with the 
student. The instructor chooses a key for the harmonic progression. The 
instructor then counts off the combo group. The combo group plays a ii7–
V7–Imaj7 progression, while the student sings a line, such as the 
voice/horn line shown above, which incorporates harmonic extensions. 
The instructor listens to the performance to determine the student’s 
accuracy. 
 
2.While someone else plays an appropriate bass line for the progression (or you record  
 yourself), be able to play/sing any appropriate line of harmonic extensions. 
 
 
 ii7 V7 Imaj7 
Voice/Horn:  3^ 3^ 2^ 
 
 2^ 5^ 1^
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 Instrumental Assessment: The student sits at a keyboard. The keyboard is set 
to sound a horn timbre (sax, trumpet, etc.). (Alternately, the student may 
play their own acoustic lead instrument.) The combo group’s bassist and 
drummer are ready to perform with the student. The instructor chooses a 
key for the harmonic progression. The instructor then counts off the 
combo group. The combo group vamps on a ii7–V7–Imaj7 progression. 
The student performs a line, such as the voice/horn line shown above, 
which incorporates harmonic extensions. The instructor listens to the 
performance to determine the student’s accuracy. 
 
 Vocal Assessment: The student stands at the vocal microphone. The combo 
group’s bassist and drummer are ready to perform with the student. The 
instructor chooses a key for the harmonic progression. The instructor then 
counts off the combo group. The combo group plays a  ii7–V7–Imaj7 
progression, while the student sings a line, such as the voice/horn line 
shown above, which incorporates harmonic extensions. The instructor 
listens to the performance to determine the student’s accuracy. 
 
2. Use of appropriate melodic figures from “Jazz Melodic Figures-Paralleling  
Curriculum” (from Grant Green’s 1st chorus on “Airegin” by Sonny Rollins) 
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 ii7 V7 Imaj7 
 6^ 5^ 4^ 2^ 1^ 7^ 2^ 7^ 1^ 2^ 3^
 
Link to the tune “Airegin” by Sonny Rollins on Grant Green: The Complete Quartets 
With Sonny Clark https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBLUyT_ajbI  
 
Timing: 0:48–0:59; mm. 10–11 
 
Instrumental Assessment: The student sits at a keyboard. The keyboard is set to sound a 
horn timbre (sax, trumpet, etc.). (Alternately, the student may play their own 
acoustic lead instrument.) The combo group’s pianist, bassist and drummer are 
ready to perform with the student. The instructor chooses a key for the harmonic 
progression. The instructor then counts off the combo group. The combo group 
vamps on a ii7–V7–Imaj7 progression. The student performs the melodic figure 
shown above. The instructor listens to the performance to determine the student’s 
accuracy. 
 
Vocal Assessment: The student stands at the vocal microphone. The combo group’s 
pianist, bassist and drummer are ready to perform with the student. The instructor 
chooses a key for the harmonic progression. The instructor then counts off the 
combo group. The combo group plays a  ii7–V7–Imaj7 progression, while the 
student sings (using scale-degrees or the syllables indicated above) the melodic 
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figure shown above. The instructor listens to the performance to determine the 
student’s accuracy. 
 
Reading: 
1. Read an explanation about creating lines that make use of the harmonic 
extensions in these chord successions. 
 
Reading 16: Harmonic Extensions and the ii7–V7–(Imaj7) progression 
 
 Recall that we have already encountered the ii7–V7–(Imaj7) and ii7–V7-Imaj7 
progressions as basic seventh chords. The ii-V7-(Imaj7) progression implies a tonic 
harmony which never actually arrives. Despite this fact, the truncated ii7–V7  version of 
the progression is enough harmonic structure to cause us to hear these chords in relation 
to the implied tonic. The progressions are fully contained within the diatonic (major) 
parent scale and may be thought of as a three-chord succession fleshing out the Ionian or 
major scale. Alternately, one may choose to think of each chord as inhabiting its own 
modal rotation of the diatonic (major) parent. From this vantage point, the ii7 is 
associated with the Dorian rotation, the V7 with the Mixolydian rotation, and the Imaj7 
with the Ionian rotation. In an improvisatory setting, your choice of vantage point will 
have an effect on your note choices. 
     Voice-leading in this progression is also something we may consider. When we 
focused on the basic seventh chords in our 2+1 arrangement, we encountered (a) root to 
root motion in the bass; (b) a chordal third (fa) in the ii7 chord which then becomes the 
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chordal seventh of the V7, finally moving downward by step to mi, the chordal third in 
the Imaj7; and (c) a chordal seventh (do) in the ii7 chord which then resolves downward 
by step to become the third of the V7 chord (ti), finally becoming the seventh of Imaj7. 
Below is an illustration of the voice-leading just described. 
 
 
 
(Also recall that if do is voiced below fa in the ii7 chord, the same voice-leading motions 
obtain. They will simply alter their locations within the texture.) Now that our return to 
this progression involves a focus on harmonic extensions, we will expand our 2+1 
skeletal chord structure to a 4+1 structure allowing for harmonic extensions to further fill 
out the basic seventh chords. Within this arrangement, these extensions can also be 
shown to follow some voice-leading patterns. The left hand is still responsible for root-to-
root motion, while the right hand voices the chordal 3rd (fa), 5th (la), 7th (do), and 9th 
(mi) from bottom to top. Let’s consider each of the right-hand tones as an SATB choir for 
a moment in order to follow the voice leading of each part. The bass would move from 
the the chordal 3rd in the ii7 (fa) to the 7th in the V7 (fa) to the 3rd in the I6/9 (mi). 
(Recall that the I6/9 is a common substitute for the Imaj7 particularly in voicings such as 
the one I am describing.) The tenor would move from the chordal 5th in the ii7 (la) to the 
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chordal 9th in the V7 (sol) to the chordal 5th in the I6/9 (mi). The alto would move from 
the chordal 7th in the ii7 (do) to the chordal 3rd in the V7 (ti) to the chordal 6th in the 
I6/9 (la). The soprano would move from the chordal 9th in the ii7 (mi) to the chordal 13th 
in the V7 (mi) to the chordal 9th in the I6/9 (re). 
 
 
If the component positions of the ii7 chord are rearranged, the following voice-leading 
paths are obtained. 
 
The bass moves do–do–ti (chordal 7th to 3rd to 7th). The tenor moves mi–mi–re (chordal 
9th to 13th to 9th). The alto moves fa–fa–mi (chordal 3rd to 7th to 3rd). The soprano 
moves la–la–sol (chordal 5th to 9th to 5th). These are two ways we may easily voice the 
ii7–V7–Imaj7 progression that builds on our original skeletal structure. By making our 
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2+1 voicing into a 4+1 voicing, we allow the harmonic extensions to also participate in 
their own voice-leading paths. 
 
 Means of Assessment: Use web analytics to monitor which students have 
visited the reading’s page, and for how long. In addition, the reading quiz 
can be interlaced into the reading itself so that after each paragraph, the 
student is prompted to answer the relevant questions. The student is not 
allowed to proceed with more of the reading until after answering the 
questions correctly for that section. 
 
2. Pass Reading Quiz 16 
 Answer the following questions pertaining to the information in Reading 16. 
 Q1: What parent scalar collection contains both the ii7–V7 and ii7–V7–Imaj7  
 harmonic progressions? 
 A1: the diatonic (major) parent scale 
 
 Q2: The entire three-chord succession may be thought of as a part of which modal  
  rotation? 
 A2: the Ionian (1st rotation) 
 
 Q3: From the vantage point that each chord expresses its own rotation, what  
 rotation does the ii7 chord express? The V7? The Imaj7? 
 A3: ii7––Dorian; V7–Mixolydian; Imaj7–Ionian 
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 Q4: As an improviser, what difference does it make which way you think about  
 the progression? 
 A4: One is a longer-range view than the other. Putting on a particular scalar  
 viewpoint in a solo will very likely cause you to highlight and emphasize  
 different notes precisely because of the way you are thinking about the chord  
 and scale relationships. 
 
 Q5: In both the 2+1 voicings of the basic seventh chords and the 4+1 voicings of  
 the chords with extensions, the bass moves in the same manner. In what way  
 does it move?  
 A5: From one chord root to the next 
 
 Q6: Name a common variant of the Imaj7 which we use in one version of this  
  progression. 
 A6: I6/9 
 
 Q7: Is it possible for harmonic extensions to follow smooth voice-leading paths? 
 A7: yes 
 
 Q8: Identify the extensions in a path that moves from mi to mi to re in the ii7– 
 V7–I6/9 progression. 
 A8: 9th becomes 13th becomes 9th 
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 Q9: What does the 9th (la) of the V7 resolve into when arriving on the I6/9 or  
 Imaj7? 
 A9: Sol (the chordal 5th) 
 
 Means of Assessment: (ditto previous) Use web analytics to monitor which 
students have visited the reading’s page, and for how long. In addition, the 
reading quiz can be interlaced into the reading itself so that after each 
paragraph, the student is prompted to answer the relevant questions. The 
student is not allowed to proceed with more of the reading until after 
answering the questions correctly for that section. 
  
Listening Benchmark: 
1. Recognize the chord successions in other pieces. 
a. Example 1: “The Breeze and I” by Ernesto Lecuona/Emilio de Torre/Al 
Stillman; during Kenny Burrell’s solo; mm. 29–31; timing: 1:30–1:33 
(ii7–V7–Iadd6) 
b. Example 2: “Firm Roots” by Cedar Walton; Roy Hargrove performs; mm. 
1–3; timing: 0:06–0:08 
 
 Means of Assessment: These could be unidentified pieces posted on the class web 
page. Students would need to label the timing of the harmonic progression’s 
occurrence. The instructor checks the timings for accuracy. 
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Improvisation Benchmark: 
1. Successfully improvise with the combo group on these chord successions using: 
a. Appropriate scalar materials 
 At this point in the learning sequence, the ii7 may be generalized 
as a min7 chord. We have encountered the following scales which may be 
used for solo material: Dorian, Aeolian, and Phrygian. For the V7 chord, 
we have only encountered the Mixolydian scale up to this point. For the 
Imaj7, we have encountered both the Ionian and Lydian scales. We have 
also shown that the Ionian mode may be used over the entire progression. 
Any of these materials are appropriate and will be assessed for fluency by 
either the instructor and/or the combo members themselves (TAs or 
instructors themselves) 
b. Appropriate melodic figures 
 Melodic figures which have been encountered in the contexts of 
these chords thus far should be interwoven into the improvisation on this 
chord progression. 
c. Appropriate harmonic extensions 
 Students should use the harmonic extensions presented in this 
lesson in their improvisations rather than sticking strictly to basic seventh 
chord material. They may opt to use the voice-leading shown in the 
reading or come up with their own. 
 
 Means of Assessment: The student joins the combo group’s pianist, bassist, and  
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drummer in order to improvise with them as a horn player. This role may 
be filled by the acoustic instrument or  by using a keyboard set to a horn 
timbre (sax, trumpet, etc.). The instructor indicates the key for the 
performance and counts off the group. The combo group vamps on the 
ii7–V7–Imaj7 while the student improvises. The vamp will continue 
looping for a while, allowing the student ample opportunities to 
incorporate the scales, melodic figures, and harmonic extensions the class 
has learned. The instructor listens to the performance to determine the 
student’s competency with the material.  
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APPENDIX C  
TUNE-BASED HARMONIC PARADIGMS101 
 
Imaj7 
● Imaj7–IVmaj7–Imaj7 
○ “I Can’t Get Started With You” in mm. 19–20 
● ii7–V7–Imaj7–IV7 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in mm. 5–8 
○ “Body and Soul” in mm. 2–3, 26–27,  
● Imaj7–vi7–ii7–V7 
○ “I Can’t Get Started With You” in mm. 1–2, 25–26 
● ii7–V7–Imaj7  
○ "Body and Soul" in mm.2–3, 16–17, 21–22, 26–27 
○ “All The Things You Are” in mm. 17–20 (head), 33–35 (head) 
○ “Lover Man (Oh, Where Can You Be?)” in mm. 7–8 (uses I add6), 31–32 
○ “What Is This Thing Called Love” in mm. 17–20 
○ “Autumn Leaves” in mm. 21–24 
○ “Honeysuckle Rose” in mm. 17–20 (uses I add6) 
● ii7–V7–I7 
○ “Willow Weep For Me” in mm. 6–7, 14–15, 30–31 
○ “Honeysuckle Rose” in mm. 21–24 
● I add6–ii7–V7–I add6 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 13–15 
 
                                                 
101 These specific tunes used as examples here were chosen from a list of top standards as reported by 
jazzstandards.com. In addition, I’ve worked solely with the chord progressions in The Real Book for 
consistency/uniformity, and so that my readers can easily compare my analyses to their own. It should 
be noted, however, that many/most of these tunes are often played/recorded with slightly different 
progressions. 
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● vi7–ii7–V7–Imaj7 
○ "Body and Soul" in mm. 7–8, 31–32 (I6) 
○ "All The Things You Are" in mm. 1–4 (head) (Imaj7), 9–12, 25–28 
● iii7–vi7–ii7–V7–Imaj7  
○ "Body and Soul" in mm. 19–20 
● Imaj7–ii7–iii7–ii7 
○ “My Funny Valentine” in mm. 17–18, 19–20 
● Imaj7–ii7–iii7–ii7–V7 
○ “Lover Man (Oh, Where Can You Be?)” in mm. 19–20 
● iiø7–V7(9)–I add6 (preview of modal borrowing) 
○ “My Funny Valentine” in mm. 34–35 
● IVmaj7–iv maj7–VII7–Imaj7 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 1–5 
● Imaj7–iii7–V7/ii–ii7–V7/ii–ii7–V7 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 5–9 
● IVmaj7–VII7–Imaj7 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 25–27 
● Imaj7–iii7–ctº7–ii7–V7–I add6 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 27–31 
● I7–IV7 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 1–8 
● I7–IV7–I7 
○ “Willow Weep For Me” in mm. 1–2, 2–3, 7–8, 15–16, 25–26, 26–27, 31–32 
● I7–IV7–I7–V75 
○ “Willow Weep For Me” in mm. 7–8, 31–32 
● I add6–vi7–ii7/VImaj7–V7/VImaj7–VImaj7–iv7–iiø7–V79 
○ “What’s New?” in mm. 1–4, 9–12, 17–20, 25–28 
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● i-i7/7^–VImaj7–V7–I add6–vi7–ii7–V7 
○ “What’s New?” in mm. 5–8, 13–16, 29–32  
● I7–IV7–V7–i add6 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 17–25 
V7 
● V7–I add6 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 9–13 
● I7–IV7–V7–i add6 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 17–25 
ii7 
● ii7–V7 
○ “‘Round Midnight” in m. 2 (second half), 4 (two statements), 5, 21 (second half), 24, 26 
(second half), 28 (two statements), 29,  
○ “I Can’t Get Started With you” in m. 17, 18, 21, 22, 23 
○ “Lover Man (Oh, Where Can You Be?)” in m. 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 18, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in m. 3–4 
○ “Honeysuckle Rose” in mm. 1, 2, 3–4, 25, 26, 27–28 
vi7 
● vi7–ii7–V7–Imaj7 
○ “All The Things You Are” in mm. 1–4 (head), 9–12, 25–28 
● I add6–vi7–ii7/VImaj7–V7/VImaj7–VImaj7–iv7–iiø7–V79 
○ “What’s New?” in mm. 1–4, 9–12, 17–20, 25–28 
● i–i7/7^–VImaj7–V7–I add6–vi7–ii7–V7 
○ “What’s New?” in mm. 5–8, 29–32  
iii7 
● Imaj7–iii7–V7/ii–ii7–V7/ii–ii7–V7 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 5–9 
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● Imaj7–iii7–ctº7–ii7-V7–I add6 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 27–31 
IVmaj7 
● ii7–V7–Imaj7–IVmaj7 
○ “Yesterdays” in mm. 13–14 
● IVmaj7-iv maj7–VII7–Imaj7 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 1–5 
● IVmaj7–VII7–Imaj7 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 25–27 
IV7 
● I7–IV7–I7 
○ “Willow Weep For Me” in mm. 1–2, 2–3, 7–8, 15–16, 25–26, 26–27, 31–32 
● I7–IV7–I7–V75 
○ “Willow Weep For Me” in mm. 7–8, 31–32 
● I7–IV7 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 1–8 
● I7–IV7–V7–i add6 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 17–25 
i maj7 
● i–i maj7–i7–i add6–VImaj7–iv7–iiø7–V7(9) 
○ “My Funny Valentine” in mm. 1–8 
● ii maj7i7i add6VImaj7iiø7V7(9)i 
○ “My Funny Valentine” in mm. 25–31 
● ii maj7i7IV7 
○ “Lover Man (Oh, Where Can You Be?)” in mm. 17–18, 21–22 
● iiiø7V7(9) (uses i as a variant of i maj7) 
○ “Yesterdays” in mm. 1–2, 3–4 
● i7V7(9) (uses i7 as a variant of i maj7) 
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○ “Body and Soul” in m. 1, 25 
● i-i7/7^–VImaj7–V7–I add6–vi7–ii7–V7 
○ “What’s New?” in mm. 5–8, 29–32  
● I7–IV7–V7–i add6 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 17–25 
● i add6–iiø7–V7 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 25–26, 27–28 
iiø7 
● iiø7-V7(9) 
○ “All The Things You Are” in m. 36 
○ “‘Round Midnight” in m. 22 
○ “My Funny Valentine” in mm. 15-16, 24, 36 
○ “Lover Man (Oh, Where Can You Be)” in m. 8 
○ “Yesterdays” in mm. 2, 4, 7–8 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in mm. 1–2, 15–16, 25-26, 27-28 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in m. 16 
● iiø7–V7(9)–i 
○ “What Is This Thing Called Love” in mm.1-4, 9–12, 25–28 
● iiø7–V75(9)–Imaj7 
○ “What Is This Thing Called Love” in mm. 5–8, 13–16 
● iiø7–V7(9)–Imaj7 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in mm. 29–32 
● iiø7–V7(9)–i 
○ “Autumn Leaves” in mm. 17–20, 29–32 
● i add6–iiø7–V7 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 25–26, 27–28 
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iv7 
● IVmaj7–iv maj7–VII7–Imaj7 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 1–5 
● I add6-vi7–ii7/VImaj7–V7/VImaj7–VImaj7–iv7–iiø7–V79 
○ “What’s New?” in mm. 1–4, 9–12, 25–28 
VImaj7 
● I add6–vi7–ii7/VImaj7–V7/VImaj7–VImaj7–iv7–iiø7–V79 
○ “What’s New?” in mm. 1–4, 9–12, 17–20, 25–28 
● i–i7/7^–VImaj7–V7–I add6–vi7–ii7–V7 
○ “What’s New?” in mm. 5–8, 13–16, 29–32  
viø7 
● viø7–II7(5)/V–V75 
○ “‘Round Midnight” in m. 7–8, 17–18, 19–20 
● i-i7/7^–VImaj7–V7–i add6–viø7–V7/V 
○ “What’s New?” in mm. 21–24 
ctº7 
● iii7ctº7ii7V7Imaj7 
○ “All The Things You Are” in mm. 31–35 
● Imaj7iii7ctº7ii7V7I add6 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 27–31 
V7/V 
● V7/vivi7V7/VV7sus4 
○ “I Can’t Get Started With You” in mm. 3–4 
● iiø7-V79/V–V75–i7 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in mm. 15–20 
● V7/V–ii7/V–V7/V–V7 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 13–15 
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● i-i7/7^–VImaj7–V7–i add6–viø7–V7/V 
○ “What’s New?” in mm. 21–24 
Circle of Fifths (V7/X) 
● “I Got Rhythm” in mm. 17–24 
● “Lover Man (Oh, Where Can You Be?) in mm. 4–6, 28–30 
● “Yesterdays” in mm. 8–12 
● “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 30–32 
V7/ii 
● Imaj7–iii7–V7/ii–ii7–V7/ii–ii7–V7 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 5–9 
● Imaj7–ii7–viiº7/iii–iii7–V7/ii 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 11–12 
V7/vi, V7/VI 
● V7/vi–vi7–V7/V–V7sus4 
○ “I Can’t Get Started With You” in mm. 3–4 
● Imaj7–VII7–iiø7/vi–V7/vi 
○ “Lover Man (Oh, Where Can You Be?)” in mm. 23–24 
● Imaj7–viiø7–V7(9)/vi 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in mm. 13–14 
● I add6–vi7–ii7/VImaj7–V7/VImaj7–VImaj7–iv7–iiø7–V79 
○ “What’s New?” in mm. 1–4, 9–12, 17–20, 25–28 
V7/iv, V7/IV 
● V7–ii7–V7–V7/IV 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 15–16 
● ii7/IV–V7/IV 
○ “Stardust” in m. 32 
● I add6–V7/IV–IVmaj7–viiø7/V–I add6 
○ “Honeysuckle Rose” in mm. 5–7, 29–31 
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viiº7/V 
● I add6–V7/IV–IVmaj7–viiº7/V–I add6 
○ “Honeysuckle Rose” in mm. 5–7, 29–31 
viiº7/iii 
● Imaj7–ii7–viiº7/iii–iii7–V7/ii 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 11–12 
● I7–ii7–viiº7/iii–I add6/3^ 
○ “Willow Weep For Me” in mm. 3–4, 27–28 
● I–ii7–viiº7/iii–I6/3^ 
○ “Honeysuckle Rose” in mm. 15–16 
V75 
● ii-V75 
○ “‘Round Midnight” in m. 6 
V75 
● iiø7–V75(9)–I6 
○ “What Is This Thing Called Love?” in mm. 5–8, 13–16, 29–32 
● Imaj7–V75/ii–ii7–V7–I6 
○ “I Can’t Get Started With You” in mm. 29–31 
● I6–V75/ii–ii7–V7 
○ “I Can’t Get Started With You” in mm. 31–32 
● iiø7–V75 
○ “Yesterdays” in mm. 15–16 
● V75–i7 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in mm. 17–20 
● V75/ii–ii7–VII7(11)–Imaj7 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in mm. 21–24 
● I7–IV7–I7–V75 
○ “Willow Weep For Me” in mm. 7–8, 31–32 
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II7 
● ii7/IV–II7/IV–IVmaj7 
○ “My Funny Valentine” in mm. 32–33 
● I add6/3^–ii7/IV–II7/IV–IV7–II7/IV–IV7 
○ “Willow Weep For Me” in mm. 4–6, 28–30 
● I add6–II7/iii–iii7–chromatic passing m7–ii7 
○ “Honeysuckle Rose” in mm. 8–9 to 1, 31–32 to 1 
IImaj7 
● i–IImaj7–V7 
○ “Nardis” in mm. 1–3 (head) 
VII7 
● I6–VII7–Imaj7 
○ “I Can’t Get Started With You” in mm. 15–16 
● V75/ii–ii7–VII7(11)–Imaj7 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in mm. 17–24 
● IVmaj7–iv maj7–VII7–Imaj7 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 1–5 
● IVmaj7–VII7–Imaj7 
○ “Stardust” in mm. 25–27 
VI7 
● Imaj7–VI7–Imaj7 
○ “Bye, Bye Blues” in mm. 1–6 
● i7–VI7–i7 
○ “Angel Eyes” in mm. 2–3, 10–11, 26–27 
II7/V 
● II7/V–iiø7–V7 
○ “What Is This Thing Called Love” in mm. 21–24 
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● i–viø7–II7/V–V75–i6 
○ “Alone Together” in mm. 41–43 
● II79/V-V79 
○ “All The Things You Are” intro vamp (not always played) 
● II7/V–V75 
○ “Angel Eyes” in mm. 7, 8; 15, 31, 33 
Circle of Tritone Substitutions 
● “Body and Soul” in m. 24 
● “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 29–30 
Pivot Chords 
● i7=ii7 
○ “Body and Soul” in mm. 1–2, 25–26 
● Imaj7=IIImaj7 
○ “Autumn Leaves” in m. 3, 23–24 
● i7=iii7 
○ “Autumn Leaves” in m. 27 
● Imaj7=IVmaj7 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in m. 7 
● I7=V7 
○ “Willow Weep For Me” in mm. 16–17 
○ “Honeysuckle Rose” in mm. 23–24 
● Imaj7=VImaj7 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in m. 9 
● iii7=ii7 
○ “I Can’t Get Started With You” in m. 17 
● IVmaj7=IImaj7 
○ “All The Things You Are” in m. 5 (head), 13 
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● IV7=II7 
○ “Body and Soul” in m. 3 
● iv7=ii7 
○ “Autumn Leaves” in m. 21 
○ “My Funny Valentine” in m. 14 
● VImaj7=IVmaj7 
○ “My Funny Valentine” in m. 13 
● VI7(9)=V7(9) 
○ “Body and Soul” in m. 1, 8 
● VI7=VII7 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in mm. 21–22 
● viiø7=iiø7 
○ “All The Things You Are” in m. 21 
○ “My Funny Valentine” in m. 36 
○ “Autumn Leaves” in m. 25 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in m. 16 
● VII7=V7 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in mm. 9–13 
Pivot Tones 
● 1^=2^ (do=re) 
○ “I Can’t Get Started With You” in mm. 20–21 
● 1^=6^ (do=le) 
○ “Yesterdays” in mm. 14–15 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in mm. 23–26 
● 3^=6^ (me=le) 
○ “What Is This Thing Called Love?) in mm. 3–5 
● 3^=1^ (mi=do) 
○ “Yesterdays” in mm. 14–15 
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● 3^=5^ (mi=sol) 
○ “Sweet Georgia Brown” in m. 32 
● 5^=2^ (sol=re) 
○  “Stella By Starlight” in mm. 4–5, 14–15 
○ “Honeysuckle Rose” in mm. 16–17 
○ “Yesterdays” in mm. 12–13 
● 5^=6^ (sol=la) 
○ “Stella By Starlight” in mm. 26–27, 28–29 
● 6^=4^ (la=fa) 
○ “Yesterdays” in mm. 14–15 
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